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AXEMA,
L’ASSOCIATION DE RÉFÉRENCE AU SERVICE DES 
AGROEQUIPEMENTS

CONSTRUIRE L’AVENIR ET RÉPONDRE A VOS AMBITIONS
AXEMA est l’Association française des acteurs industriels de la filière des 
agroéquipements et de l’Agroenvironnement. Elle compte 230 membres et regroupe 
les constructeurs français et internationaux de matériels agricoles des différentes filières 
de la production agricole, végétale et animale, ainsi que les producteurs de matériels 
pour l’entretien des espaces verts. Elle rassemble aussi les acteurs économiques de la 
filière, les équipementiers, les sociétés de services, les établissements qui travaillent 
avec les constructeurs.

UNE FILIÈRE DIVERSIFIÉE
La filière des agroéquipements regroupe des entreprises qui produisent, commercialisent 
et distribuent des équipements et des matériels, fixes et roulants, destinés à divers 
utilisateurs : agriculteurs de grandes cultures, éleveurs, viticulteurs, arboriculteurs, 
horticulteurs et maraîchers. Ces matériels s’adressent également aux professionnels 
des parcs et jardins et aux jardiniers particuliers. De plus cette filière s’oriente 
davantage vers des solutions qui prennent en compte la dimension environnementale 
de l’agriculture, de l’élevage, des parcs et jardins et plus globalement de nos territoires 
permettant ainsi d’en faire une véritable filière de l’Agroenvironnement. 

Les agroéquipements couvrent une grande diversité de machines, d’usages et de 
technologies. Cette diversité se retrouve également dans l’organisation économique 
avec un secteur qui se compose à la fois de petites et moyennes entreprises, de 
groupes industriels français implantés mondialement et de filiales importatrices de 
groupes étrangers.

GOUVERNANCE ET ÉQUIPE OPÉRATIONNELLE 
Axema est administrée par un conseil d’administration composé de 16 représentants 
des membres actifs de l’Association. Le conseil élit un bureau composé d’un président, 
de deux vice-présidents et d’un trésorier, nommés pour un mandat de trois ans ;
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Au quotidien l’activité de l’association est assurée par une équipe de 16 personnes 
organisée par pôle d’expertise qui répondent aux demandes des membres :

● Pôle technique
● Pôle économique
● Pôle formation /emploi
● Pôle international
● Pôle adhérents/ communication
● Pôle administratif et comptable

Les activités collectives d’Axema s’exercent principalement au travers des réunions des 
Groupes Produits et Marchés (GPM) qui regroupent les membres actifs ou associés 
autour d’une même famille de produits ou d’un même marché, et des commissions qui 
travaillent sur des sujets transversaux.

UNE ACTIVITÉ AUTOUR DES SALONS
Axema, en partenariat avec le groupe COMEXPOSIUM, exploite les éditions nationales 
et internationales des salons SIMA (Mondial des fournisseurs de l’agriculture et de 
l’élevage) et SITEVI (Salon international pour la filière vigne-vin, fruits et légumes 
Oléiculture) par l’intermédiaire d’une société commune EXPOSIMA. 

L’Association participe à la définition des stratégies et des politiques. Elle réfléchit à des 
évolutions pour assurer la promotion des salons, les rendre plus attractifs et favoriser 
les courants d’affaires.

Les salons doivent être la traduction de l’offre, de la dynamique et de la compétitivité 
de la filière des agroéquipements. L’objectif d’Axema est de montrer que le secteur est 
innovant et porteur de croissance dans le cadre d’une agriculture mondiale, performante 
et durable.

Cette démarche s’élargit au-delà de nos frontières avec le développement de salons à 
l’international tels que le SITEVINITECH China ou Argentina, le SIMA Asean à Bangkok 
ou le SIMA-SIPSA à Algérie.

Axema construit l’avenir des agroéquipements et de 
l’Agroenvironnement pour une agriculture pérenne et un 

aménagement responsable des territoires.
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AVANT-PROPOS,
2ème édition des Rendez-vous Techniques d’Axema : l’ensemble des acteurs de 
la recherche et de l’innovation en Agroéquipement mobilisés le 2 mars 2018 sur 
le campus d’UniLaSalle à Beauvais.

L’Agroéquipement accompagne la transformation de l’Agriculture et participe au 
développement de nouveaux modèles agricoles plus respectueux des écosystèmes. 
AXEMA a créé les rendez-vous Techniques pour favoriser le dialogue direct avec 
les acteurs de la recherche et de l’innovation en Agroéquipement et informer des 
développements en cours.
La forte mobilisation de cette deuxième édition témoigne de la vitalité et des attentes du 
secteur. Les enjeux de l’Agriculture interpellent de nombreuses expertises scientifiques 
et technologiques.  
Cet évènement a mis à l’honneur trente-cinq présentations sous forme de sessions 
plénières, sessions thématiques et ateliers posters, sélectionnées par un comité 
scientifique et technique à qui nous adressons nos remerciements les plus chaleureux.
C’est grâce à la qualité et l’expertise des intervenants industriels, académiques et de 
la recherche que les Rendez-Vous Techniques AXEMA sont devenus le lieu privilégié en 
France pour l’innovation et la recherche autour du secteur des agroéquipements. 
Notre ambition est de continuer à renforcer les liens entre tous les acteurs de différentes 
spécialités pour une agriculture durable. 

COMPOSITION DU COMITÉ SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHNIQUE                             
Philippe Colacicco (Président) - KUBOTA
Frédéric Cavoleau - CLASS Tracteur
Anne Combaud - UniLaSalle
Olivier Croix - MONROC
Christelle Gee - AGROSUP Dijon
Jean-François Goupillon - AXEMA
Gilbert Grenier - Bordeaux Sciences Agro
Jeannot Hironimus - KUHN
Emmanuel Hugo - IRSTEA
Rolland Lenain - IRSTEA
Lionel Leveillé - SULKY BUREL
Alain Trouvé - CETIM 
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8H20 INTRODUCTION DE LA JOURNÉE - Philippe Colacicco, Président de la Commission Technique 
d’AXEMA

8H30
SESSION PLÉNIÈRE : Initiative pour l’innovation dans l’agro-machinisme avec RobAgri, l’association 
pour développer la robotique agricole française de demain - Jean-Michel Lebars, Président de 
l’association RobAgri

9H00 PRÉSENTATION DES POSTERS PAR LEURS AUTEURS

9H30 SESSIONS PARALLÈLES

INNOVATION PRODUIT

9H30 Agriculteurs-inventeurs en agroéquipements : logiques d’action, accompagnement, diffusion
Delphine Caroux, Michel Dubois, Loïc Sauvée, Unité de recherche INTERACT, UniLaSalle

10H00 L’électronique au service de l’innovation
Anthony Perrino – HYDAC

10H30 PAUSE CAFÉ - SESSION POSTERS

11H00 Electrification des machines agricoles, faire les bons choix
Mathieu Beaurain – CETIM 

11H30
Etude de sensibilité de l’architecture d’un tracteur afin d’accélérer la transition vers les énergies non fossile en 

offrant des solutions sans compromis sur les prestations et la polyvalence de la machine
Bruno Sap - AGCO

12H00  La robotique « Grande Culture »
Philippe Potier, David Hild- KUHN Saverne – Christophe Aubé – AGREENCULTURE

12H30 Robots mobiles coopératifs en agriculture : Un nouveau concept pour une pulvérisation intelligente
Roland Lenain, Thibault Tourrette – IRSTEA, Olivier Naud, Vincent de Rudnicki – ITAP, IRSTEA

13H00 DÉJEUNER

AGRICULTURE NUMÉRIQUE

14H00 Mutation du monde agricole : vers une agriculture de précision et une filière interconnectée
Noëlie Aussel – JOHN DEERE

14H30
 Motivations de Kuhn pour agrirouter – Plateforme ouverte et multi-constructeurs dédiée à l’échange de 

données
Christian Adler - KUHN SAVERNE

15H00 PAUSE CAFÉ - SESSION POSTERS

MODELISATION & SIMULATION

15H30 Techniques de simulation avancée pour l’optimisation des performances du ROPS
Daniele Speziani, Lorenzo Vagnetti -PHITEC INGEGNERIA

16H00
 Industrie et supply chain 4.0 : quel(s) impact(s) et mises en œuvre possibles pour les entreprises 

agricoles et de l’agroéquipement
Sylvain Morel, Paul-Eric Dossou - ICAM

16H30 SESSION PLÉNIÈRE : Agriculture et numérique - François Moreau, délégué ministériel en charge du 
numérique et de la donnée

17H00 CONCLUSION - Alain Savary, Directeur Général d’AXEMA

PROGRAMME

SALLE PLÉNIÈRE
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PROGRAMME

9H30

INNOVATION AGROÉCOLOGIQUE

9H30 Les certificats d’économie de produits phytopharmaceutiques contexte et mise en œuvre
Maud Blanck, Christian Huygue – INRA

10H00 UV Boosting, technologie de stimulation des défenses des plantes par flashs UV
Yves Matton – TECHNO FOUNDERS

10H30 PAUSE CAFÉ - SESSION POSTERS

11H00 Compréhension des interactions sol-outil pour une performance agroécologique des outils de travail du sol
Andrii Yatskul, Carolina Ugarte - UniLaSalle, Chaire Agro-Machinisme et nouvelles technologies

11H30 Optimisation du labour grâce au relevage automatique des corps assisté par GPS
Jean-Marc Debien, Gérald Boutin, Thierry Ledig – KUHN HUARD

12H00
 Technologie « pneumatique 2 en 1 » pour permettre une efficacité maximale de la chaîne de 

transmission tant sur route que sur le champ
Patrick Vervaet, Marc Gandillet - MICHELIN

12H30

Développement de technologies et d’équipement pour la gestion de systèmes horticoles organiques et conservatifs 
: le S.M.O.C.A. projet

Frasconi C., Martelloni L., Raffaelli M., Fontanelli M., Antichi D., Abou Cheade L., Pirchio M., Peruzzi A - Département de Agriculture, 
Aliments et Environnement, Université de Pisa

13H00 DÉJEUNER

HYDRAULIQUE

14H00 La transmission de puissance hydraulique
Pascal Bouquet – UTC / In Situ EXPERTS HYDRAULICIENS

14H30  Mise en œuvre, avantages et inconvénients de l’hydraulique digitale
Etienne Camus - CETIM

15H00 PAUSE CAFÉ - SESSION POSTERS

HYDRAULIQUE

15H30 Simulation appliquée au freinage
Jean Heren, Andre Prigent - POCLAIN

16H00  Flexibles quart d’onde, dimensionnement optimisé
Etienne Camus - CETIM

SALLE F103 - 104
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POSTERS

Agriculture de précision
Francois Thierart – MY EASY FARM

Le boitier connecté qui simplifie le suivi des interventions agricoles
Antoine Dequidt, Alexandre Cuvelier – KARNOTT

La Réalité Virtuelle immersive et interactive au service de l’innovation des machines et des systèmes
Marc Travers – REALYZ

Comment aborder la validation d’un mode opératoire de soudage robotisé ?
Olivier Cheminat, Laurent Jubin – CETIM 

Prise en compte de l’influence des procédés de fabrication dans la modélisation en fatigue de structure 
composite renforcée fibre courte aléatoire

N. Leray, C. Landry, F. Lefebvre – CETIM

De la réduction du bruit...à la Qualité Sonore des machines
Xavier Carniel – CETIM

Innovation des agroéquipements : au carrefour entre agriculteurs, industriels, recherche et formation
Davide Rizzo, Michel Dubois, Anne Combaud – UniLaSalle 

FARMING KNOWLEDGE, un projet pour orienter l’innovation des agroéquipements selon les besoins des 
agriculteurs 

Davide Rizzo, Elisa Marraccini, Anne Combaud – UniLaSalle

Effet de l’Agriculture de Conservation des Sols sur les propriétés biologiques et chimiques du sol
Anne-Maïmiti Mercadal, David Houben, Michel-Pierre Faucon – UniLaSalle, 

François PEAUCELIER - Association pour la Promotion d’une Agriculture Durable

Compresseur pour télégonflage sur matériels
Bruno Bailloux, Jean Jacques Morin, Michel Hériteau – HYDROKIT

MyOptimo : Ma Machine communicante - Suivi des pressions des pneumatiques et autres paramètres 
machines par smartphone et un serveur

Olivier Croix - MONROC

Plateforme ISOBUS, un outil collaboratif
Yannick Guyomarch – Kereval 

Virtualiser pour performer...
Xavier Tardy - Fluid Design
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PHILIPPE COLACICCO 

De formation ingénieur généraliste et docteur en mécanique, il a 
d’abord exercé diverses fonctions en Recherche et Développement, 
Validation et Direction de Projet dans le secteur automobile. 
Philippe Colacicco a ensuite rejoint CLAAS Tractor en 2008, dans 
un premier temps en charge du développement de la gamme de 
tracteurs spécialisés, avant d’en diriger le département de Recherche 
et Développement pendant 6 ans. 
En 2016, il a rejoint le Groupe Kubota Corporation, où il a créé le 
Centre R&D Tracteurs Européen qu’il dirige.

JEAN-MICHEL LEBARS 

Il a débuté sa carrière dans une société Bretonne Delta-Dore sur 
des travaux de recherche avec une biologiste sur la détection de 
salmonelles pendant 4 ans. Il a ensuite travaillé en tant que chargé 
de recherche pendant 9 ans au CEMAGREF (IRSTEA) sur des projets 
nationaux et européens sur l’agriculture de précision, les systèmes 
de localisation, la modulation intra parcellaire.

En 1998, Jean-Michel Lebars a rejoint le groupe Kuhn près de 
Fontainebleau dans un premier temps et depuis 2005 sur Saverne. 
Premier électronicien de ce groupe, il accompagne et anime en tant 
que responsable adjoint le développement de l’électronique pour 
l’ensemble du groupe (10 usines). 

Il collabore depuis 2009 au sein de l’Association « Compétence 
Center Isobus », au développement de la technologie ISOBUS. Il 
anime en autre le sujet robotique et, depuis 2017, pris la présidence 
de l’association RobAgri. 

SESSIONS PLÉNIÈRES
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FRANÇOIS MOREAU 

François Moreau a travaillé principalement au sein des ministères 
de l’agriculture et de l’environnement. Il a notamment mis en place
(2001-2004) un réseau de capteurs de pluviométrie et de hauteurs 
d’eau pour le suivi en continu l’état hydrologique de la Loire et ses 
affluents et la prévision des crues (réseau CRISTAL). Il a dirigé
(2010-2014) le service du ministère de l’agriculture chargé de la 
forêt et du développement rural et agricole. Il est aujourd’hui le 
délégué au numérique et à la donnée du MAA. A ce titre, il coordonne 
l’accompagnement la transformation numérique de l’agriculture par 
le ministère.

ALAIN SAVARY 

Alain SAVARY, directeur général d’AXEMA depuis 2010, est Ingénieur 
Agricole et diplômé d’un troisième cycle de l’ESSEC. 

Il a travaillé pendant 20 ans dans un groupe coopératif polyvalent 
où il a occupé des fonctions de direction transversale et de direction 
générale au sein d’activités liées à l’animal, au végétal, à l’équipement 
d’élevage, à la distribution de machinisme, aux parcs et jardins.

Au sein d’Axema, il encadre une équipe de seize personnes et est 
charge de la représentation et de la promotion de la profession 
auprès des institutions françaises et européennes, auprès des 
professionnels, des partenaires ainsi que du grand public.
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CHRISTOPHE AUBÉ

Christophe Aubé est co-fondateur de la société AgreenCulture 
spécialisée dans la robotique pour la grande culture. 
Fils d’agriculteur il prend conscience rapidement des nouveaux 
enjeux de l’Agriculture française et de l’intérêt du smart farming. 
Fort d’une formation et d’expériences dans l’aéronautique il 
transpose ses compétences dans le milieu agricole afin de garantir 
performance, fiabilité et robustesse aux robots.
Lauréat de la GreenTech verte du ministère de l’Environnement, la 
société AgreenCulture travaille activement à la promotion d’une 
agriculture durable et rémunératrice.

SESSIONS THÉMATIQUES

INNOVATION PRODUIT

MATHIEU BEAURAIN

Diplômé de l’Université De Technologie De Compiègne (UTC), 
Mathieu Beaurain est ingénieur Etudes et prestations mécatronique 
au CETIM (Centre technique des industries mécaniques) 
Mathieu Beaurain est spécialisé dans la modélisation système 
(amélioration des performances énergétiques de système multi-
physique (mécanique, électrique, hydraulique, thermique...), les 
mesures (magnétiques, électriques, mécanique) et l’ingénierie 
d’essais (campagne de mesure, plan d’expérience).
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ROLAND LENAIN 

Roland LENAIN chercheur à l’Irstea, et actuellement chef de l’équipe 
Romea, dédiée à la robotique et à la mobilité pour l’environnement 
et l’agriculture. 

Ses intérêts de recherche incluent la modélisation et le contrôle de 
robots mobiles, soumis à des effets incertains et dynamiques. Cela 
couvre le contrôle du mouvement ainsi que les aspects de sécurité 
(capotage, instabilité). 

Ces travaux sont appliqués dans différents domaines : agriculture et 
environnement, assistance au conducteur ou aspects militaires.

A l’Irstea depuis 2006, après un post-doctorat au département 
Automatique de l’Université de Lund (Suède), il a obtenu son doctorat 
en 2005 sur le contrôle automatique des véhicules agricoles à 
l’Université Blaise Pascal de Clermont-Ferrand. 

Il a été diplômé de l’IFMA (Institut Français de Mécanique Avancée) 
en 2002.

PHILIPPE POTIER 

Philippe Potier à un Diplôme d’Etudes Technologiques Supérieures 
(D.E.T.S.) spécialisé en conception et fabrication assistées par 
ordinateur à l’université de Valenciennes, il a commencé son parcours 
professionnel dans le domaine de la conception d’outillages de type 
moulage dans les industries de l’électroménager et automobile puis 
est passé dans la société PTC (Parametric Technology Corp) en tant 
qu’ingénieur d’application pour la mise en place des solutions CFAO 
pour diverses entreprises.
Issu du monde agricole et avec un cursus universitaire en 
mécanique, Philippe Potier a rejoint le groupe KUHN en 2020 sur 
le site de Saverne avec pour responsabilité la mise en place des 
outils de conception 3d sur l’ensemble de la R&D du groupe, puis 
la responsabilité des services supports pour la gestion des données 
techniques ainsi que la documentation technique. 
Fin 2007, il a pris la responsabilité du pôle de développement Travail 
du Sol / Semis sur le site de KUHN Saverne jusqu’aujourd’hui.
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ANTHONY PERRINO 

Anthony Perrino est diplômé de l’Ecole Nationale d’Ingénieurs 
de Metz. Il est actuellement à la tête du département Systèmes 
Electrohydrauliques Mobile de la société HYDAC Sarl, basée à 
Forbach (France Moselle). 
La société HYDAC est un groupe international de plus de 8800 
personnes, spécialisé dans la fourniture de composants hydrauliques 
depuis plus de 50 ans.  Afin d’étoffer son offre et pouvoir proposer une 
électronique de pilotage innovante et performante pour les machines 
mobiles, une Joint-Venture avec la société TTControl a été réalisée en 
2008. Au sein de cette société, Anthony Perrino encadre une équipe 
pluridisciplinaire, composée de plusieurs chefs de projets, chargés 
d’affaires et analystes programmeurs, qui a pour but de développer 
des solutions clé en main pour les constructeurs de machines. 

LOÏC SAUVÉE

Expert référent à la Direction Scientifique, enseignant-chercheur 
en sciences de gestion au sein d’UniLaSalle. Il intervient dans les 
domaines de l’apprentissage, de l’innovation managériale, du 
marketing et des modes d’organisation, de la gouvernance des 
réseaux.

BRUNO SAP 

Bruno SAP 43 ans est arrivé chez Massey Ferguson en septembre 
1997. Après un court passage aux essais aux champs, il a intégré 
le bureau d’études en tant de dessinateur concepteur sur diverses 
parties du tracteur comme le châssis, le relevage avant, la cabine et 
les carrosseries. 
En 2003, Bruno Sap a validé son diplôme d’ingénieur CNAM en 
mécanique. En 2004, il crée le pôle design industriel chez Massey 
Ferguson.  Auparavant, les études de styles étaient réalisées en 
externe. Il a exercé le rôle de designer et responsable design durant 
13 ans jusqu’en mai 2017. Il a aussi assuré la direction de la recherche 
et du design pendant deux ans en 2014 et 2015. Bruno Sap est 
actuellement le responsable de la recherche et des avants projets.
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MAUD BLANCK

Maud Blanck travaille à l’animation et la communication de la 
commission d’évaluation des fiches action du dispositif des CEPP 
qui est présidée par Christian Huyghe (directeur scientifique 
agriculture de l’INRA). Le dispositif vise à qualifier et diffuser, via les 
distributeurs, les techniques innovantes en matière de protection des 
plantes et ainsi parvenir à réduire l’usage et l’impact des produits 
phytopharmaceutiques. 
Avant de se consacrer aux Certificats d’Economie de Produits 
Phytopharmaceutiques, Maud Blanck a travaillé à la réduction des 
pesticides dans les collectivités Alsaciennes à la Fredon, puis à la 
SNHF sur l’épidémiosurveillance en jardin amateur. Elle est devenue 
ingénieure en horticulture par goût de l’observation naturaliste, de la 
biologie et de la production végétale.

INNOVATION AGROÉCOLOGIQUE 

GÉRALD BOUTIN 

Gérald BOUTIN est né le 08 mars 1977. Titulaire d’un DUT Génie 
Mécanique et Productique, il termine ses études par un diplôme 
d’Ingénieur ICAM en 2001. 
Il reste plusieurs années au sein de son entreprise formatrice 
KVERNELAND GROUP en Vendée, spécialisée dans la conception et 
la fabrication d’outils de travail du sol agricoles. Il évolue en tant que 
responsable projet au Bureau d’Etudes puis prend les commandes 
du service en 2007. 
C’est en 2011 qu’il intègre le site KUHN HUARD de Châteaubriant 
spécialisé dans le même secteur avec la gamme Charrue en 
supplément. Il endosse rapidement les mêmes fonctions de 
responsable BE mais avec une équipe plus importante.
Avec ses collaborateurs et des méthodologies de travail rigoureuses 
établies tout au long de ces 15 dernières années, il a développé de 
nouvelles gammes de déchaumeurs ainsi que des charrues qui 
arpentent les champs cultivés un peu partout dans le monde.
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YVES MATTON

Yves Matton est le fondateur et dirigeant d’UV Boosting. Il a 
commencé sa carrière comme consultant en stratégie au sein du 
cabinet McKinsey & Company. Il a ensuite co-fondé Local Motion 
France, startup spécialisée dans les solutions d’auto-partage. 
Suite à l’acquisition de Local Motion par le groupe Avis, il a rejoint 
comme associé fondateur le startup studio TechnoFounders. 
Il a ainsi participé à l’élaboration de plusieurs projets innovants, dont 
UV Boosting qu’il développe actuellement. Il continue en parallèle son 
activité de création de nouvelles startups au sein de TechnoFounders.
Yves Matton est diplômé de l’Ecole polytechnique avec une 
spécialisation en Innovation Technologique, et du Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology à Boston (États-Unis).

MICHEL PIRCHIO

Doctorant depuis 2015 en Agriculture, Alimentation et 
Environnement (cycle XXIX), thème spécifique :«développement de 
machines innovantes et application d’instruments d’agriculture de 
précision pour la gestion du gazon et le contrôle de qualité du gazon» 
au Département de Agriculture, Alimentation et Environnement de 
l’Université de Pise.
Michel Pirchio est titulaire d’une maîtrise (diplôme avec honneurs) en 
Aménagement et Conception du Paysage et des Espaces Verts à la 
Faculté d’Agriculture de l’Université de Pise et a été chercheur avec 
subvention au «Centro di Ricerche Agro-ambientali» Enrico Avanzi «» 
de l’Université de Pise.
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PATRICK VERVAET

Ingénieur Chimiste de l’Université Catholique de Louvain (Belgique - 
1989), Patrick VERVAET est depuis 1991 au sein du groupe Michelin 
(Clermont-Ferrand, France). 
Ses principales fonctions exercées ont été la qualité de production, 
chef de projet pour procédés innovants, Innovation pneus Génie Civil, 
recherche Avancée. 
Depuis 2007 dans la Ligne de produit Agricole il a été jusqu’en 2012 
cheg de projet efficience, puis directeur de l’innovation jusqu’en 2017.
Il est depuis le début d’année 2018 responsable de l’innovation 
technique pour la Ligne Business ‘Off Highway Transportation’ 
(Agricole, Construction, Logistique, Militaire, …).

ANDRII YATSKUL

Enseignant-chercheur en agroéquipement au département Sciences 
agronomiques et animales à UniLaSalle.
Ingénieur en Génie mécanique, spécialisé option « Machinisme 
et équipement pour l’agriculture et l’industrie Agroalimentaire» à 
l’Université Nationale Technique de Kirovograd (Ukraine). 
Andrii Yatskul a ensuite obtenu un master MaTEA – Management 
Technique et économique des Agroéquipements à AgroSup Dijon 
puis un doctorat en Sciences de la Vie à l’Université de Bourgogne.
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CHRISTIAN ADLER 

Après avoir obtenu son DESS (Diplôme d’études supérieures 
spécialisées) en Génie logiciel et algorithmique parallèle à l’Université 
de Rouen, Christian Adler a rejoint la société EADS Military Aircraft 
puis EADS Missiles en Allemagne pour développer divers systèmes 
électroniques embarqués : Attack Computer, Maintenance Data 
Panel de l’avion Eurofighter, puis le système de visée et de tracking 
du missile Roland.
Après 12 ans passés dans le secteur de la défense, il a intégré le 
groupe Altran et a mené pendant 5 ans des projets de développement 
de logiciels embarqués automobile pour le compte de Bosch dans la 
région de Stuttgart.
Fin 2010, Christian Adler a rejoint Kuhn à Saverne pour prendre la 
responsabilité du service électronique, en charge des développements 
des systèmes électroniques embarqués du groupe.

AGRICULTURE NUMÉRIQUE 

NOËLIE AUSSEL

Actuellement Responsable produits Agriculture de précision et 
Protection des cultures chez John Deere, Noëlie Aussel accompagne 
les concessionnaires du quart Sud-Ouest dans la commercialisation 
et la mise en œuvre de ces gammes. 
Elle a eu la possibilité de se spécialiser dans les agroéquipements 
lors de son cursus d’ingénieur agronome proposé par l’école AgroSup 
Dijon ainsi que lors de la formation ISEA. 
Les multiples échanges que Noëlie Aussel a pu avoir durant ses 
études ou son parcours professionnel ont été l’occasion pour elle 
de se sensibiliser aux mutations et aux différents enjeux de la filière 
agricole.
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PAUL-ERIC DOSSOU

Docteur en Automatique, Productique, Signal et Image de l’Université 
de Bordeaux I. Il a travaillé dans une entreprise de transfert de 
recherche en tant ingénieur Projet. 
Il enseigne le génie industriel et la logistique à l’Icam depuis 2003, et 
dans d’autres écoles (Audencia, IUT de Sénart, ESB,...).
Chercheur en modélisation d’entreprise et amélioration de 
performance logistique et supply chain, Paul-Eric DOSSOU est 
chercheur associé dans l’équipe SPLOTT de l’IFSTTAR. 
Il est également le responsable recherche du site Icam de Paris-
Sénart et anime l’axe transversal de l’Icam : Transitions sociétale et 
technologique des entreprises.

MODÉLISATION ET SIMULATION 

LORENZO VAGNETTI 

Lorenzo Vagnetti est un ingénieur en mécanique, diplômé de 
l’Université de Bolton au Royaume-Uni, avec une expérience 
internationale de plus de vingt ans dans le développement de 
nouveaux produits pour les secteurs de l’automobile, des machines 
agricoles, des biens industriels et de consommation.
De 1996 à aujourd’hui, il a participé, en tant qu’ingénieur R & D, chef 
de projet et responsable de Business Unit, à de nombreux projets 
pour de grandes marques mondiales.
Au cours des trois dernières années, il a travaillé au développement 
technique et commercial de PHITEC Ingegneria, une société de 
conseil basée à Turin spécialisée dans la simulation structurelle et la 
dynamique des fluides. 
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DANIELE SPEZIANI 

Daniele Speziani est le Directeur Technique de Phitec Ingegneria, à 
la tête du groupe de simulation CAE avancée. Il a plus de vingt ans 
d’expérience dans le champ de la simulation, allant de la sécurité 
passive automobile à l’analyse de fatigue, de dispositifs de sécurité 
à la dynamique des fluides computationnelle. 
Son objectif actuel est de transférer la plupart des technologies de 
simulation avancées utilisées dans le domaine de l’automobile au 
domaine agricole. 
Il reconnaît que, dans le secteur de la machine agricole, en termes 
de technologie CAE, il existe un grand potentiel d’amélioration, tant 
du point de vue de la sécurité/résistance que du point de vue de 
l’efficacité.

HYDRAULIQUE 

PASCAL BOUQUET

Ingénieur en Conception Mécanique Intégré (UTC), Pascal BOUQUET 
est issu d’un parcours en alternance depuis un BTS en Maintenance 
Industrielle, puis une spécialisation en Conception et Maintenance 
des Systèmes Hydraulique. 
Il a débuté par la mise en route et le SAV de machines spéciales à 
forte dominante hydraulique durant 4 années. Il a ensuite intégré un 
centre de formation spécialisé en hydraulique, balayant les secteurs 
industriels, forestiers, mobile, depuis des niveaux de base jusqu’au 
niveau de conception. Au terme de ces 4 années Pascal BOUQUET 
a conçu des machines spéciales pour différents domaines d’activités 
sur un large panel de puissance. 
Depuis maintenant plus de 10 ans il occupe la fonction de directeur 
technique dans la société IN SITU spécialisé dans les études, 
formations et audits des systèmes hydrauliques. Il y manage une 
équipe d’expert hydrauliciens en conception et développement de 
solutions innovantes pour leurs clients majoritairement issus du 
machinisme agricole.
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ETIENNE CAMUS 

Etienne CAMUS est ingénieur études et prestations en hydraulique 
au pôle d’activité Transmission de Puissance du CETIM (Centre 
Technique des Industries Mécaniques) à Senlis, depuis 2011.
Diplômé de l’UTC, Etienne CAMUS travaille principalement avec les 
Professions des « Transmissions Hydrauliques » et des « Engins 
Mobiles » (manutention, travaux publics, machinisme agricole) 
sur des sujets innovants et stratégiques comme, par exemple, la 
performance énergétique, la réduction du bruit d’origine hydraulique 
ou la constitution de nouvelles architectures pour les systèmes 
hydrauliques. Etienne CAMUS participe également à la R&D du 
CETIM et à des activités de normalisation.

ANDRÉ PRIGENT 

Né en 1970 André Prigent est Ingénieur Arts et Métiers (ICAM – 
promotion 1993). 
Il a successivement été Ingénieur d’affaires chez Spie Trindel à Brest, 
Ingénieur essais chez Agco à Beauvais, Ingénieur applications chez 
Poclain à Verberie de 2000 à 2008 et est depuis cette date Ingénieur 
d’études systèmes chez Poclain à Verberie.  
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XAVIER CARNIEL 

Titulaire d’une Maitrise Mécanique Appliquée à Paris IV et doctorat 
acoustique à l’université du Mans, Xavier Carniel est Chef de Projet 
au Cetim (Centre technique des industries mécaniques) au pôle 
Mesures-Mécatronique Acoustique Vibrations».

SESSIONS POSTERS

OLIVIER CHEMINAT 

Olivier CHEMINAT, ingénieur Soudeur au CETIM depuis 2011 
intervient dans le domaine de l’industrialisation des assemblages 
soudés. Ses connaissances en automatisation et robotisation des 
procédés de soudage, sa maitrise des différents aspects : techniques 
mais aussi économiques lui permettent d’apporter une assistance 
technique en production aux sociétés. Est Expert pour Robot Start 
PME et Robot BOOST.

ALEXANDRE CUVELIER

Alexandre Cuvelier, 29 ans, est ingénieur de formation. Entrepreneur 
dans l’âme, il a créé durant ses études une société de prestations de 
service informatique à destination des PME du Nord-Pas de Calais, 
qu’il a revendue à son associé pour se consacrer à ce nouveau projet. 
Au sein de Karnott, Alexandre est en charge du développement, de la 
commercialisation et de la gestion technique. 

OLIVIER CROIX

Diplômé de l’ICAM Lille en tant qu’Ingénieur Mécanique en 1996, 
Olivier Croix est président de MONROC SA depuis 2010. 
Il a auparavant été président de MONROC pendant 3 ans. 
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YANNICK GUYOMARCH

Responsable de l’activité « bus de communication» chez KEREVAL 
depuis 2012, Yannick Guyomarch, possède une expérience sur le 
bus CAN et le bus ISOBUS de plus de 10 ans. 
Après avoir travaillé chez des équipementiers automobiles, comme 
Delphi, Arvin Méritor, Yannick Guyomarch a rejoint KEREVAL, pour 
mettre en place l’activité ISOBUS et permettre le référencement de 
KEREVAL par l’AEF, comme un des cinq laboratoires de certifications 
ISOBUS au niveau mondial. 

NOLWENN LERAY

Ingénieur matériaux composites de formation, Nolwenn Leray a été 
diplômée de l’ENSI CAEN en 2014. Son premier emploi a fait suite à 
son stage de fin d’études chez PLASTIC OMNIUM à Sainte Julie (01) 
où elle a travaillé sur la fatigue des planchers arrière d’automobile 
fabriqués en composite. 
Nolwenn Leray suit ensuite venue au Cetim en 2015 pour travailler 
sur la fatigue des composites aussi bien thermoplastiques que 
thermodurcissables et aussi bien fibres courtes aléatoires que 
unidirectionnelles ou tissées.
Depuis 3 ans, Nolwenn Leray développe des méthodes de 
caractérisation des composites afin d’alimenter mes recherches 
sur des modèles numériques de prédiction des caractéristiques en 
fatigue des composites.   

LAURENT JUBIN 

Laurent JUBIN est Expert-Référent Soudage au sein du CETIM où il 
est ingénieur-soudeur depuis 1993. Ses domaines de compétence 
sont : la métallurgie du soudage,  la conception et le calcul des 
assemblages soudés. Il assure pour le CETIM le suivi des études au 
sein de la Commission Interprofessionnelle Soudage de la Fédération 
des Industries Mécaniques.
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ANNE-MAÏMITI MERCADAL

Anne-Maïmiti MERCADAL est enseignante-chercheure en 
agroécologie et écologie animale dans l’Institut Polytechnique 
UniLaSalle (campus de Beauvais), qui forme notamment des 
étudiants en agronomie. 
Membre de l’unité de recherche AGHYLE (AGroécologie, 
HYdrogéochimie, miLieux & rEssources, UP 2018.C101), ses activités 
de recherche concernent la relation entre diversité fonctionnelle 
végétale et diversité fonctionnelle animale. Elle s’intéresse ainsi 
à la réponse des communautés de la faune du sol (notamment 
la mésofaune et la macrofaune) à des pratiques et systèmes de 
culture innovants dans le contexte des Hauts-de-France (notamment 
l’Agriculture de Conservation des Sols). 
Par ailleurs, ses activités pédagogiques vont de l’enseignement en 
agroécologie, entomologie et statistiques appliquées à l’écologie, à 
l’encadrement d’étudiants en projet ou en mémoire de fin d’étude.

JEAN JACQUES MORIN

Jean Jacques MORIN, 50 ans, née à Villedieu les Poêles dans la 
Manche, travaille chez Hydrokit (85) Le Poiré sur vie, qui conçoit 
des équipements hydrauliques et électriques destinés à optimiser 
les performances, la sécurité et le confort des matériels.
Après avoir obtenu son BTSA Machinisme agricole en 1990 au 
Lycée Agricole Kernillien (22), a travaillé chez DEUTZ FAHR comme 
inspecteur commercial jusqu’en 1997  et en 1998 a fabriqué un 
automoteur à ramasser les pommes à cidre.
Rentré en 1999 chez Hydrokit en tant que commercial, a travaillé au 
service Marketing pendant 4ans et depuis 2008, est Responsable 
des études courtes au sein du service R&D.
Jean Jacques Morin est un passionné d’électro-hydraulique appliqué 
au machinisme.
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DAVIDE RIZZO

Docteur en agronomie des territoires, formé à la Scuola Superiore 
Sant’Anna de Pise (Italie), Davide RIZZO est actuellement enseignant 
chercheur en agronomie, data scientist et membre de la Chaire Agro-
Machinisme et Nouvelles Technologies, portée par UniLaSalle. 
Ses cours portent sur la collecte et traitement de données par le biais 
de méthodes et outils d’analyse spatiale. Ses recherches portent sur 
la caractérisation des pratiques agricoles et la modélisation de leurs 
évolutions territoriales à l’aide de démarches participatives et de 
fouille de données.
Globalement, sa mission est de comprendre quelles données les 
agriculteurs mobilisent dans leur prise de décision, dans le but 
d’anticiper les possibles évolutions dans les agroéquipements en 
fonction du contexte territorial et sociotechnique dans lequel les 
agriculteurs opèrent et innovent. 

XAVIER TARDY

Xavier TARDY 49 ans marié 2 enfants a créé FLUIDESIGN pour 
reprendre FLUID-SYSTEM en 1998.
Le groupe FLUIDESIGN, acteur majeur dans la fourniture 
d’équipements et reconnu pour son expertise pour les applications 
mobiles, développe des solutions technologiques permettant 
l’optimisation technico-économique des engins mobiles. Du cahier 
des charges à la validation, nous accompagnons nos solutions par un 
suivi technologique de haute technicité (simulation et modélisation 
numérique). Notre groupe avec 62 personnes dont 15 ingénieurs 
compte une filiale aux US.
Nous sommes agréés CIR et déposons régulièrement des brevets 
liés à nos développements.
Les partenariats technologiques permettant l’amélioration des 
performances de vos machines font partie de l’ADN de nos équipes 
et des valeurs de notre groupe
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FRANÇOIS THIÉRART

Président et co-fondateur MyEasyFarm, François Thiérart est diplômé 
de l’Ecole d’Ingénieur Arts et Métiers ParisTech et titulaire d’un 
Master en management de l’IAE Paris, François Thiérart a plus de 30 
ans d’expérience dans le secteur informatique chez des éditeurs de 
logiciels (IBM, OpenText, Qlik). 
 Plus récemment, François Thiérart a travaillé chez Oracle dans le 
domaine des Bases de Données, de l’Internet des Objets appliqués à 
l’Industrie (Industry 4.0).
François Thiérart amène à MyEasyFarm sa connaissance de 
l’environnement informatique et du développement d’entreprises, 
ainsi que de la transformation numérique des entreprises industrielles 
et l’applique au domaine de l’Agriculture de Précision.

MARC TRAVERS

Marc Travers à 14 ans d’expériences dans la Réalité Virtuelle et 
Augmentée : 
Après 10 ans d’expériences en tant que conseiller technologique 
dans un laboratoire R&D en Réalité Virtuelle et Augmentée, il a 
rejoint la société RealyZ en tant que Responsable Commercial et 
Innovation pour développer l’activité de l’entreprise et accompagner 
les professionnels dans l’innovation et l’intégration des technologies 
du virtuel en adaptant des solutions «clé en mains» aux besoins 
propres des clients.
Marc TRAVERS a ainsi accompagné plus de 200 Tpe/PME, Groupe 
et institutionnel dans la mise en place de la Réalité Virtuelle aussi 
bien dans le domaine de l’industrie navale, aéronautique, défense, 
automobile que dans les domaines de l’agroalimentaire, agriculture 
et bâtiment.
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Farmers-inventors in agro-equipment: logic of action, accompaniment, 
diffusion

Delphine Caroux a, Michel Dubois a, Loïc Sauvée a,* 

a INTERACT Research unit, UniLaSalle, 19 Rue Pierre-Waguet, 60026 Beauvais Cedex, France 
* Corresponding author: loic.sauvee@unilasalle.fr

Abstract

The current period of reorientation of agricultural production models, towards the limitation of 
inputs and respect for the environment, combined with the development of the potentialities offered 
by digital technology and robotics, would tend to make farming a place of technical inventions in 
agricultural equipment. These inventions, which could be the beginnings of potential innovations, 
are implemented, and often conceived, by farmers seeking either to invent objects, to combine new 
production techniques, or to adapt existing means, or still to improve or even to design systems 
of production of goods and services more or less in disruption with the systems already in place. 
But what logics are underlying these different inventions? The objective of this communication, 
drawing on several examples of farmer-inventors and innovators, is to report various experiences of 
technical inventions in agricultural equipment, from their origin, genesis, design, socio-economic 
environment, asking ourselves in particular about the distinctive characteristics of their sociological 
profiles. From there we identify some overall logics of actions developed around these inventions, 
through dimensions like the level of scale of the invention, the mode of realization, the functions of 
the technical object and how the farmer defines the «sustainability» of his/her system. Finally we 
suggest that it will question the forms of support and accompaniment in agro-equipment inventions. 
In addition to the new tools proposed by research and advice for the development of innovative 
production systems, endogenous inventions by farmers justify new attention that highlights their 
contribution to the reorientation of agricultural production models.

Keywords: invention, innovation, agro machinery, farmers.

1. Introduction

The current period of reorientation of agricultural production models towards the economy of 
inputs and respect for the environment, combined with the development of the potentialities offered 
by digital technology and robotics, would tend to make farming a place for technical inventions in 
agricultural equipment. These inventions, which could be the beginnings of potential innovations, 
are implemented, and often conceived, by farmers seeking either to invent objects, to combine new 
production techniques, or to adapt existing means, or still to improve or even to design systems of 
production of goods and services more or less in disruption with the systems already in place. As 
such we can ask what logic(s) underlying these different inventions answer and if it is possible to 
perceive, beyond the multiple individual initiatives, the foundation of the approaches of invention 
for these farmers. If these inventions cover an abundant and multifaceted aspect, the observation of 
the ground makes it possible to sketch some tendencies and the main types of logic, as well as their 
implications for the world of agro equipment: this is the objective of this communication.

As a first step, drawing on several examples of farmer-inventors, we report various experiences 
of technical inventions in agricultural equipment, from their origin, genesis, design, socio-economic 
environment, asking ourselves in particular about the distinctive characteristics of their sociological 
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profiles (2). Then, from a reflection on the meanings of technical evolution, we identify some major 
approaches of actions developed around these inventions, from dimensions such as the scale level 
of the invention, the mode of realization, the functions of the technical object and how the farmer 
defines the «sustainability» of his system (3). Finally, we will question the forms of support and ac-
companiment in agro-equipment inventions. In addition to the new tools proposed by research and 
advice for the development of innovative production systems, endogenous inventions by farmers 
justify new attention that highlights their contribution to the reorientation of agricultural production 
models (4).

2. Portraits of farmers-inventors in agro-equipment: innovative practices and 
sociological profiles

Four professional accounts guide our analysis of emerging agricultural practices and sociologi-
cal profiles of their initiators engaged in the transformation of their farms. We take as an example a 
permaculture farm, a second farm recently engaged in a reconversion in miscanthus grass culture, a 
third engaged in its practices towards sustainable development, and finally a winery at the origin of 
the design of a robot mowing grass. We summarize briefly the characteristics of the technical chang-
es deployed in these four examples, which we successively address (2.1). Then in a second time we 
question the specificities of their profiles and their trajectories (2.2), before proposing categories of 
possible logics of invention (2.3).

2.1. Forms of agro machinery invention: four professional narratives

The first example is a permaculture farm which began in 2006: it was then necessary to recreate 
an “edible landscape” as existed in Normandy in the past, with the conviction of the need to inte-
grate the problematic of the energy transition. This agro ecological conviction went hand in hand 
with an aesthetic and gustatory concern, supported by the desire to make it a reality in the setting 
of a beautiful Normandy valley. The choice of setting up permaculture, from a few meetings and 
especially readings, was quickly confirmed. After a start in animal traction not completely satisfac-
tory, the discovery of the writings of Eliot Coleman, an American market gardener himself strongly 
inspired by Parisian market gardeners of the nineteenth century, is the trigger. The introduction of 
flat planks and its corollary, the invention of a multitude of manual tools well adapted to this tech-
nique, leads to the gradual constitution, made of trial and error, of a true “technical permaculture”. 
Nevertheless permaculture, as it has developed in this example, is not reduced to its technical di-
mension and joins a “global ecosystem project”: including a whole diversity of ecosystem functions, 
in unstable equilibrium and permanent adaptation, where all cycles connect to each other (Perrine 
Hervé-Gruyer’s story).

The second example concerns a “GAEC” (farmers’ association) formed in 1980 with the 
concern to do differently, and otherwise. Over time, this leitmotiv is taking shape through several 
initiatives. First in the 1970s, with a farmer who is pioneering the use of the round baller; then 
this farmer tries out simplified farming techniques. At the same time, he is developing an ETA 
(company for agricultural services) activity around silage in large volumes. It is undoubtedly his 
idea to implement miscanthus grass in 2007, on almost all of its farm, which will generate several 
inventions: equipment for the storage, material for the harvest, until the invention of a machine to 
dust off. Thus it seems that it is above all the taste for the machines and the desire to invent that 
explains this trajectory carried out progressively outside the profession of farmer as it is practiced 
traditionally, with someone imagining itself somewhere between the farmer and the entrepreneur-
innovator (Philippe Colin’s story).
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A third narrative shows a trajectory taken since 1980 with a gradually acquired conviction of 
combining socio-economic, energy and environmental issues. Starting from the takeover of the 
family farm in Vexin region, the farmer’s approach consisted in progressively enriching the farm 
in various ecosystems: ponds, orchards, hedges, then in agroforestry. The environmental approach 
has gradually been refined and has been accompanied by a reconfiguration of plots in relation to 
their agronomic potential and not only according to the constraints of mechanization. Reconciling 
environment and economy also supposes a diversification of the markets: thus the sale on the farm 
is set up, bed and breakfast services are created, and visits are organized with schools, customers etc. 
Then the concern for energy autonomy has led the introduction of miscanthus on part of the land, 
used on site for the heating of buildings and the reception of visitors. In parallel, a service activity 
was developed via an ETA, with the revaluation of agricultural and agro-industrial by-products. 
The environmental approach in this activity is also present because it allows farmers and industrial 
customers to improve their efficiency. This farm model still needs to evolve in the future to improve 
its environmental efficiency without sacrificing its economic equilibrium (Michel Galmel’s story).

Finally, a fourth professional narrative describes the development phases of the wine robot 
developed in the context of the takeover of the winery. Faced with the technical difficulty of 
mechanical weeding and the desire not to use herbicides, the idea of weeding by autonomous robots 
is gradually germinating. Starting from the problem to solve, that is to say the maintenance of 
the height of grass in the vineyard to an acceptable level and taking into account the constraint 
of spacing of the vines, the solution is concretized with a small size robot equipped with solar 
panels. It is a “design of necessity”, built away from the “all-tractor model”, which takes shape. In 
a second time, the need is felt to associate the micro approach with the possibilities offered by the 
connectivity and the use of the cloud. The solution consists of building a fleet of robots connected 
and managed by an algorithm, controlled online by a computer monitored by a “shepherd”. The path 
of the invention could only be done by jointly reflecting on the associated business model. The future 
will probably see new adaptations of the device for functions such as surveillance or phytosanitary 
treatment, which will require according to the designers more knowledge in agronomy, agroecology 
and algorithmic (Xavier David-Beaulieu’s story).

2.2. Sociological profiles and invention of innovative practices

These innovative agricultural models and practices developed by farmers in their farm leads us 
to question their profiles and sociological characteristics in order to understand their specific social 
trajectory which leads them to engage in the development of new practices. The first significant 
features of these innovative farmers are observed through self-definition and break with the logic of 
action that governed the agricultural activity of previous generations. This gap with respect to the 
norms that structure agricultural practices can be compared with the educational and professional 
trajectory of these farmers. Higher education and work experience prior to the resumption of farm-
ing has created the conditions for this break in the definition of their practices and the orientation 
of their development model. This rupture indirectly reflects a thwarted vocation of farmer. The 
resumption of farm is the result of a choice that does not seem to be always freely agreed but built 
socially under the weight of family norms. Taken between the family pressures on the farmer (Bes-
sière, 2010) and his representations of the conditions of practice, the farmer will develop a deviant 
report with regard to the norms governing the activity and take a step back from the profession and 
its injunctions. This distancing opens other agricultural possibilities (business logic, development 
of startups, etc.) and other representations of the farmer’s profession turned more towards entrepre-
neurship. In fact these farmers do not recognize themselves in the agricultural professional identity 
but define themselves from the image of the entrepreneur. This representation of the entrepreneur 
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is based, in the speeches, on the image of a free, autonomous and self-determined individual, al-
ways looking for innovations to implement to position oneself in still unexploited markets. The 
entrepreneur in agriculture will seize in his environment a set of resources that will enable him to 
build as such and develop singular action logic. These resources, which are conceived as “chances” 
that everyone could grasp and as the result of “chance”, come from a social capital accumulated 
progressively through insertion among innovative environments and reactivated when needed. All 
this accumulated social capital allows access to certain events that offer opportunities for innovation 
while enriching a contact book. The study of the social trajectories of these farmers also highlights 
a distinctive socialization, where the economic, social, cultural capital held, acquired or inherited, 
makes it possible to relativize the risks related to these agricultural projects in development and to 
register farms in a process of differentiation through innovation.

2.3. Which approaches of the invention?

The testimonies of farmers allow us to identify three different logics of invention, and each of 
them cannot be solely thought in terms of adaptation to a request or an environment, or should be 
analyzed in terms of incremental evolution from a given socio-technical context. Thus, in the first 
analysis, farmers’ logics of invention would differ in:

- (i) Logic of simplification of techniques and research of the “durable tool” but inserted into an 
existing agricultural system; the logic of technical invention is here rather to be sought in an effort 
to concretize the functions of the tool as such;

- (ii) Logic of the connected technical invention, where the invention of a new agro-equipment 
is carried out in relation to an information system, but the resulting new “technical set” is inserted 
in a system of existing production, which it intensifies on a specific function;

- (iii) Systemic logic of the invention, wherein the technical invention is designed and cannot be 
separated from the design of a production system it reconfigures in whole or in part; in this case, the 
invention is based either on the potentialities offered by the available agricultural equipment or on 
the addition of new techniques or even the suppression or transformation of techniques.

These sociological characteristics visible through the narratives of these farmers, now lead us to 
study the nature of the strategic choices and the logics of action developed by each farmer.

3. Farmers committed to invention and innovation: how are their practices guided?

Common elements, which we try to highlight, are revealed in these four postures unveiled by 
these professional stories. They correspond, according to the vocabulary developed by the theorists 
of technical evolution (Simondon, 2012, 2014a, Simondon, 2014b, Guchet, 2005, 2008) to a process 
of individuation of the farm (3.1). But, beyond the diversity observed, an active principle of solving 
the concrete problems encountered strongly guides their behavior (3.2).

3.1. The multiple ways of technical individuation of the farm

Everyone’s strategic choices, justified by abstract considerations, or even by political commit-
ments, seem to largely outweigh processes of adaptation to the immediate context. One could as-
sume that each of them seeks to provide evidence of an imagined possibility, leading to specific 
directions that are both unpredictable and improbable. These farmers have shown their ability to 
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guide their technical choices through a process of interactions between their projects as farmers, 
their specific agronomic context and their predefined or under construction market. The starting 
point of these innovations is often in the will of a better adaptation to the representation that is made 
of their activity, technical certainly, but also social and economic. To do this, they invent, adapt, and 
transform, their agro-equipment. Another common point of these technical choices lies in a strong 
representation of sustainable development, which supports the need to invent. For example, if Phi-
lippe Colin thinks he is no longer a peasant despite his agricultural social origins, we nevertheless 
feel a common need to invent a more sustainable «new form of agriculture».

But it is interesting to note that the very logic of the invention leads them to develop approaches 
from which their agricultural machinery evolution follows very distinct paths. The opposition 
between «high-tech» and «low-tech» seems foreign to them: they seek first and foremost local solu-
tions to their problems, encountered on the ground, while remaining faithful to distinct representa-
tions of sustainable development. The narrative, after the fact, of their choices, and their «speaking 
true» have the authenticity of the lived experience and also show their reflexivity on the choices 
made. They accept to grope, to search, to make mistakes, but little by little they are able to change 
their trajectory and the conductive thread that allowed them to stay focus appears.

These farmers all display a position of decision-maker assumed in the face of sociotechnical 
choices, which finds its source in a form of autonomy and reflexivity on the place of the machines 
in their respective farms. Their technical choices seem to resonate with the words of Simondon 
(2014a): “the alienation is not caused by the machine, but by the non-knowledge of its nature and 
its essence”. The appropriation by the farmer of all the objects and technical systems available to 
him gradually becomes part of his agricultural culture. In this agricultural culture, the agricultural 
farm reinvents also its insertion in the territories: these agricultural machinery evolutions take most 
often support on new markets or new relations with the socioeconomic environment. These farms 
are imagined as integrated ecosystems in a concrete and pragmatic approach oriented towards the 
search for agri environmental efficiency (Griffon, 2013). To this end, the new precision agriculture 
tools adapted to the eco-agro-systemic requirements of the plots and the farm are apprehended at 
various levels of scale: the plot, the farm, the collective level, especially in interaction with other 
farmers, or beyond, as in the stories of Philippe Colin and Michel Galmel. At the same time, the 
promotion of small-scale agriculture is developing in two ways: a virtual absence of machinery in 
the context of a very technical and systemic approach (as with Perrine Hervé-Gruyer) or, on the 
contrary, an omnipresence of machines, while also claiming permaculture, in urban conditions as in 
the case of urban agriculture.

3.2. To solve concrete problems by the invention

Professional stories show farmers seeking solutions to their problems, whether it is value cre-
ation, market access or improving production conditions. In doing so, they become the seeds of a 
crisis: “[...] when techniques change, some of the human phenomena constituting a culture change 
less quickly and less drastically than technical objects [...]. These slowly evolving cultural contents, 
which were once in a relationship of reciprocal causality, in an organic totality constituting culture, 
with the technical forms that were appropriate to them, are now to be partially symbolic reali-
ties-in-between”(Simondon, 2014a, p. 24). Simondon also shows that “encyclopaedic enterprises 
do not appear in the phases of reciprocal causality between culture and civilization; they intervene 
during crises” (Simondon, 2014a, pp 93 - 95). So we can assume that the agricultural world is 
evolving towards a form of encyclopedism (Bontems, 2006) of which these inventor farmers are in 
a way the beginnings. Simondon opposes two figures of inadequate realization of encyclopedism: 
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the self-taught and the idolater of the human supports of knowledge. The self-taught would be here 
the farmer, tried to bring everything back to himself, who would like to reinvent everything. The 
idolater is here represented by the population of those who want to advise the farmers by believing 
they know for him, from schemas and models already built and which would only have to be ap-
plied. Through the direct experience of learning skills, bringing together farmers, researchers, advis-
ers, professionals and institutions, conventional schemes could be transformed. These new learning 
models creating the conditions for agricultural machinery invention and innovation will challenge 
top-down schemes. This would involve developing these partnerships for co-design, which are still 
lacking today, but are required by many farmers, in the context of an indispensable transition to 
sustainable agriculture and agribusiness.

This vision of the future leads us to question the processes and of the modes of diffusion of in-
novation in agriculture starting from the relation which is woven between the firms of the agro-ma-
chinery and the farmers. Consequently it will be necessary to ask the question of the accompaniment 
of the farmers towards the innovation but also of the new modalities of expression of the innovation 
in agriculture, innovations which one can describe as ascending because constructed by and for far-
mers. We will be able to question the real or idealized gain in terms of farmers’ autonomy vis-à-vis 
firms, and the possible implications for agricultural machinery companies.

4. New forms of innovation in agricultural machinery and firm/farmer relation-
ships

The situation of the relations between inventor farmers and firms must first be apprehended from 
a historical perspective analyzing the relationships that have developed between these two families 
of actors (4.1). The recent period opens a new era of “bottom-up innovation” that will probably 
question the methods of knowledge production and distribution between these actors (4.2), and 
question the new forms of support and intermediation for the invention and agricultural innovation 
(4.3).

4.1 Agricultural machinery companies and farmers business relations: A historical perspective

In the period of modernization of agriculture, farmers are faced with the need for “progress” 
and will, on the whole, integrate new innovations, new practices and new management strategies 
into their farms. In accordance with the political and professional injunctions of modernization, the 
innovations diffused from the 1950s to the 1970s follow a descending vertical pattern of integration 
in the farms (Purseigle, Hervieu, 2013). Research organizations are responsible for establishing and 
designing innovations to be disseminated through extension agencies to “farmer-receivers” (Darré, 
1996). Then from the 1970s, intensive agricultural production models were criticized, as was the 
top-down model of innovation. The co-construction of new technical systems between farmers and 
research institutions is now valued to restore the creative and inventor role of the farmer. In a symp-
tomatic way, social science research works in favor of a fight against “the racism of the intelligence” 
(Darré, 1999), with a strong recognition of the status of the farmer as a producer and a holder of 
knowledge. The importance of “local” knowledge specific to farmers to design and manage new 
production systems is recognized at the expense of the “recipes” of experimental science (Darré, 
1999).

At the heart of this recognition of farmers’ skills, agribusiness firms are not only positioning 
themselves as a sales interface for farmers but are also developing new action registers. Indeed, on 
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the innovation diffusion stage, agricultural machinery firms will position themselves as important 
relays for farmers: they no longer only sell agricultural machinery but offer services to support 
farmers for innovation. The development of conservation agriculture in France sheds light on the 
role of firms in supporting innovation (Goulet, 2013) and the formation of peer groups. One of the 
first strategies used by firms is to be closer to the field and farmers by ensuring the sale, technical 
advice and animation of user groups. Firms seek to break with the image of the “scrap merchant” by 
providing support, personalized advice, before and after the purchase, and this in a discreet way by 
the constitution of “communities of users” and the implementation network of farmers. Behind the 
firm, the “farmer-salesman” officiates with “peer-customers” (Goulet, 2011).

These communities form dialogue groups in the shape of peer networks and express the need 
to pool and share experiences. These groups of peers are no longer defined by their geographical 
anchoring but by their organization around specialized practices (organic farming, biodynamics, 
conservation agriculture, etc.) in which farmers seek knowledge in specialized fields, knowledge 
that experimental sciences do not offer them (Goulet, 2011). Firms also act on product-level com-
munication and seek to influence practices by “stage managing” innovation. In the case of the estab-
lishment of conservation agriculture, actions are developed to weigh and communicate with public 
decision makers to build a third way between the conventional model and organic farming. This has 
been materialized with the creation of the IAD (Institut de l’Agriculture Durable, Sustainable Agri-
culture Institute), which shows a willingness to defend these innovations in the political field. In the 
end firms are similar to central actors in innovation processes by presenting themselves at different 
strategic stages, from the technical point of view, to the market and the advocates of public action 
(Goulet and Hernandez, 2013).

In the face of corporate strategies, the question of empowering farmers and their self-organi-
zation is now emerging outside the traditional institutions of management and the market sphere. 
Autonomy can be defined as «a desire for control and personal and/or collective appropriation of 
the conduct of technical itineraries without the intermediary of third parties» (Rémy, 2011). Thus, 
since the 2000s, we have been witnessing the emergence of upward innovation logics, built from 
the needs and problems encountered by farmers on the ground. This trend echoes the rejection of 
a Fordist model of innovation combined with a period of reorientation of agricultural production 
models and social demand.

4.2 New modalities of invention and relations with the agricultural machinery companies

These findings question the forms of support and accompaniment for farmers in agro-equipment 
inventions. An unprecedented situation is observed in the field because alongside the new tools pro-
posed by research, farmers develop their own inventions. A double question now arises. At first, the 
specificity of the accompaniment of the farmers in their approaches of invention appears in tension 
between on the one hand the framing of the current practices to answer the different regulations and 
on the other hand the support with these endogenous invention approaches. Secondly, this attention 
paid to farmers’ inventions implies that we are also interested in the socio-economic context of 
their transformation and diffusion into innovations, with a legitimacy of the invention necessarily 
brought by the world of research/design, faced with the risk of dispossession of these farmers. Thus 
innovation in agriculture no longer refers only to the creation and distribution of a new product but 
also to the development of a service, as demonstrated by the example of VITIROVER, a company 
specializing in the provision of mowing grass robot between the vines.
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Two vectors for developing these bottom-up innovations can be highlighted:

- A «product» logic: the observation of a lack of technical response to a problem encountered 
in the field leads farmers to invent and propose a solution. This is the case, for example, with the 
VITIROVER mowing grass robot, which replaces the chemical or mechanical weeding of vines. 
Similarly, the peculiarities of permaculture require specific tools designed from the observation of 
the needs of farmers who practice this technique.

- A «market» logic: the identification of a niche market or an agri chain reduces the dependence 
of the farm on its market and leads farmers to develop crops for which outlets are not managed by 
storage companies. This is the case, for example, with the cultivation of miscanthus grass, which 
is self-consumed and sold directly on the farm to private individuals and professionals. However 
at the heart of these innovative farms, we do not observe in all these examples a similar distance 
in regard to the use of the machine in agricultural practices as well as with the model of intensive 
agricultural production.

In order to highlight this divergence, we propose a schema of analysis where the inten-
sity of the technical and machinery equipment on a vertical axis intersects with the «vi-
sion» of the farmer and of the farmer’s ability of its innovations to maintain a «clas-
sic» agricultural model, even to perpetuate it by adapting it to the new requirements, 
or to question this system by developing an ecosystem vision, on a horizontal axis. 
 

Thus within VITIROVER, technical simplification takes place at the heart of a model that is pre-
served and perpetuates identically. In contrast, permaculture is part of a simplification of the tech-
nique in favor of a model reinvented around the design of an agroecosystem. Lamont-Colin ETA 
company is at the heart of the technical invention for new uses, but without questioning the tractor. 
However, it does not just use a traditional tractor but adds new features to adapt it to new environ-
mental and ecological requirements. Lastly, Les Ruelles Farm is committed to the development of 
new technical equipment and agricultural machinery for the conceptualization of a new ecosystem 
and a farm oriented towards sustainable development.
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4.3 Diversity of associated milieus and forms of accompaniment for innovation

Despite these different degrees of distance from the machine and the dominant agricultural de-
velopment model, a common point is observed between these farmers, seen as actors in a position 
to appropriate knowledge and know-how to develop their activities by going beyond the unique 
horizon of their farms. At a minimum, it is a question of favoring/developing a mode of production, 
or a process, with the capture of a social circle larger than at the beginning. At maxima, it is a trans-
formative vision of agriculture. The question of the diffusion of these innovative models, starting 
from a “first circle” of farmers who bring about change, remains open.

These agricultural machinery innovations also presuppose the existence (or even creation) of 
new associated milieus. Thus the relationships between farmers, advisers, suppliers and researchers 
seem to change in nature. Goulet (2011a, 2011b) explains the recent developments in the relation-
ship between farmers, research and agricultural input companies. Agribusiness firms, among which 
the agricultural machinery, have deployed in recent years modes of action in the areas of support 
for innovation around technical units (such as no-tillage), in complementarity with commercial 
development actions. Thus companies’ emphasis on production of a “sustainable agriculture econ-
omy based on the knowledge and experience of practitioners” (Goulet, 2011a, p. 386) could, in a 
contradictory way, be used to reveal existence and the potential of a technical capital peculiar to the 
actors of the agricultural world. The question that arises then is the forms that will take these devices 
of “co-production of knowledge”, their speed of implementation and the respective places of firms, 
advisers, innovative farmers etc.

As a corollary, another question arises: in a period of intense - and rapid - digital upheavals into 
which we have entered, we can expect a deep redefinition of the roles of each. The finding is, there-
fore, that the actors involved have entered a period of increased interdependence. In parallel, the 
wishes (and the intentions) to act, to know and to invent of farmers, or at least a group of them, who 
are at the base of these technical evolutions, have never been so strong. These technical and orga-
nizational transformations will take place primarily through a coevolution in relation to associated 
milieus, innovation ecosystems, with new modalities, yet to be imagined, accompaniment, monitor-
ing, co-design tools. These milieus also involve new forms of exchange and interaction, listening 
to the problems encountered in the field. It would be a question here of building, even organizing, 
processes of technical changes, such as we can already see them appearing in the different forms of 
platforms of open innovation (of the AgriLab type) or of collaborative economy (platform of knowl-
edge intermediation between farmers like CoFarming). We make the hypothesis that the emergence 
of milieus associated with the evolution of agro-equipment will play in the near future the role of 
decisive catalyst that will make it possible (or accelerate) these processes of technical evolution. 
The concrete experiences of disruptive farmers-inventors and innovators are still few: many obsta-
cles (technological, psychological, institutional, and organizational) exist, but experiments, already 
at work in multiple initiatives in the field, could accelerate the processes.

5. Conclusion

What do the transformations of agro mechanization reveal in the context of contemporary agro 
technical evolution? The professional stories considered in this communication show us an agro 
technical world crossed by many questions, in accelerated transformation, and caught in a sense of 
crisis. Agriculture is at a pivotal moment in its historical evolution. In a more accentuated way, here 
focused on technical objects, we see farmers who are driven by the desire to understand the logics 
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of possible evolution for their equipment, sometimes in reverse of “self-evident” representations. 
These farmers are above all eager to develop solutions that take into account new technologies, ac-
cumulated knowledge and local conditions of their insertion, which leads to the possible emergence 
of a new agricultural technical culture.

We will conclude on the hypothesis of a change of epistemological paradigm in the agricultural 
production approach, a change that should profoundly affect agro machinery. The development of 
agro ecological approaches and locally located innovations are strong indicators and lead to consid-
er agro technical evolution as a process whose complexity must be accepted. Following the work 
of the theorists of technical evolution (Guchet, 2005, 2008; Simondon, 2014a, 2014b), we will call 
it a “new agricultural encyclopaedism”. It seems likely that the development and diversification of 
“machines” in agriculture can no longer be apprehended without becoming aware of the knowledge 
necessary to master the design, the use and the dissemination. With this importance of design activ-
ities, it is likely that the know-how and skills of farmers will be elements to be taken into account in 
a renewed way in this great agro machinery transformation.

Today, conditions seem to be in place to achieve this transformation, thanks to the new tools of 
communication and exchange, to the new associated milieus in emergence, to the new modes of 
industrial production, to the tools of control of the precision, to the new forms of intermediation, 
to new agroecosystem design approaches (Berthet, 2016), while always taking into account, as a 
backdrop, increasing energy and ecological constraints.
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The CAN network is the predominant communication technology in the mobile sector, from cars 
to fully automated harvesters. The growing demand for bandwidth requires upgrades with comple-
mentary communication technologies.

The increasing level of automation, even of safety-relevant functions, highlights other necessities 
such as functional safety, hard real-time behavior, and expanded diagnostic capabilities. In the area 
of mobile machines, these limitations re overcome by technology transfers from industrial automa-
tion and the automotive industry. 

In this article, we look at the suitability of automotive Ethernet for the area of mobile work ma-
chines. The essential parameters of this investigation are the degree of standardization, technological 
maturity, achievable data throughput, real-time behavior and functional safety in mixed-criticality 
networks. With regard to their potential and their options, the most important technological inno-
vations such as OABR, time-sensitive networking and Deterministic Ethernet are compared with 
alternative approaches from industrial automation such as Ethercat or Powerlink, as well as with a 
further development from the automotive industry, CAN FD. Furthermore, existing limitations and 
possible effects of automotive Ethernet in the agricultural sector are analyzed: which adjustments 
to the currently used network topologies are necessary, how can automotive Ethernet be integrated 
into existing architectures as an extension of CAN networks, and how can typical functions of agri-
cultural machines benefit from the new standards?
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Growing demands on modern bus systems 
In modern agricultural machines like tractors or fully automated harvesters, numerous CAN 
networks, such as an engine CAN or vehicle CAN, are used in order to enable communication 
within the control system. For this purpose – depending on the application – the CAN-based Isobus 
(ISO 11783) is additionally used in order to allow communication with implements such as trailers. 
SAE J1939 is often used as a basic protocol for these CAN networks, which specifies a bit-rate 
of 250 kbit/s. In communication with HMIs as well as fleet management and diagnostic systems, 
Ethernet is already used today, often with the classic physical layer 100 Base-TX.

The bandwidth requirements of new technologies, such as the continuously increasing resolution of 
displays, IP cameras (in some cases with surround view functionality), sophisticated fleet manage-
ment systems using technologies from the IoT/Industry 4.0 world, as well as increasing automation 
of machine functions, exceed the available bandwidth by orders of magnitude. A single IP camera 
causes a data throughput in the range of 10 Mbit/s. A modern CAN-based system, which includes 
complex gateways often, has an overall bandwidth of approximately 1 Mbit/s to 2 Mbit/s, whilst 
future technologies will cause a data volume that is up to three orders of magnitude bigger than 
currently available.

Several of these functions, especially the automation functions in the area of drive, steering and 
working functions, also set strict requirements of functional safety, security and real-time capability. 
These three points particularly come to the fore if automation functions have to share the physi-
cal communication medium with other services, for example a steer-by-wire system that shares 
a network with the diagnosis system having cloud access. In this case, it must be ensured that in 
the event of problems in the diagnosis system, the automation function continues to have gua-
ranteed bandwidth and latencies, so that the steering continues to work reliably and safely, despite 
an unwanted network load created by the diagnosis system.

Possible solutions
Each possible solution has to increase the bandwidth by an order of magnitude, i.e. make bandwidths 
of at least 10 Mbit/s to ideally 1000 Mbit/s available. With a dynamic, time-limited bandwidth in-
crease, CAN FD, significantly improves the throughput of Classical CAN by up to 12 Mbit/s (with 
currently available CAN transceivers) and a larger payload. It also offers a clear migration path 
from existing systems to higher bandwidths thanks to the technology relating to Classical CAN. 
However, with the achievable average bandwidth of 5 Mbit/s, CAN FD is not always suitable for 
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IoT/Industry 4.0 or image-based applications such as surround view.

A further option is the integration of an established industrial Ethernet variant such as Ethercat, 
Profinet, Powerlink or Ethernet/IP. Each of these has its own application-specific advantages and 
disadvantages and is bound to the respective manufacturer that has developed this communication 
technology to varying degrees. These are based on Ethernet and, depending on the protocol; they 
access the Ethernet stack at various levels. Ethercat for example, already accesses layer 2 (data link 
layer) in the Ethernet protocol, whilst on the other hand, Powerlink, only accesses layer 3 (network 
layer). All of these protocols support a data rate of at least 100 Mbit/s. 

A further solution could be completely based on Ethernet-standardized mechanisms of the IEEE. 
Ethernet-based solutions offer many advantages. Ethernet is widespread, standardized, and many 
products, technologies, and tools are already based on Ethernet. However, implementing a solution 
originally developed for use in an office environment in the area of mobile machines poses many 
challenges: they range from cabling and plug technology to functional safety, from determinism to 
integration into existing systems. In these areas, several current core developments solve these pro-
blems in the long term such as new physical layers suitable for automotive or deterministic Ether-
net expansions. The combination of these technologies is described in this article as «automotive 
Ethernet». 

Physical layer – layer 1
100Base-T1 (formerly OABR – Open Alliance BroadR-Reach) is a PHY primarily developed 
for the automotive market that achieves a bandwidth of 100 Mbit/s via a simple UTP (unshielded 
twisted pair) cable. This development originally came from Broad Com, was later made a de facto 
standard for automotive Ethernet by the Open Alliance BroadR-Reach as an interest group, and 
finally standardized directly by IEEE as 100Base-T1. This PHY is already used in car production 
programs and is also considered a favorite for future Ethernet uses for a variety of applications in 
the mobile sector, such as the «high-speed Isobus».
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Data link layer – layer 2
IEEE is working on the expansion of the IEEE 802 standard in order to offer real-time capabilities 
for applications in the automation and automotive sector. These activities are based on significant 
preparations for AVB (Audio Video Bridging) and predominantly intervene in layer 2. The group of 
Time-Sensitive Networking standards (TSN) offers features such as traffic shaping, bandwidth gua-
rantees, and deterministic messages with guaranteed latency and redundancy mechanisms. These 
Ethernet features can access various protocols on a higher level, such as UDP, but also be combined 
with established industry protocols that only access layer 3 (network layer). With TSN, automation 
applications that require hard real-time and functional safety, video signals that require a guaranteed 
bandwidth, and service or diagnosis data that can create a very interdeterministic network load can 
be converged on one single Ethernet network.

As TSN is very broadly defined and offers differing mechanisms, users should create a «profile» 
suitable to them, in which they only use those features that they actually need in order to keep the 
complexity to a minimum. For a simple video signal, time stamping and VLANs are sufficient, for 
safety-critical controllers a full deterministic Ethernet with an error-tolerant time synchronization 
and redundant paths is preferable. It could even be expanded with further extensions such as SAE 
AS6802 or similar mechanisms with microsecond-jitter. TSN describes a collection of standards 
that are prepared by the IEEE Standards Association in the LAN/MAN Standards Committee in the 
Working Group IEEE802.1 TSN. Figure 3 shows the status of standardization.

Limitations and future expansions
Even though 100Base-T1 and the TSN standards offer a solid basis to complement CAN in future 
communication architectures of mobile machinery, several improvements are still possible. It can 
be predicted today, for example, that 100 Mbit/s will not be sufficient for all applications, especially 
those with environment recognition and image processing. With 1000 Base-T1, a gigabit variant of 
the Single-Pair Unshielded Twisted Pair-PHY was already signed off by IEEE on June 20, 2016 [1].

The limitation of the cabling length to 15 m at USP is also relevant for mobile machines. Whilst 
this does not present a serious limitation in a car, it can cause problems in large mobile machines or 
networks that are operated between a tractor and trailer, for example. Currently, it is only possible to 
work with extra switches or STP (up to 40 m) [2] in order to overcome these limitations.

A further development that may be of interest to the mobile machinery sector is offered by IEEE 
P802.3bu (1-Pair Power over Data Lines – PoDL): sensors, cameras, or controls consuming little 
power can be directly supplied via the UTP communication cabling. This standard is to be signed off 
by the IEEE at the beginning of 2017 and can lead to further optimization in the cabling of sensors 
and cameras.

100(0)Base-T1 and TSN offers a solid foundation (layer 1-2) for Ethernet-based communication, 
however, over the next few months and years it has to be decided sector-specifically how the higher 
layers can be designed. In the area of mobile machines, this can happen with simple UDP-based 
proprietary protocols for smaller machines or by borrowing from industrial automation such as the 
integration of existing fieldbus protocols or concepts such as OPC UA. The automotive sector will 
also offer options for major manufacturers with Autosar, DoIP, or Some IP.

Integration into existing architectures
The integration of automotive Ethernet is likely to happen via various channels. On the one hand, 
there are corresponding activities in groups, such as the «High-Speed Isobus» project team in the 
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AEF [3], in which cross-man-ufacturer interfaces are being defined. On the other hand, parts of 
local networks in a machine can be gradually converted to Ethernet. Due to the large bandwidth, 
CAN/Ethernet gateways, like the ones offered by TTControl, can be more easily realized and even 
become an advantage for diagnosis and maintenance, as the entire CAN traffic can be accessed with 
a single Ethernet-based diagnostic connector and safety mechanisms (in terms of «security») can be 
integrated at a central point. This means a corresponding 100Base-TX/TSN deterministic Ethernet 
switch that also offers numerous CAN channels can take over the necessary Ethernet switch role in 
the network, but can also be a 100Base-TX/100-Base-T1 media converter and realize CAN/Ethernet 
gateway functions in order to integrate existing CAN and new Ethernet networks.
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Abstract

Electrification of agricultural machinery is a subject matter of particular interest for “Agricul-
tural Machinery” professionals at Cetim. Agricultural machinery manufacturers need to anticipate 
the new horizons opened by power electricity for their machinery. So as to meet these concerns, 
the “Power Transmission” team of Cetim carried out different types of work which gave rise to a 
methodology for designing and sizing electric power transmission systems. The first step of this 
methodology makes it possible to assess the feasibility of electrification based on criteria such as 
cost, weight and overall dimensions. When this first step is validated, the methodology proposes 
sizing tools for the whole electric transmission system.

Introduction

Over the last years, as a result of the changes made to the environmental standards applicable to 
off-road mobile equipment, the race towards the electrification of the various functions of machin-
ery has started. Depending on the type of application and the power to be electrified, there are many 
different choices available regarding electrification. 

Electrification of mobile machinery does not just mean hybridation and/or electrification of the 
drive function. In fact, this trend towards electrification is much wider than that and also concerns 
the working functions of machinery. 

However, “codes” exist for the drive function, which explain the hybridation level: low hybrid, 
mild hybrid or full hybrid.

Then, a few hybridation architecture variants come on top of this: series hybridation, parallel 
hybridation, or series-parallel hybridation.

These codes stem from the automotive sector and only concern the “drive” function of hybrid 
vehicles. There are no “codes” used for the other electrifiable “functions”, however, many applica-
tions have already seen the light of day.

Electric applications have appeared in increasing numbers in the agricultural machinery sector 
in the last few years with, for example, a hybrid tractor with an electric generator coupled to a com-
bustion engine and able to deliver a power of 130 kW at 700 VDC to the tools. Other examples exist, 
such as: an all-electric high-clearance tractor or an electric-drive series hybrid tractor.

In the previous years, electrification in the agricultural machinery sector was mostly focused on 
the electrification of the tools and, therefore, on adding a source of electric power on the tractors. 
Today, the drive function has also become a target for electrification and thus the shift towards 
all-electric machinery has started. 

The objectives of the electrification of these functions are not only to improve the energy perfor-
mance of the various applications of the industry but also to add performance (example: adjustment 
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of the flow rate of fertiliser spreaders by means of an electric control system). This trend has been 
prompting the agricultural machinery professionals to acquire suitable knowledge of this technolo-
gy and anticipate the changes implemented by their competitors. 

This is why Cetim proposes to assist the professionals of the agricultural machinery industry to 
help them develop the expertise and knowledge of the “electric” technology and also offers easy-to-
use design and decision support tools. 

The needs of professionals

Electric motor technologies

In a vehicle, whether it is a car or a tractor, the drive system involves particularly stringent 
requirements with regard to dynamics and power. The electric machines which power the drive sys-
tem of a vehicle undergo frequent starts and stops. Moreover, they must allow for frequent acceler-
ations/decelerations and simultaneously deliver a high torque and provide a very wide speed range.

The problems related to agricultural tools are slightly different from those related to drive sys-
tems. The agricultural world uses highpower tools which run for very long periods and often within 
a restricted speed range. Agricultural tools seem to be less demanding in terms of dynamics than 
drive systems, but there are other essential criteria, such as overall dimensions or performance.

The electric machine technology used will depend on the needs. Our analysis of the solutions 
available to date shows that almost all types of electric machines can be used in drive systems and 
in agricultural tools. 

Today, they are four families of electrical machines which seem to be able to meet the require-
ments of the agricultural sector, namely: direct current motors, induction motors, permanent magnet 
synchronous motors and switched reluctance motors.

Figure 1: The four main types of electric motors: direct current (a), induction (b), permanent magnet 
synchronous (c) and switched reluctance (d).

Today, two categories stand out from the others by the maturity acquired through the implementation 
of many different applications. These are the induction motors and permanent magnet synchronous motors. 
Due to the limits of electronics, alternating current motors have not been widely used for a long time, and this 
favoured the use of direct current motors, which feature simple control techniques. However, as their manufac-
turing and maintenance costs remain high, direct current motors have gradually been replaced with alternating 
current motors. This transition was further accelerated by the fact that alternating current motors feature much 
better energy performance than direct current motors.
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The table below presents the main advantages and drawbacks of the above-mentioned electric 
motors:

Motor technology

Series motor or separately 
excited motor Induction motor Synchronous motor

Low cost (motor + converter) Cheap, but with more expensive 
converter High cost

Reliable High reliability High reliability

Regular maintenance 
necessary (brushes) Little maintenance Little maintenance

Low power-to-weight ratio Correct power-to-weight ratio High power-to-rate ratio

Limited maximum speed High maximum speed High maximum speed

Good efficiency High efficiency Excellent efficiency

Related power electronics

PWM controlled chopper Vector control inverter (f,I,V)
 

Table 1: Qualitative comparison of motor technologies

It is worth noting that the changing prices of magnets, power components and digital control 
techniques often question the choices made. 

The main advantages of direct current machines are their simple power electronics and easy 
speed control. However, they require regular servicing and maintenance, due to the presence of 
mechanical slip rings.

Most of the time, alternating current machines feature much better power-to-weight ratios than 
their direct current counterparts. Moreover, the need for maintenance is reduced and almost inex-
istent thanks to the absence of mechanical slip rings. Nevertheless, the related electronics is often 
more complex and more expensive.

Sizing method
A sizing method is proposed for electric machines. The methodology is based on the determi-

nation of the equivalent thermal torque undergone by the machine for a given mission profile. This 
equivalent thermal torque determines the minimum torque value that the selected electric machine 
must be able to deliver continuously without heating. The methodology includes the steps described 
below.

Selection of the motor technology
The first point which must be considered when selecting a motor technology is the speed re-

quirement. Depending on the speed requirement, different motor technologies can be easily iden-
tified. Nevertheless, in some specific cases, such as servomotors, the requirement will need to be 
thoroughly studied in order to make a decision.

Today, “smart” drives are in increasing demand. The cost of the motor environment increases in 
relation to the cost of the motor itself and, therefore, the price difference between a slip ring motor 
and a brushless motor has little impact on the cost of the complete solution.
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Several motor technologies may be suitable for the same function. For most new servomech-
anism applications, different solutions may be chosen: stepper motor, magnet brushless motor, or 
induction motor with vector control.

There are no deterministic methods to select the appropriate technology, however, several more 
or less empirical approaches exist:

•	 Selection based on the quality criteria of servo-motors: this requires thorough expertise;
•	 Selection based on the identification of typical applications for which well suited solu-

tions exist: this leads to a coherent solution which is not necessarily to the most relevant 
one;

•	 Use of selection trees issued by manufacturers: the latest technological changes are 
updated implicitly. However, the offer is restricted to that of the manufacturer.

Selection of the mechanical transmission system

The main function of the reduction gear is to adapt the speed of the load to the speed of the 
motor. Sometimes, the reduction gear is selected with the aim of reducing the inertia ratio between 
the load and the motor. Moreover, in certain cases, the reducing gear makes it possible to orient and 
position the motor in space in relation to the load.

Many drive applications require a high torque level at low speed. However, for the usual motor 
technologies, the dimensions and the cost of the motors are mainly related to the steady state torque. 
Consequently, for the same power requirement, it will be better to select a motor which delivers low 
torque at high speed, in order to keep its size and cost to a minimum.

The reduction gear placed between a motor and its load allows the motor to run at its nominal 
speed, which is higher than the load. The table below provides an estimation of the typical nominal 
speeds of motors, depending on the technology:

Ωn (rpm) Ωmin. (rpm)

Three-phase induction motors Standard at 50 Hz: 750; 1,500; 3,000 
f>150 Hz: 9,000 and more

f = cst: 0.8 Ωn 
f = variable: 0.01 Ωn

Permanent magnet brushless mo-
tors

1,000…10,000 and more 
Torque motors: Ωn = 120 0.01 Ωn => 0.0001 Ωn

Direct current motors
Standard: 2,000 to 3,000 
Small motors: 6,000 and more 
Torque motors: 100 and less

Standard: 0.01 Ωn

Possible: 0.001 Ωn

Stepper motors 1,000 to 2,000 (…6,000) 
High torque: 50 and less

Stability problem at low 
speed

Hydraulic motors
Slow speed, high torque: 50 to 200 
Medium speed: 500 to 8,000 
High speed: 2,000

0.01 to 0.005 Ωn

 
Table 2: Qualitative comparison between motor technologies

The first step in the definition of a mechanical transmission system is to determine the value of 
the speed reducing ratio. Several theories are available to select the speed reducing ratio so as to:
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•	 Minimise the size of the motor for a given power;
•	 Minimise the motor torque for a given load and a desired acceleration;
•	 Minimise the Joule losses.

The second step consists in selecting the optimum reduction gear technology which will allow 
the previously calculated speed reducing ratio to be achieved, based on the following criteria:

•	 Geometry: relative position of the input and output shafts, overall dimensions and 
weight;

•	 Value of the speed reducing ratio k: the available speed reduction range varies depend-
ing on the technologies;

•	 Performance parameters of the reduction gear: gear backlash, torque stiffness, torque 
range, speed and torque pulsations, efficiency, maximum speed of the high speed shaft, 
inertia.

Finally, the last step consists in selecting the design torque of the reduction gear, which corresponds 
to the maximum torque undergone by the reduction gear and which is often due to a transient accel-
eration or deceleration phase (inertial torque), weighted with the number of starts of the application 
to be motorised.

Selection of the motor

1.1.1.1 Calculation of the motor torques

If it exists, the speed reducing ratio k was defined or predefined during the previous step. There-
fore, it is necessary to calculate the torque requirement for the motor, based on the output torque 
requirement defined in the specifications. For that purpose, all the mechanical quantities are calcu-
lated for the motor shaft:

Figure 2: Calculation of the motor torques

•	 Acceleration on the motor shaft: ϒm = dΩm/dt = k ϒc

•	 Available torque at reduction gear input = Cm – Jm ϒm

•	 Necessary torque at reduction gear output = Cc + Jc ϒc
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1.1.1.2 Thermal selection of the motor

The main limitation of a servo-motor is related to the maximum permissible temperature rise 
in the winding, which means that the main problem with sizing is that one is to be able to quantify 
these temperature rises. The method used for that purpose consists in defining and applying, during 
the selection phase, a suitable model to assess the temperature rises. 

Creating a fine and accurate model involves many difficulties, as an electric actuator is a com-
plex thermal system comprised of solid elements, fluid elements and non-homogenous bodies which 
are sometimes anisotropic. The losses are not evenly distributed. Thus, the most effective solution 
would be to perform a finite element calculation, but it would feature thousands of unknowns.

The selection of a motor is based on a much simpler approach, with a simplified thermal model 
with 1, 2 or N nodes and specific operating conditions.

In practice, for the motor selection phase, 2 cases are possible. The most frequent one is that of 
motors which are rather well described by a single-node model:

•	 If the operating service is of the S1, S2 or S3 type, the motor is selected from the 
catalogue then the maximum temperature TMax. reached by the winding is directly 
calculated, which therefore validates the thermal resistance.

•	 For any type of operating conditions:

	A direct calculation can be performed, but TMax. requires a lot of data (vari-
ation of losses over time ΔP(t)?) and step-by-step numerical integration. This 
method is not very suitable for the selection phase, where several choices need 
to be tested rapidly.

	The best method is to perform an indirect calculation: this is the Equivalent 
Thermal Torque (CTheq) method which consists in saying that if the size of 
the motor is such that Cn ≥ CTheq, then this implicitly confirms that TMax. ≤ 
TbM (permissible temperature).

In most application cases, the motor will operate in any service conditions and the equivalent ther-
mal torque (CTheq) method will be applied (indirect calculation). This method is applicable for 
any short-duration work cycle, rather than the servomotor’s thermal time constant. This method 
consists in calculating, based on the torques of the different phases of the studied cycle, a constant 
fictitious torque in an equivalent S1 cycle. Then, the thermal selection process consists in finding a 
motor whose nominal torque Cn is greater than or equal to the equivalent thermal torque CTheq; this 
implicitly verifies the thermal resistance condition of the winding θMax. ≤ θbM.

The examples of thermal time constants τth of servo-motors given in Table 3 show that this 
method can be applied for cycle durations ranging from 1 minute to 10 minutes. In general, the 
bigger the size of the motor, the higher the thermal time constant τth.

Nominal 
torque Cn

Direct current 
motor

Permanent magnet 
brushless motor

1 Nm 25 - 40 minutes 12 - 20 minutes
10 Nm 50 - 85 minutes 30 - 45 minutes
100 Nm 100 - 120 minutes 70 - 100 minutes

Table 3: Thermal time constant values, depending on the motor technologies
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Cooling system

The method of thermal selection of a motor according to the machine’s mission profile makes it 
possible to define the machine characteristics which must be complied with at the time of selection, 
in order to keep the temperature rise under control. However, in some cases, the cooling system 
which must be associated with the machine still remains to be defined.

There are three types of cooling systems for electric machines: natural convection, forced ven-
tilation and water cooling.

The type of cooling system to be used depends on the typology of the electric machines that have 
to be cooled and which can be classified in the following categories:

•	 Open machines, self-ventilated or with separate ventilation;
•	 Enclosed machines, non-ventilated, self-ventilated or water cooled.

Most often, “open” machines will not be used in agricultural machinery applications, due to their 
low ingress protection rating. When non-ventilated or self-ventilated enclosed machines are used, 
there is no need to determine the sizing of the cooling system, as it is integrated into the electric 
machine and it was sized by the designer of the electric motor.

In most application cases in the agricultural machinery sector, the electric machines used will 
be enclosed, water-cooled electric machines. As a matter of fact, this electric machine technology 
features a higher power-to-weight ratio than air-cooled machines. Moreover, the cooling system can 
be relocated and separated from the electric machine, which is an undeniable advantage in terms of 
overall dimensions.

Selection of the motor
It is important to immediately define the “thermal” conditions of use of the machine. For exam-

ple, if the machine is installed in mobile equipment, cooling will be ensured, in most cases, by an 
air/water heat exchanger and, therefore, the “cool” fluid will be the ambient air. Therefore, the most 
severe sizing assumption will require to set a temperature of +40°C for the cool fluid, for example. 
In the case of a machine installed in fixed equipment, other cooling options are available (air/water; 
water/water, etc.).

Based on this assumption, the manufacturer of the machine will be in a position to provide the 
following elements:

•	 Nominal losses of the machine in service S1;
•	 Fluid temperature at the inlet of the cooling jacket of the electric machine (for an air 

temperature of +40°C) necessary to remove the Joule losses;
•	 Minimum flow required to remove the Joule losses;
•	 Temperature rise in the water between the inlet and the outlet of the cooling jacket of 

the electric machine.

Selection of the heat exchanger
The air/water heat exchanger is selected based on the power to be dissipated and on the dif-

ference of temperature between the “cool” fluid (air) and the “warm / to be cooled” fluid (water). 
Cooling capacity vs. flow rate curves are often supplied. 
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In this case, an assumption has to be made to estimate the temperature of the fluid at the outlet 
of the electric machine.

Figure 3: Principle of an air/water cooling system

The manufacturer of the electric machine provides the value of the temperature rise in the water 
between the inlet and the outlet of the cooling jacket. Thereby, the relationship between T1 and T2 
is known but it is valid only for a water flow rate equal to the minimum recommended flow rate. If 
a higher flow rate is transferred to the cooling jacket, the temperature rise will be lower.

Moreover, it is very difficult to reach the thermal equilibrium between the water and the ambient 
temperature. An average difference of + 10°C is very often encountered.

For an average temperature rise of 10°C in the electric machine and a water temperature at the 
heat exchanger inlet 10°C higher, on average, than the ambient temperature, then the difference be-
tween the temperature of the “hot” fluid at the heat exchanger inlet and the “cool” fluid will be 20°C.

Based on this information, for which iterations can be made to obtain a more accurate value, a 
minimum flow rate can be defined from the cooling capacity curves supplied by the manufacturer 
of the heat exchanger.

This flow rate must be compared to the necessary minimum flow rate which must circulate in 
the cooling jacket of the electric machine to ensure proper cooling. Among these two flow rates, 
the higher one will be selected. The pressure and temperature limits will also have to be checked.

Decision support tool

One of the needs expressed by the agricultural machinery sector regarding electrification is the 
possibility to easily estimate whether the electrification of a function is relevant with regard to some 
basic criteria such as cost, weight and overall dimensions. A specific tool was developed for this 
purpose.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the decision support tool

Depending on the various available electric machine technologies and their related cooling 
methods and based on minimum specifications, this tool makes it possible to assess the cost, weight 
and overall dimensions of the electric machine alone. However, the other indissociable components 
such as the variable speed drive, the cooling system and the electric power supply (electric generator 
+ regulator or battery) must be taken into account in the overall decision process.

The specifications required by the tool are as follows:

•	 Power of the application to be motorised;
•	 Nominal rotational speed;
•	 Electric machine technology;
•	 Type of cooling system.

The tool then calculates the nominal torque of the necessary electric machine. Then, using a 
database which describes the coefficients of specific weight [kg/Nm], specific volume [cm3/Nm] 
and specific cost [€/Nm] for the selected machine technologies and cooling system types, the tool 
estimates the weight, the volume and the cost of the machine.

These coefficients have been identified by means of a market analysis performed on industrial 
electric machines.
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Figure 5: Example of use of the utility software 
 

Unified approach

The sizing aiding tools and the feasibility estimation tool give a clear indication on whether it is 
possible or not to electrify a function. However, depending on the accuracy of the data entered into 
the tool, iteration loops have to be performed. 
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A decision flowchart showing the unified approach to be followed is also given below:

Figure 6: Unified approach flowchart

Conclusions

The sizing method and the feasibility estimation software were implemented on study cases spe-
cific to the agricultural machinery sector, which therefore validates their relevance. The feasibility 
estimation software will later integrate other criteria such as energy performance, and it will also 
feature a more complete database.
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Abstract

Today, Agricultural machinery uses mostly fossil energy, particularly with diesel engine. On 
same time, we saw more and more alternative of fossil energy. We find these alternative with electric 
drive system on tractor with battery or fuel cell and bio methane engine power. The main advantage 
of new energy not only about the environmental impact, we have another aspect comes into play 
creating a supporting environment for electric machinery in agriculture: more and more farmers have 
installed large scale solar power and it’s the same for biogas aspect with plants providing a perfect 
infrastructure for own on farm green energy use. However, integration of this new energies on 
current tractor architecture are not so simple, particularly on the storage, all request more space than 
fuel. we will start from the consumption of the current tractor and define the energetic equivalences 
of these new energies in order to deduce the necessary volume to have the same autonomy and how 
we could integrate this new volume on tractor. 

1. Introduction

Although the diesel engine will most probably remain the dominating power source for all farm 
machinery in the years to come, we start to see alternative of this energy. The influence of sustainable 
agricultural systems is evident , we see the transition with companies devoted to alternative energy 
solutions for the farm, from biogas to solar to wind, and everything in between. Farm machinery 
manufacturers are following this transition and we start to see some concept of tractor with non-
fossil energy. Moreover, the machines’ fuel efficiency is important marketing factor that drives the 
development. Reduction potential of CO2 emission when using combustion engine as main energy 
source of vehicle is limited to rather modest ratio. Development in different components and vehicle 
operation can gain some improvement in total efficiency. Renewable energy is a major player for the 
reduction of CO2 and autonomy of farmer, the change will be faster than we think.

2. Technology to replace Fossil energy

2.1. Bio methane tractor 

Bio methane started with dual fuel on Valtra tractors. They use a mixed of fuel and methane, 
proportion is variable regarding engine load. We are between 5 to 25% of methane. The engine is 
just current diesel adapted for dual fuel.
New Holland and Deutz Fahr  use bio methane at 100%.  They use specific engine. To comply with 
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Euro VI standards, the natural gas engines do not need EGR, SCR, or DPF but rely on a simple 3-way 
catalyst: a converter located at the end of the exhaust pipe, based on an integrated structure plated 
with Platinum, Palladium, and Rodium catalyzers. Cost after treatment is low compare to Euro VI 
diesel engine installation.
The main problem of those tractors is the methane storage installation, we have tank on footstep 
area but, it’s not enough, they added tank on on each side pillar and top rear of the cab. We lose 
rear visibility and autonomy is between 2 and 5 hours.  New Holland says they will introduce two 
Methane Power Tractor models at the outset. These will be based on the existing T6.155 and T6.180 
diesel tractors and performance levels — EPM boosted powers of 155hp and 175hp respectively — 
and both will be powered by six-cylinder gas engines.

        

2.2.  Electric battery tractor

During last years, we saw more and more electric concept of agricultural machinery. They use 
Battery power.

The autonomy of the machine is limited because of the size and weight of the batteries become 
rapidly height. 
Fendt have decide to implement battery on small tractor for size and weight reason. Battery 
specifications is: 100kWh, 590 Kg of weight, 320 liter of volume and a voltage of 650 V. This tractor 
have 5h of autonomy and need 1h of charge with specific born witch deliver 140kW, with standard 
born we need 29h.
 If we want implement battery on bigger tractor we rapidly approach few tons for half day of 
autonomy. Its’ the reason why we see this tractor on farm and small applications . With the current 
visibility of battery density, the step for bigger tractor is not interesting on intensive field workload. 
The annual volume for this tractor is less than thousand. 

Figure 1. Fendt e100 Vario
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Figure 2. Technoma Voltis

2.3.  Fuel Cells

A fuel cell is a device that converts chemical energy into electricity through a reduction-
oxidation (redox) reaction. In a redox reaction, electrons from one atom or molecule are transferred 
to another atom or molecule. The element that is oxidized loses electrons (generally speaking) 
while the element that gains electrons is reduced. An easy way to remember the difference between 
oxidation and reduction is the mnemonic.

First Fuel cells tractor is Allis-Chalmers on 1959. More recently, in 2009 & 2011, New Holland 
present fuel cells NH2 concepts tractor based on New Holland’s current T6000 tractor, but instead 
of the standard diesel combustion engine, features two electric motors – the first providing power 
to traction and the second providing power to power train operations and auxiliaries. The emission 
free NH2 can run for roughly 1.5 – 2 hours on a single hydrogen tank with the fuel cell generating 
around 106 horsepower.

Like Battery tractor, the main problem is autonomy. 

Figure 3. Allis-Chalmers farm tractor was first fuel cell vehicle in 1959
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3. Constraints

3.1. Customer  requested

Tractors are working in combination with various types of implements in various applications. 
We must keep this versatility when we develop new products. 

A tractor is intended to provide transport functions for movement of materials and for field work 
capabilities to power and propel agricultural machines. In transport mode, the tractor is required 
to operate with relatively low drafts over a wide range of operating speeds. For field work, the 
tractor is often used for tasks requiring high drawbar forces at speeds of 4-12 km hr. Thus, the 
tractor must interface with the implement in providing the operating parameters necessary to meet 
the performance objectives for both transport and field work functions. The interface between 
tractor tire and the working surface constitutes a functional limitation to be operation of a tractor-
implement system, as docs the interface between the implement and the crop or the sol. Other 
functional limitations are inherent in the design of the tractor. For example, the transmission system 
will dictate the range of operating speeds that can be achieved, and the noise levels or ride comfort 
provided for the operator may limit the performance of the tractor.

Figure 4. Field of applications

3.2. Technical constraints 

The Customer’s request is translated into technical constraints. It is indeed necessary to mix between 
the customer request, size of components and legislative constraints.
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Global size constraints
- Wheelbase
- Maximum height
- Tires sizes
 - Weight repartition
- Global dimensions
- Autonomy

Legislation requested
- Gas emission
- PTAC
- Lights positions
- Visibility

  
Applications request: 

- possibility to attach implement on 
front and rear  linkage

- Front loader 
- Side tanks
- Bottom implement like small blade
- Forest shield

Technical constraint
- Size of main components: gearbox, engine
- Size of cooling system and after treatment
- Energy capacity
- Cab space, accessibility, ergonomics & 
visibility 
- Hydraulic capacity.
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4. Proposal

New energy tractor development start by the first question: Has size and weight equal, will we keep 
the same autonomy and visibility as main architecture tractors? If we have compromise, what is 
acceptable for the high volume tractor customer (thousands tractor per year). This study, doesn’t not 
address an additional niche.
We are working on two kind of tractor ~ 100 HP and ~ 200 HP. We chose one compact tractor, focus 
on mixed farm. This tractor is used for front loader applications and small field workload, hay and 
small tillage applications. Of course this tractor could be the biggest tractor of the farm but this is 
not representative of most of the tractors sold. Main criteria for this tractor are: compact size and 
versatility.  The second tractor is more dedicated for high tillage application and transport. Main 
criteria are: traction & power efficiency and autonomy. Of course we must integrate other criteria 
for these two tractors: comfort, ergonomics and visibility.

Figure 5: MF 5710, 100hp & MF 7720, 200hp

Our standard request is 8 hours minimum of autonomy at 80% of charge. We take the hypothesis 
that this customer request remains stable and is equivalent of a standard day work. 
Before starting on non-fossil alternative, let’s talk about fossil energy. One liter of fuel is equivalent 
of 10KWh. For example, the 100HP tractor, we have 180 liter of fuel tank capacity therefore we 
have equivalent of 1800kWh of energy on board. 

Application on MF 5700 project – 100-130 hp Tractor : 
Fuel tank MF 5700 : 180 Liters ; (180L*0,836KG/L+20KG =)170 KG Tank + Fuel 
• Global output Engine à Wheel : (250g/kWh / 0,836) = 0,3L Fuel à 1 kWh

 180/0,3 = 600 kWh Net power - Traction
• Global output Engine à PTO : (220g/kWh / 0,836) = 0,264L Fuel à 1 kWh

 180/0,264 = 681 kWh Net power – PTO

Application on MF 7700 project – 200-280 hp Tractor : 
Fuel tank MF 7700 : 430 Liters ; (430L*0,836KG/L+60KG =) 420 KG Tank + Fuel 
• Global output Engine à Wheel : (250g/kWh / 0,836) = 0,3L Fuel à 1 kWh

 430/0,3 = 1433 kWh Net power - Traction
• Global output Engine à PTO : (220g/kWh / 0,836) = 0,264L Fuel à 1 kWh
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 430/0,264 = 1629 kWh Net power - PTO

For new energy tractor, we will focus on 200-280hp range tractor. We will start study on 1433kWh 
net power traction and 1629kWh net power PTO.

5. Tractor study

We will study the 200-280hp range tractor on Methane version at gaseous form and 250 bar.
Storage volume calculation

At 250 bar pressure : Methane energy density is 0,4 litre/kWh. (Methane 10kwh/Nm3, 1Nm3 
gives 0,8kg, l@250bar => 0,2kg)
600 kWh x 0,4 /0,35 = 685
Application on 200-280 hp Tractor  : 
1433 kWh x 0,4 /0,35 = 1637liter
	CH4 (250 bar) Volume = 1637 Liter (1637*0,2=327kg+570kg tank : 897 KG Total) – 

Traction
	1629 kWh x 0,4 /0,35 = 1862 Liter - PTO

Figure 6: equivalence fuel vs methane

To find place for 1600 liters of storage we need to change the configuration of the architecture. 
The idea is not to change radically current modules. We keep the current Dyna 4/6 and DynaVT 
transmissions, front axle, hydraulic system and cab. Of course we change the engine and provide 
adaptations on after treatment system and cooling package but they are closed to tiers 3 engine 
generation.
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We have different possibility to place storage on tractor. We can have a simplistic approach by 
adding tanks on nose but we will lose all front linkage and front loader application. Moreover, we 
lose front visibility on field and road application. Another approach is to use the area on top of the 
roof, unfortunately this area is too small to obtain the capacity and we increase the height of the 
tractor without adding any more for the customer. 

Figure 10: Architecture approach of storage

Clearly, if we would like the storage capacity, we must find another approach.
To find and create this space we have decide to use the same area used by the fuel tank. But not 

only on each side of the tractor. We took all the place of the middle of the tractor. To achieve this, 
we have move forward the engine. Move the cab more on front, to keep 12 m visibility and lift the 
cab to increase the space on bottom.

  

Figure 11: Logic of development 

To storage gas at 250bars we use gas cylinder. We have 9 gas cylinders of 72 liters on each side 
and two gas cylinders of 130 liters on side of the cab. If it’s necessary, we are able to added 3 gas 
cylinders just behind the cab. On the middle of the tractor, we have only two crank shaft, one for the 
engine transmission and the other for the front axle. We have thin chassis on the middle witch link 
the engine to the gear box. This chassis also support gas cylinders.
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Figure 12: volume of storage 1600 liters of gas at 250bars

This approach allows us to keep major the major part of the demands of the farmer. We have the 
autonomy of 8 hours minimum. We keep front and rear linkage and front PTO. We have increase the 
wheelbase, normally we lose turning radius with this solution. But the position on the engine on top 
of the axle help to have better steering angle. Indeed, currently, it is the cooling package that takes 
the place above the front axle and it limits the steering angle because he is wider than an engine. 
The other compromise is on the height of the tractor. We have lift the cab of 200mm compare to the 
current tractor. After discussions with farmers, on large  tractor scale the height is not significant and 
on the contrary, we increase the visibility. Another point is the additional weight of the tractor due to 
gas cylinder. This weight could be partially compensated by the lack of SCR system with urea tank.

6. Conclusions

In order to impact with a large scale the Agro machinery CO2 consumption, the key success 
conditions are based on two pillars:
- No compromise of farmer request in order to go out of niches solutions.
- Go quick to market.

That is why ability to carry over existing modules is key driver. This study shows the potential 
of this route. 
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Abstract
 
Developments in robotics for agriculture are increasing exponentially in many regions of the world 
and drawing much interest involving resources from industrial companies as well as research insti-
tutes. 
Some agricultural robots are already well advanced with existing commercial solutions in vegetable 
or dairy production for example.
Adapting robotics to crop production is a challenge as areas are much bigger and the environment 
is completely open. Besides technical aspects, safety and regulations are two other major challenges 
to ensure the sustainable success of robotics in agriculture.

AGREENCULTURE and KUHN are working together on this topic in order to perform a real-size 
test through the so-called “Challenge Centeol 2018” consisting in producing 50ha of corn with 
autonomous robots.
The key deliverables of this challenge will be to identify technical, agronomical and financial ben-
efits of using autonomous vehicles in crop production. One of the main objectives will also be to 
propose a flexible solution using swarm robots while keeping the current throughput found on typ-
ical western European farms. 

Keywords: Agriculture, autonomous robots, crop production, fertilizing, planting, spraying, hoe-

ing, corn, fleet management  

Introduction

In order to develop swarm robots in agriculture, we need to experiment with new concepts in rep-
resentative situations.
This kind of approach will help identify the technical, agronomical and financial benefits, but also 
the human aspects linked to these new technologies in a domain that is often seen as very conser-
vative.
In Western Europe, typical farms growing corn are planting between 30 to 150 hectares. The aver-
age size planter is a 6-row machine mounted on a 100 to 120hp tractor. 
For these farms, the challenges could be from:

•	 An agronomical viewpoint, with soil compaction, especially when fertilizer is applied 
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during planting operation;
•	 A technological viewpoint, mastering new technologies like auto-steering, section control 

or planting rate modulation;
•	 Workforce resources in farms that struggle to hire employees with the right level of skills 

for the tasks at hand.

In this context, our first case study will be the “Challenge Centeol 2018”. This challenge consists 
in managing the key steps of corn production on a 50ha area with a fleet of autonomous robots. To 
do so, the typical tractor + 6-row planter combination will be replaced by half planters of 3 rows 
each. Other implements like sprayer, hoe, or fertilizer coulters will be adapted to the size of a 3-row 
planter. 
In order to address the challenges at hand, we will have the following approach:

1- Agronomical viewpoint :

Here we clearly intend to define and design the pulling part of the robot in order to fit the planting 
application by creating the least possible impact on the soil structure by avoiding compaction. 
This leads to a comprehensive robot dedicated to the planting operation by reducing its weight and 
by lowering compaction, using tracks instead of tires. This results in a pressure on the soil compa-
rable to the one made by a human being (fig. 1). 

The planting operation was taken as reference as the row units are with no doubt the heaviest tool 
to be carried by the robot. Other tools, as well as tank sizes, could then be calculated and optimized 
to fit the number of rows on one hand and the capacity of the pulling part of the robot on the other 
hand. (fig. 2)
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2- Technological viewpoint

Nowadays the traditional way to link a tractor to the implements is: 
•	 A mechanical link through the 3-point linkage;
•	 A hydraulic and electronic connection to manage the implement functions.
	The level 1 of exchange between the tractor and the implement lies in the information 

received by the driver from the implement, either by judging the implement behaviour or 
by reading sensor information on a screen. The driver is then taking decisions, acting on 
the information received. 

	The level 2 of exchange between the tractor and the implement would be based on TIM 
(Tractor Implement Management), which allows the implement to change the tractor 
behaviour (speed, stop/go, power needed, etc.) depending on the information collected 
through sensors. This technology relies on ISOBUS and is currently under development 
with all the potential intrinsic problems of having machines from different brands commu-
nicating together.  

In the Challenge Centeol 2018, the concept consists in not having 2 distinct machines, but only one 
unique machine, thus having integrated mechanical as well as electronic connections (fig 3). 
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3- Labor viewpoint

World population is growing, but in most of the countries, a rural exodus is taking place at the same 
time. This leads to fewer resources for the farms (fig 4), especially skilled drivers. 

Fig.4 (http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/QC)

Farmers are also facing the increasing amount of regulations, adding another layer to their office 
work. In addition, in Western Europe especially, the average field size is not increasing as fast as the 
farm sizes. In this context, logistics are becoming a more and more critical factor. 

Autonomous ag robots could be one the ways to meet this challenge by giving the needed time back 
to farmers to address the logistic problems and by reducing the labour issue during peak of opera-
tions at planting time. 

4- Interest and management of swarm robots
A very challenging aspect of our work is to create robots able to work together, without neglecting 
human, robot or environmental safety. Investigating the domain of collective robotics offers the pos-
sibility to increase ecological and economical performances of our system and to minimize its costs. 

Swarm robotics or more generally multi-agent systems studies have already shown that a task exe-
cution is more efficient with several small and specialized units working together than with a unique 
and complex one (Dudek et al., 1996). 

From the collective point of view, three main ideas are defined by studies on swarm intelligence. 
First, if one agent, for any reason, stops its task (e.g. its tool is broken), any other agent can replace 
it, which makes the whole system very robust to breakdowns. Moreover, agents can execute several 
different tasks. This make the system flexible. The last criterion to define swarm intelligence is the 
system scalability, i.e. the possibility to increase/decrease the number of individuals without dis-
turbing the task execution (Sahin, 2005, Brambilla et al., 2013). 

At an individual scale, these complex collective behaviours can emerge from very simple rules and 
local communications and perceptions, without centralized knowledge (Reynolds, 1987, Jeanson et 
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al., 2005, Halloy et al., 2007, Garnier et al., 2013). In other words, simple individual behavioural 
algorithms are sufficient to successfully accomplish a task. 

Thus, applied to agricultural robotics, repetitive tasks such as tillage or seeding can be executed by 
several autonomous simple robots, equipped with specific tools. 

Challenge Centeol 2018 aims at growing about 50 hectares of corn, with autonomous robots. It is a 
challenge through many aspects. One of them is to choose the best compromise between safety and 
performance. Indeed, robots have to work together in a common area without colliding. Moreover, 
since they are smaller than most tractors, and to keep at least the same level of performance, some 
tasks will require a hopper refill during the mission. 

Our safety issue resolution is very close to and inspired by air traffic management, more specifically 
an air traffic safety system called Traffic alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS, see Tang 
2017 for a review). 

Three categories of conflict detection and resolution (CDR) can be defined in air traffic. 

Long term CDR occurs from some months to more than 30min before flight. It is managed by 
ground services and concerns trajectory programming of many routes of the network. 

Medium term CDR manage the expectation scope up to 30min. It implies corrections and improve-
ments of the planned routes by ground control during actual execution. 

Short term CDR concerns the scope up to 10min, i.e. imminent collision conflicts. It requires both 
ground and embedded devices. TCAS is an example of short term CDR system. It produces a flight 
advisory and then a resolution advisory to help the pilot to visualise and avoid collision with another 
aircraft. 

To propose for robotics a very safe system, Challenge Centeol 2018 is going to use a similar safety 
strategy. The system is supervised by a centralized intelligence. The supervisor plans the mission 
depending on several parameters set by the farmer, and predict trajectories reducing all conflicting 
areas. During mission execution, real-time calculations can be done to modify previously planned 
routes according to unexpected or random events. 

Short term safety management, system uses same kind of distributed intelligence (Fig.5) used for 
Air traffic Management to quickly react when robots are exposed to imminent collision
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Schematic representation of three types of collective organisations (fig.5). Each point stands for 
one agent, lines represent their links (communication and/or perception). This figure is taken from 
Baran, 1962.
Short-term collision avoidance is provided by embedded LED infrared sensors (Fig.6). These sen-
sors are composed of several rays allowing each robot to detect obstacles within a range up to 8m 
on their trajectories and offering a wide vision angle. Thus, during their mission, robots will detect 
moving objects or mates, and reduce their speed according to the distance to these objects. Mean-
while, the supervisor will be able to inform them if the considered object is a fellow and trigger an 
avoidance procedure. 

Example of collision avoidance zone definition using LED-IR sensors (fig.6). Direction of the robot 
movement is illustrated by the black arrow. Sensors are composed of 11 rays each, able to perceive 
obstacle in a range of 8m. Thus, several zones can be defined according to hypothetic time before 
collision. Safety stop zone corresponds to 500ms before impact zone (red dotted line). The green 
dotted line area corresponds to 800ms before impact. Orange and yellow are intermediate zones. 
When the robot enters a new zone, it reduces its speed or stops until extinction of all the collision 
risks. The defined zones can evolve depending on current task and position of the robot.

A second issue is related to the need to work the headlands that are a manoeuvring area too.

Robots will have to use shared routes and to avoid a waste of time supervisor will have to manage 
all robots using those routes to guaranty tow robots at any time could face each other on a common 
shared route. 

To optimize criteria considered by the supervisor to plan the routes, computer simulation is used 
before ground trials. These simulations are useful to anticipate any problem and ideal parameters 
before or during the mission. For example, they permit the extraction of crucial information such as 
total length of the mission, seed consumption, number of necessary refill, etc. More than simply an-
ticipate dysfunctions, statistical analysis of these information then lead to algorithms optimisation.
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Conclusion

As a conclusion, this “Challenge Centeol 2018”, using autonomous robots, will allow us:

•	 To test the concept and identify its limits

•	 To validate technical solutions

•	 To test our performance on technological bricks like fleet management

Potential interest shown by tomorrow’s users will also be key criteria to define next steps in the 
developments. 
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Abstract

The equipment used in fields can often be extremely heavy, inducing a risk of soil compaction. To 
prevent this occurring, Hydrokit developed a remote tyre inflating kit to adjust the pressure in the 
tyres from the cab. This kit helps minimize soil compaction by reducing the pressure in the tyres 
when working and maximises traction by increasing tyre pressure when driving.

This kit includes a compressor to be installed directly onto the tool, able to inflate within less than 5 
minutes, so that driving or working pressures are reached quickly, without losing time.

There are numerous applications for this compressor:
- Trailers
- Grain carts
- Muck spreaders
- Liquid manure tankers
- Self-propelled sprayers

Note: Hydrokit’s compressor can only be used in conjunction with a remote inflating system and a 
buffer air tank, delivered by a specialised company.

Keywords: Remote inflation kit, compressor, soil compaction, tyres, tyre pressure, inflate.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the material used is heavier; tyre width is limited to road’s width and must fit with the 
tipper’s width. This causes increased soil compaction during field works such as muck spreading, 
material transport… This soil compaction prevents root penetration, requiring the use of expensive 
energy-intensive tools in order to work deeper.

Besides and for safety reasons, the farmer has to inflate the tyres to a specific pressure in order to 
maintain drive. A good inflation of the tyres also limits fuel consumption and reduces tyre wear.

Subsequently, farmers tend to find a compromise between both, in order to always keep the same 
pressure in tyres, whether they’re driving or working. They want to drive safely, but still avoid too 
much soil compaction, thus are under-inflated for road driving and over-inflated for field work.

In this context, Hydrokit developed a compressor kit that reduces the risk of soil compaction by 
ensuring quick pressure adjustment of the tyres.
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Function of the kit
This electro-hydraulic equipment supplies compressed air to an existing remote inflating system

2.2. Hydraulics
Connection of the pressure, return and load sensing circuits directly onto the tractor or onto the 

tools using a shuttle valve.

Figure 1. hydraulic diagram.

2.3. Technical information

•	 Important flow : return air flow of > 750 lpm (inlet 1230 lpm) 
•	 Compressor management: an electric control box ensures start and stop of the com-

pressor
•	 The electric control box allows:

o Efficient starting of the compressor : automatic pressure release of the com-
pressor

o Water reduction in the tank : automatic bleed of the tank
o The starting of the tractor: The compressor starts after tractor start, in order to 

save the batteries of the tractor
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Compressor

Technical 
specifications

Pneumatics
Inlet (lpm) 1230
outlet (lpm) 750
Max pressure (bar) 11
Hydraulics
Hydraulic flow (lpm) 36
Working pressure (bar) 140
Max. pressure (bar) 200
Inlet ports DIN 18L
Outlet ports DIN 22L
LS, drain DIN 12L
Power (kW) 9,5
Electrics
Voltage (V) 12
Connection 3-pin socket
Dimensions
Height (mm) 732
Width (mm) 520
Length (mm) 728
Weight (kg) 120

Tank

Technical 
specifications

Volume (l) 50
Dimensions
Height (mm) 300
Width (mm) 350
Length (mm) 850
Weight (kg) 23
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Figure 2. 2-piston model

3. Results and Discussion

Advantages noticed
No waste of energy: the compressor works only when needed
Automatic: it starts using the power beyond (works with the LS of the tractor)
Easy to fit: supplied with a mounting frame and hydraulic and electric integration
Optimised cooling: cased fan with forced air function
Increased safety: the compressor and the remote inflation provide an improved vehicle handling 

on the road
Economical: increases the lifetime of the tyres, ensures the right pressure at the right speed and 

reduces fuel consumption
Agronomy: reduces soil compaction, better yield, less water consumption
Best quality/price ratio: compressor with differential pistons (2-phased compression)
Easy: automatic water bleed of the container. 

4. Conclusions

A farmer in our neighbourhood already uses a remote inflating device with small-sized compressor, 
to adjust tyre pressure for work, and re-adjust it after work for driving. However, inflation time ex-
ceeds 15 minutes which is too long. With our system, he is able to inflate within less than 5 minutes, 
so that road driving pressure and working pressure are reached quickly, without losing time.
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Abstract

As part of the national plan Ecophyto II, the Pesticide Saving Certificates (known as CEPP) system 
aims at i) listing a set of actions, presenting practices and service deliveries that lead to a reduction 
of pesticide use and/or environmental impact of pesticides and ii) quantifying those effects that are 
later converted into certificates. 

Every year, economic players (named “obligés”) selling pesticides to professional farmers will have 
to gather certificates. The number of certificates collected during the year 2021 will be compared 
to their duty. The required number of certificates for a given ‘obligé’ is estimated on the basis of 
the average sales of pesticides over the period 2011-2015. In order to reach the required number of 
certificates, the ‘obligés’ will have to encourage and to advice the implementation of actions listed 
in the catalogue of actions. The CEPP ministerial order, published in 2017, listed a first set of 31 
action-sheets. 2016-2020 is an experimental period during which all stakeholders are committed so 
that innovative practices and service deliveries for a reduced use and impacts of pesticides may be 
identified and available for all crops over France.

Keywords: CEPP, national plan, pesticide reduction, action-sheet.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, most famers use chemical pesticides to control pests on their cultures. Unfortunate-
ly, pesticides cause pollutions in water, air, agricultural commodities and threat biodiversity. To 
avoid the damages caused by these pollutions, the EU framework Directive 2009/128/EC made 
compulsory for the Member States to create national action plans to reduce pesticide reliance and 
consequently their use. In France, this plan name is Ecophyto. Created in 2009, it aims at reducing 
pesticide use by 50%. 

In 2014, the mid-term review (Potier, 2014) chaired by the Member of Parliament Dominique Potier 
showed that the quantities did not decrease even if all axes of the plan were in progress. 

To improve the plan, some axes were modified and the pesticide saving certificates (known as 
CEPP) were added. This measure is brand new in the agricultural field but such certificates operate 
in the energetic field. The energy saving certificates (known as CEE) were created in 2005. Energy 
producers have to promote practices witch improve energy performance in buildings or modes of 
transport. They have to reach a duty number of certificates to avoid a financial penalty. 

The CEPP system follows the same rules and is adapted to the agricultural field. The system is cur-
rently an experiment which takes place in metropolitan France from the 1st July 2016 to the 31st 
December 2022. As the national plan Ecophyto II, the French ministry for agriculture and food and 
the Ministry for the Ecological and Inclusive Transition drive the CEPP system. The French minis-
try for agriculture is in charge of the ministerial order, he manages the official website. The official 
website https://alim.agriculture.gouv.fr/cepp/#/ is available to discover the system.
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2. Presentation of the system 

Following the EU framework Directive 2009/128/EC and the Grenelle de l’Environment forum 
ambitions, French government decided to create the CEPP system. This system is part of the new 
plan Ecophyto II and it has to contribute to the objective of pesticide use reduction. As in the Energy 
saving certificates, the CEPP system is an obligation of means and the plant protection products 
sellers have to gather certificates to avoid a financial penalty. To adapt the system to agricultural 
field and because most actions have a direct effect on one growing season, the certificates are mostly 
annual (except for investment). 

As part of the national plan Ecophyto II, the pesticide saving certificates system aims at i) the cre-
ation of a catalogue of practices, presenting levers and production systems to be implemented by 
farmers that lead to a reduction of pesticide use or environmental impact of pesticide. For each one, 
their effects are quantified and converted into certificates ii) the promotion of these practices in the 
field as alternatives to pesticides, iii) the identification of new fundamental and applied research 
priorities. 

The sellers (known as “obligés”) are the focal point of the system. They are seen as actors who can 
change the behavior of the farmers in cooperation with the independent advisors (known as “éligi-
bles”). Every year, economic players (“obligés”) selling pesticides to professional farmers will have 
to gather certificates. The amount of certificates they have to get is based on their sale of pesticides 
over the period 2011-2015. The Ministry for Agriculture and Food and the Ministry for the Ecologi-
cal and Inclusive Transition calculated the duty using the number of pesticide doses (“NODU”) they 
sold in average over the period; this quantity is called “sales reference”. The duty represents 20% of 
this reference (décret 2017-590).

According to the preview of the System written by a commission led by Hélène Pelosse, there 
are about 5,000 points of sale. However, few have a significant sale activity (Figure 1) (Blanck, 
Huyghe, 2016). Thus, there are 1,700 “obligés” for a total of about 17,000,000 certificates to be col-
lected. This is the national amount of certificates required in 2021. Each seller (“oblige”) received 
his duty by post in June 2017.

Figure 1: Cumulative contribution of pesticide sellers to the national sales reference expressed in num-
ber of doses (known as NODU agricole)
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To gather certificates, the sellers will have to promote practices to their customers. Only the actions 
acknowledged and published by the ministry of agriculture give certificates. Every sustainable prac-
tice and lever can enter the system. They must be proposed by a practitioner and must be assessed 
by an independent expert commission before his publication. All structures are invited to submit 
proposal for sustainable practices and lever: industrial companies, cooperatives, merchants, cham-
bers of agriculture, groups of farmers, technical and research institutes.

2.1. An educational and inclusive system

The ministry of agriculture published the eligible practices. The first ministerial orders were pub-
lished on the 9th may 2017, the 1st august 2017 and the 12th December 2017; they gather a first set of 
31 action-sheets. Since the 1st July 2016, “obligés” and “éligibles” can declare online the practices 
they can prove the implementation in the field.

As the System is under experimentation over the period 2016-2021, the ministry for agriculture will 
compare the amount of certificates the “obligés” have collected to their duty for the year 2021. The 
period 2016-2020, allows the expert commission to collect and assess eligible practices and every 
economic player to learn about the eligible practices that are useful to the farmers in their customer 
base. In order to reach the required number of certificates, the ‘obligés’ will have to encourage and 
to advice the practices listed in a catalogue of actions. Then, they have to collect the proof of the real 
implementation of these practices and to declare them on the official website.

Another category of people can gather certificates; they are known as “éligible”. They are organi-
sations that are advising farmers on their practices and crop system. To join the CEPP system and 
access the official website, they should call upon the ministry for agriculture1 for an identifier and 
a password.

The system is educational because of this period when everybody can assimilate the rules of the 
system and participate in the construction of the action-sheets.

2.2. How does it works to add a practice?

Everyone can propose a practice for the system. An expert commission assesses them and makes 
propositions to the ministries (figure 2). The author writes an action-sheet under the template avail-
able at the commission2. The sheet gathers every information about the practice including the mod-
ifications it generates in the usual plant protection scheme. 

1  Contact the CEPP services : cellule-cepp.dgal@agriculture.gouv.fr 
2  Contact the corresponding author to get the template
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Figure 2: Presentation of the evaluation process

Different kinds of practices can enter the system: disease-resistant varieties, biological control 
products, consultancy and training, crop rotation and agricultural equipment. The author of the 
action-sheet should describe the practice and identify what will be use as a proof of its field imple-
mentation.

For each practice, the author and the commission work together to find a value (number of certif-
icates) allowable to the practice. This value is unique, for all practitioners over France whatever 
the year and the location. Therefore, it represents the average pesticide reduction (use or impact) 
observed when using the practice. The value should take into account the observed variation among 
years and French regions.

Once the commission accepts the action-sheet, the ministry of agriculture controls the sheet and 
publishes a ministerial order. In it, an action is described by the name, the certificate value, the 
proof element and the duration (one or several years). As soon as an action is published, everyone 
(“obligés” and “éligibles”) can use it.

For instance, when a farmer buy a biological product, in most cases, he will buy it from an “oblige”. 
The sales records are the proof element. In practice, the one who sales the product will get the cer-
tificates.

One the other hand, when the seller is neither an ‘obligé’ nor an ‘éligible’ the invoice carries the 
certificates, so the farmer may choose who will be able to declare them. When a farmer uses me-
chanical weeding equipment, he has to buy it first. Therefore, the seller will have an invoice to prove 
the purchase. This equipment aims to replace each year a part of the herbicides. Both the proof of 
implementation and the reduction level are attached to the equipment, and, for each sale, certificates 
are given. The number of certificates is proportional to the pesticide reduction allowable to the 
equipment. The duration of the action for an equipment purchase is the depreciation period. 
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In practice, the one who declares this action will get each year the certificates attached to the weed-
ing equipment and he will get it for 10 years. It could be either an “obligé” or an “eligible”.

The possible fluxes of certificates are summarized in figure 3.
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Figure 3: The functioning CEPP system in practices

Every action-sheet is build upon a standardized model. 5 major information are essential to com-
plete the template, these are used to calculate the certificate value of an action.

- Firstly the name and description of the action. These are on bloc 1. The title has always the 
same structure, for instance “reduce herbicides in row crops by using a weeding machine” 
or “reduce anti-mildew chemical fungicides in viticulture by using a biological control 
product”. The author explains which lever is used and how to succeed in the implementa-
tion of the action.

- Secondly, the author compares the action to a chosen reference. This reference must rep-
resent the most commonly used practices. Ideally, it should be the national reference but it 
could be a local one, if no other one is available. The measurement unit of this comparison 
is the frequency index (IFT). If the action aims to reduce impact, the author has to explain 
how the action reduces pesticides losses towards the environment. This is the first factor 
of the certificates value.

- Thirdly, the author explains were the action will take place, which crops are involved, how 
many times a year it is implemented and why it would be irrelevant (the pest or disease is 
absent, the climate or the soil are not suitable). These information furnish both the surface 
where the action is already implemented and the surface where it could be extended. If the 
extended surface is less than the double of the current surface, the certificate value will be 
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reduced. This is the second factor of the certificates value.

- Fourth, the author presents the economic and technical characteristics of the action. Thus, 
the action-sheet provides information about the convenience and the benefits of the action. 
The third factor of the certificates value uses these two dimensions. 

- Finally, the last block describes the proof element. It should be easy to get by the “obligés”, 
in proportion to the surface, directly linked to the implementation of the action and specific 
to the action. The proof element is the only thing the “oblige” will have to get to declare an 
action. Consequently, it must on one hand reflect the implementation of the action and on 
the other hand, this proof shall not be used for other actions.

The certificate value is the multiplication of the three factors described above. Figure 4 shows the 
template of an action-sheet.

Figure 4: Action-sheet template

For instance, a biological product will use experiment to explain how he can help to reduce chemi-
cal pesticide use. These products can replace a part of the chemical pesticides and they can be used 
preventively. The commission regard the invoice as a proof element because farmer buys products 
to use them.

Sometimes the element of proof are difficult to find, for instance when it is farming practice or a 
widespread practice (in fields but also gardens or green spaces). These are not bought so the com-
mission and the authors will work to find a suitable proof element. 
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Thanks to the experimentation period, action-sheet are assessed and later published frequently. The 
figure 5 shows the list of all published actions
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This list will grow with each addition until the end of the experimentation. 

3. Discussion – Conclusions

This system is consistent with the Grenelle Environment forum, the French agricultural, food and 
forest low3 engagement and the EU framework Directive 2009/128/EC.  French national food con-
ference4 in 2017 reinforced orientations of the French policy, which is driven by the agroecology 
principle, and aiming at a strong reduction in pesticide use.

All stakeholders are committed so that innovative practices and systems for a reduced use and im-
pact of pesticides may be identified for all crops over France.

3  Loi d’avenir pour l’Agriculture, l’Alimentation et la Forêt du 13 octobre 2014
4  Etats généraux de l’alimentation
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This system first appears as a regulatory constraint and it is for the “obligés”. However, regulation 
is also an incentive to innovation because it prevents the status quo and causes reorganizations. 
(Huyghe et al, 2017). On the present case, CEPP system will on one hand evidence the domains 
(crop, pests) where there is a lack of options and where more applied research is needed. On the 
other hand, it makes it possible to promote and give a value to new options and to encourage the 
farmers to adopt them.

Therefore, the constitution of the action-sheet collection is a fantastic way to gather all the informa-
tion about pesticide reduction. All information will be on a unique site. Each practice will be com-
parable to others thanks to the unique scale. In addition, the expert commission is the responsible of 
the reliability of each value.

Furthermore, the obligation of means is a key of the system success for two reasons. Firstly, every 
way to reduce pesticide use or impact can generate certificates even if the field results vary (that will 
make the redaction of the action-sheet hard but not impossible). 

Secondly, the “obliges” and the farmers are due to implement favorable actions, that on average lead 
to a reduced use and impact of pesticides. This is an obligation of means, on which the “obligés” 
will be judged. The obligation of means proved to be more efficient in agriculture than an obligation 
of results. Indeed, because of the strong dependency to local conditions (climate, disease, pressure), 
obligation of means ensures that on average the objective should be reached. This encourages the 
transition even though we do not know in advance what the climate will be in 2021 and what the ac-
tual use of pesticides will be, either lower than predicted from certificates and implemented actions 
(if the weather is favorable), or higher in case of bad and wet weather.

Third, the catalogue and its content are accessible to everyone on the official website and on the 
EcophytoPic website. It aims at being a gathering place for every sustainable practice. The CEPP 
system changes the orientation of the French regulation to include pesticide sellers (“obliges”). To 
succeed in this system, it is essential that the information is shared to avoid information asymmetry 
between farmers and sellers. 

The CEPP system draws a completely new paradigm for transition towards agricultural production 
systems relying less on pesticides and more on innovations and agroecology.
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Abstract

Finding alternatives to phytochemicals while offering a high level of protection to crops is both 
a major objective and challenge in agriculture. UV Boosting team has developed since 2012 an 
expertise about UV flashes for stimulating plant natural defenses. The team is at the origin of an 
innovative patented process easy to use in field conditions, economically sustainable and effective 
on a wide range of pathosystems. This process can be easily combined with other techniques of 
plant protection and appears as a credible solution for protecting crops and reducing the use of phy-
tochemical by 50 to 70 %. 

In this paper we provide some results obtained on powdery mildew on grapevine plants and on 
grey mould on tomato plants. Our observations show that we can lower disease frequency by ca. 
50% and disease intensity by 70 to 80%. Our results suggest that our technology is well suited to 
field conditions such as vineyards, as well as to greenhouse conditions. 

Keywords: Plant Natural Defenses, Elicitors, Powdery mildew, Grey mould, UV light

1. Introduction

It is now well-acknowledged that the pesticides used to protect crops are harmful to the environ-
ment and to human health. Finding alternatives to pesticides is therefore becoming a major objective 
of public policy. For instance, the ECOPHYTO 2 program in France targets a decrease in the use of 
phytochemicals of 50% by 2025.

Chemical elicitors (of natural origin) and biological elicitors of plant defenses represent an alterna-
tive to fungicides but it is generally believed that they are not 100 % effective, notably because of 
formulation and stability issues in field conditions. Besides there is a growing consensus that effec-
tive strategies of disease control will rely on the combination of elicitors or combinations of elicitors 
and more conventional treatments, such as copper and sulfur, in the future. Physical elicitors have 
clearly been under-studied so far. It is all the more surprising that they are of great interest as they 
are not affected by chemical stability issues, as they can be easily combined to other treatments 
(either elicitors or conventional pesticides) and as they are not sensitive to weather conditions at the 
time of treatments and afterwards 

Among the various physical means capable to stimulate plant natural defenses water deficit has been 
often cited. But water deficit generally comes at the price of a reduction of yield and is very tricky 
to implement in field conditions. Our approach is an original one since it is based on the not so 
common idea that light can be used for triggering plant natural defenses (Urban et al. 2016, Vasquez 
et al. 2017). Light, among others, is an important regulator of the plant-pathogen interactions; high 
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levels of light and UV rays can stimulate plant defenses (Stratmann 2003, Demkura and Ballaré, 
2012). The perception of UV-B rays is attributed to a UVR8 receptor (Rizzini et al. 2011, Christie 
et al. 2012) and the resistance was attributed to changes in plant tissue metabolites induced by UV 
rays, which includes accumulation of protective phenolic compounds (Urban et al 2016). In addi-
tion, UV rays stimulates transcription of genes important for defense, including those encoding for 
phenylalanine ammonia-lyase and chalcone synthase, two key-enzymes controlling the synthesis of 
defense-related phenolic compounds, as well as pathogenesis-related proteins such as chitinase and 
β-1,3-glucanase (Charles et al. 2009, Urban et al. 2016). Based on these ideas we decided to test the 
hypothesis that UV light can be used to stimulate plant defenses in plants of economic interest. We 
investigated the effect of UV flashes on one species representative of greenhouse crops, tomato, and 
on one species representative of field crops, grapevine. 

2. Materials and Methods 

a) Plant material and experimental conditions

Trials were conducted on grapevine plants and tomato plants inoculated with powdery mildew 
and grey mould (Botrys cinerea L.) respectively, two days after UV treatments. 

For grapevine we used Sauvignon Blanc which is known for being sensitive to powdery mildew. 
The plants from the Institut Français de la Vigne et du Vin were made to root and grown in 4L pots 
for 6 weeks before starting experiments. The plants had five to eight leaves each at the time of treat-
ments. Number of repetitions was 10. The trial was conducted in an experimental greenhouse where 
temperature and humidity can be controlled. Plants were treated by UV flashes one time, 48 hours 
before inoculation. The inoculation was realized by brushing a contaminated leaf on the treated 
plants. Temperatures were maintained between 17 and 24 °C, with relative humidity of the air at ca. 
55°, to ensure the development of the pathogen. UV stimulation was continued every 7 days after 
inoculation in this trial. Disease development was assessed 16 days after inoculation.in the treated 
plants and in the control.

Tomato plants were from local producers and we selected the “Coeur de boeuf” type due to its 
high popularity among consumers and growers. Plants were grown in greenhouse conditions for 12 
weeks. Number of repetitions was 12. The trial was conducted in a commercial plastic greenhouse. 
Conditions were controlled to ensure proper growth of plants and proper pathogen development. 
Plants were treated by UV flashes three times with an interval of 14 days between treatments. 7 days 
after the 1st treatment, plants were inoculated with a solution of 106 spores/ml of Botrytis cinerea. 
Inoculation consisted in depositing 10 μL of spore suspension on 5 mm long petiole stubs obtained 
by leaf removal. Length of stem lesion was monitored daily for 40 days after inoculation in treated 
and controlled plants.
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b) UV Treatments

For this trial, we designed and realized an original device which can generate flashes up to 1 s in 
a one to two-fold range of fluence (see Fig. 1). 

Figure 1. One of our devices, used to treat vine plant.

c) Measurements made

In grapevine, disease development was assessed by measuring: i) the frequency of the disease, de-
termined as the ratio of the number of leaves infected divided by the total number of leaves, ii) the 
severity of the disease, determined by the total number of spots.

In tomato, disease development was assessed by measuring: i) the frequency of the disease, deter-
mined as the ratio of wounded branches were pathogen was still alive, divided by the total number 
of inoculated branches (3 per plant), ii) the severity, determined by the foreseeable mortality rate (a 
plant is deemed to die when the main branch is rotten).

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2. Pictures of untreated and UV-treated leaves
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Figure 3. Frequency and Severity of pathogen development for powdery mildew on vine plant

Results show that UV treatment has a strong effect on disease development on leaves. Frequen-
cy is decreased by 48% and severity by 68% when compared to the control. No adverse effect was 
noticed on plant development.

Figure 4. Untreated and UV-treated plants. Pictures show the difference in terms of inoculation spot 
appearance and the development of a rotten section on the untreated plants

Figure 5. Frequency and severity of pathogen development for grey mould on tomato
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Results show that UV treatments have strong effect on disease development. Frequency is decreased 
by 52% and severity by 88%. No adverse effect was noticed on plant development.

4. Conclusion

Our observations show that our UV process has a strong potential for protecting grapevine plants 
and tomato plants against, respectively, powdery mildew and grey mould. Other pathosystems are 
under study and the first results are promising. 

Our focus now is on ensuring that results obtained are robust. Also, we intend to include our 
technology in growers’ programs of treatments to show that combined to other treatments, it can 
offer:

	 A protection level similar to conventional chemical treatments
	 A decrease in the use of phytochemicals of at least 50%
	 A cost-effective approach considering that the money invested in our technology is coun-

terbalanced by the money saved by the reduction in phytochemicals’ use
	 A better compromise in terms of economic and crop performance, and environmental im-

pact than with conventional approaches. 
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Abstract

Modern tillage equipment have to work on increasingly large surfaces, yet taking into account 
the agro-ecological principles to pursue economically, socially and environmentally viable perfor-
mances. Agro-ecology proposes to maximize the functionalities provides by agroecosystems, which 
implies for all the cultivation techniques (including tillage), to guarantee the increase of the bio-
diversity, the reinforcement of the biological regulations as well natural biogeochemical cycles. 
However, the mechanical action of tillage tools often causes adverse effects on the agroecosystem, 
namely on the physical, biological and chemical soil properties in terms of compaction, reduction 
of soil macrofauna, water and wind erosion.

Various technological levers (in addition to the agronomic ones) can be used to counteract the 
mentioned negative effects and to improve the agro-ecological performance of tillage tools. Hence, 
it is fundamental to improve the knowledge on mechanical soil-tool interaction. However, the avail-
able scientific literature often considered the soil as a mere object of deformation and crumbling, 
thus poorly accounting for the principles of agroecology. Insofar, researchers have rather focused on 
the reduction both of drag forces (and thus the reduction of energy consumption) and of the wear of 
working bodies, mainly pursuing the improvement of tillage operation efficiency.

This work highlights the need to improve the agro-ecological performance of the interaction 
between the soil and tillage tools and reducing the associated negative effects (compaction and 
over-crumbling). The first part presents a state of the art on mechanical soil-tool interaction. The se-
cond part describes the mechanism of tool-soil interaction and establishes the relationship between 
tool geometry and the operating regimes and soil structure. The last part presents possible ways 
to improve agro-ecological performances. The Authors focused on the synergy between physi-
cal-mechanical and rheological modeling, multiphysics simulation methods and field tests to predict 
the volumetric deformations of the soil, as well as to understand the nature of these deformations. 
In perspective, the proposed approach will allow to reduce the risk of mechanical soil degradation 
by identifying improvement ways of tillage tools geometries and optimizing the operating regimes. 
These ways include reducing the share of compression-deformed soil, increasing the share of ten-
sion-deformed soil and favoring the soil fissuring in the fragile rang.
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1. Introduction

The main challenge of tillage equipment is to increase technical and economic efficiency of 
agriculture while maintaining agroecosystem services such as crop productivity, water and nutrient 
provision for plants and animals, conservation of habitats for biodiversity and maintaining a suitable 
climate (Berge et al., 2017). Agro-ecology pursues the maximization of the agroecosystems services 
by enhancing the biodiversity, the reinforcement of biological regulations as well as the closure of 
biogeochemical cycles. To accomplish this challenge, the agro-ecology principles may be consid-
ered to improve tillage equipment performance.

The soil plays a major role at providing agroecosystem services. Soil-related functions sup-
porting the agroecosystems services are crop production, water regulation, nutrient cycling, habitat 
support and climate regulation (Berge et al., 2017). They are associated with several soil properties 
(e.g. structure, hydraulic conductivity, water retention, pH, CEC) being soil structure (i.e. tridimen-
sional arrangement of soil aggregates) the central property responsible for maintaining soil func-
tions (Roger-Estrade et al., 2014).

Tillage practices have been widely use to ensure soil functions such as crop production. Tillage 
is defined as the mechanical disturbance of soil aggregates to enhance soil conditions for crop pro-
duction (Unger and Cassel, 1991). Objectives of tillage include weed control, incorporation of crop 
residues and improving soil structure for crop establishment and development. Tillage may improve 
soil physical properties. Tillage temporally increases soil porosity, water retention and hydraulic 
conductivity (Alletto and Coquet, 2009; Strudley et al., 2008). However, under the effects of climate 
(precipitation, wetting and drying cycles) and crop development, soil structure reconsolidates and 
soil porosity increases. Indeed, several studies showed that tillage may negatively affect soil struc-
ture (Batey, 2009; Boizard et al., 2002; Bronick and Lal, 2005; Unger and Cassel, 1991). 

Soil tillage can be responsible for soil physical degradation (i.e. alteration generally resulting 
in the loss of physico-chemical qualities having and adverse effect on soil functions (Berge et al., 
2017; Mathieu and Lozet, 2011).Two types of soil physical degradation by tillage tools can be 
distinguished: compaction (decrease in soil porosity) and over-crumbling (reduction of aggregates 
dimensions with increases soil porosity). Tillage induced compaction is observed i) under the tilled 
soil as the compacted layer called plough-pan and ii) within the tilled soil as the compacted cores 
caused by the tillage tool. Both, compaction and over-crumbling, will negatively impact root pen-
etration, water and air circulation, water and nutrients retention, and thus crops nutrient absorption 
and yield. Soil over-crumbling may provoke soil erosion and/or soil sealing and crusting. Soil com-
paction can increase the implements draught force (i.e. force necessary to push or pull tillage imple-
ments through the soil). Sineokov and Panov (1977) showed that the draught force may be doubled 
for a compacted soil in comparison with a non-compacted soil. 

The effect of tillage on soil structure degradation is conditioned by the tillage tool geometry 
and the operating regime (e.g. travel speed and drag force), as well as the field conditions (e.g. 
soil moisture). Tillage efficiency has been mostly improved by minimizing the drag force and thus 
reducing of energy consumption (e.g. Kheiralla et al., 2004; Ranjbarian et al., 2017). Though, the 
agro-ecological aspects of soil tillage have not taken into account so far.

Few studies have been conducted on the relation between soil structure, tool geometry and 
travel speed for improving tillage efficiency while maintaining soil functions. For example, Godwin 
(2007) proposed an indicator of tillage efficiency based on the ration between the drag force and 
the soil (properties) disturbance. Soil disturbance was characterized by the type and degree of soil 
disturbance (e.g. crack geometries, disturbed area) and not by soil physical (mechanical and/or hy-
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draulic) properties. Because soil structure have a key role in maintaining soil functions and agroeco-
system services, we considered that addressing the soil structure- tool geometry-operating regimes 
relationships will lead to propose innovative methods for enhancing the soil tillage agro-ecological 
performances.

This works aims to improve the understanding of the link between soil structure, tool geome-
try and operating regimes to enhance the soil tillage performances and to provide perspectives for 
tillage tools development. We present a method to improve tool geometry design by taking into 
account both, operating regimes and soil mechanical properties to improve tillage tools agro-eco-
logical performances. 

2. Overview of soil-machine interaction studies

Most of the fundamental researches, addressing the phenomena that take place during the soil 
deformation by various bodies, date back to the latter half of 20th century. Seminal works on soil me-
chanics (Terzaghi, 1996; Citovich, 1950) studied the soil behavior from rock mechanics or rheology 
point of view, whereas more applied works adressed the analytical models and experimental data 
for predicting the behavior of agricultural soils under the action of tillage tools. These works pro-
vided the bases for successive studies (McKyes, 1985; Sineokov and Panov, 1977; Koolen, 1977; 
Gill, 1976, Goriachkin, 1967). The problem was worldwide and the list of cited reference is not 
exhaustive.

Insofar, the research on soil-tool interaction aimed at developing models to predict the draft 
force for different soil conditions, tool type and tool geometry, and for the different working condi-
tions (Swick et Perumpral, 2008). The majority of prediction models used the quasi-static Mohr–
Coulomb’s principle of soil mechanics, in order to evaluate the vertical and horizontal components 
of draught force. But the weakness of these models is the high error between predicted and mea-
sured values. For example, the mentioned studies didn’t take into account the cyclic character of 
drag forces, using an empirical and semi-empirical approaches. 

Godwin et O’Dogherty, (2007) integrated the series of predicting models for simple tines, discs 
and mouldboard plough.  But in the practice, the horizontal component of the drag force was pre-
dicted with average errors of - 3% and +33% and vertical with the majority of the predicted values 
within ±20% and ±50% of the measured values. The mean resultant force is predicted but in practice 
the draught force is often cyclic with amplitude equal to 20% of the mean value, particularly for 
low rake angles and narrow tines. Theoretically, it is the peak force which is predicted at the point 
of shear failure.

The three dimensional soil failure model of Godwin and Spoor (1977) considers the shape of soil 
as elliptical and close to the circular shape. They proposed that the assumption of a circular shape 
for the prediction of the volume of soil moved during the soil cutting (figure 1, a). The radius r of 
the sector, and it is equal to the total forward distance of soil failure on the surface from the tool 
face. The maximum width of each side of sector is located at a point at the forward distance as the 
lower blade tip. 

McKyes and Ali (1977) developed instead an independent analytical model for the cutting of soil 
by narrow tools (figure 1, b). Their approach wasn’t needed in experimental inputs of soil failure 
geometry. A wedge shaped zone of blade with the width w is assumed in front of the blade, includ-
ing an unknown soil failure angle α. Their approach was therefore somewhat close to the model of 
Godwin and Spoor (1977).
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 a) 

b)
Figure 1. (a) Three dimensional soil failure model of Godwin and Spoor (1977); (b) The three dimen-

sional cutting model of McKyes and Ali (1977).

The paper by (Karmakar et Kushwaha, 2006) reviewed the existing methods of tillage tool mod-
eling and proposed the method of computational fluid dynamics to deal with unresolved aspects of 
soil dynamics in tillage. The idea draw upon the soil rheological (viscoplastic) nature. Soil defor-
mation was studied as a Bingham plastic material using a fluid flow approach. The results of their 
research clearly showed that computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is applicable only for the tool 
velocities highest that 5.5 m s-1. 

A further contribution in summing existing literature was realized by (Ani et al., 2018). Their 
work brings together studies of the soil-tool interaction realised within test channels known as “soil-
bin”. The authors highlight the advantages of the soil-bin for modelling, sizing and optimizing till-
age tools and propelling parts. Nevertheless a gap remains with the natural environment (presence 
of plant residues, humidity, connectivity of aggregates, farming practices, etc.). Test channels can 
also be used to validate prediction models.

In the last twenty years the share of the numerical simulation methods became more and more 
important. So far, five major methods, namely empirical and semi-empirical, dimensional analysis, 
finite element method (FEM), discrete or distinct element method (DEM) and artificial neural net-
work (ANN), have been used as approaches to solve problems in the area of soil–tool interaction 
and failure mechanism.

After Karmakar et Kushwaha (2006), conventional distinct element method (DEM) for calcula-
tion of contact forces, are largely imprecise. This method is based on mechanical behaviors of gran-
ular assemblies. The biggest problem is that the movement of elements is too discrete to correlate 
with the real soil movement. Though, it has a large perspective in soil-tire interaction, namely for 
the off-road machines. 

FEM method is based in triaxle compression test, although it is not a case of the real soils. Using 
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isotropic elastic-plastic soil models results indeed in an over prediction of required tillage forces. 
FEM can overcome some shortcomings of analytical method: stress prediction, displacement, cine-
matic parameters of soil–tool interaction (Tagar et al. 2015; Karmakar et Kushwaha, 2006).

The model, proposed by (Zhang et Kushwaha, 1999) based on artificial neural network seemed 
to be a better solution for soil–tool interaction modeling as it can handle fuzzy and non-uniform 
input variables for the dynamic range of problems.

Finally, other studies focused on the quality control of the performed tillage operation. 
Riegler-Nurscher et al., (2017) proposed the method for seedbed preparation control based on ste-
reo vision of field roughness. Other authors proposed instead the geo-located depth control system 
(Sharipov et al. 2017).

In summary, the scientific literature on soil-tool interactions appeared to pursue so far 3 goals:

1. Improvement of crumbling (Vetohin, 2010)

2. Reduction of drag forces (Vetohin 2010, Godwin et al., 2007, Shrestha et al., 2001)

3. Creation of wear-resistant tillage components and prolongation of their lifecycle duration 
(Horvat et al., 2008).

These goals are totally justified from a practical point of view. Crumbling improves the aeration 
of the arable layers, and favors organic matter mineralization, thus transforming the nutritive ele-
ments into plant accessible forms. However, soil tillage is considered as the most energy intensive 
operation, requiring between 30 and 40% of the total energy consumed in agricultural production. 
Accordingly, the reduction of energy consumption plays a crucial role in the improvement of tillage 
tools. The agricultural soil, being a very abrasive environment, is a source of intensive wear of the 
working parts, which represents a lot of disadvantages for the durability of tillage machines. To 
account for above-listed issues, various approaches have been explored:

1. Establishment of physical explanatory models of the soil-tool interaction

2. Optimization of the operating parameters (travel speed, provided power etc.) of the 
tractor-machine assembly;

3. Improvement of the geometries, configurations of the working parts (tines, plough bod-
ies..) 

4. Research of new methods of mechanical action on the soil

5. Development of new tillage practices: simplified tillage, no-till, strip-till etc.

6. Creation of new testing/measuring methods

7. Development of numerical simulation methods of soil behavior

8. Application of agronomic and biological levers.

Analysis of these sources highlighted that the agro-ecological principles were generally neglect-
ed by researchers and manufacturers. A reason could be the lack of viable and quantified recommen-
dations for the agro-ecological performances of tillage tools. The existing recommendations appear 
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to derive rather from technical and financial constraints for manufacturers and users. Agro-ecolog-
ical constraints are considered instead to increase costs and to reduce productivity and efficiency. 
Therefore, understanding the soil-tool interaction will help to determine critical points and suggest 
ways for improvement.

Proposition of agro-mechanical approaches for ecological improvement of tillage 
tools. Theoretical aspects and applying

3.1 Relation between tool geometry, operating regime and soil structure

The objective of this section is to relate the operating regimes with the tool geometry and with 
their common effect on soil physical (structure) and mechanical properties (precompression stress). 

Any tillage operation is characterized by i) traveling of working body on a given depth with 
some travel speed and ii) overcoming soil resistance due to the traction force provided by tractor 
(i.e. traction force). Both factors, travel speed, provided power and traction force, define so called 
“operating regime”.

Numerous researchers in the world associate the geometry of any working body to the simplified 
geometrical model: the two or three-face wedge. This wedge is characterized by three angles: crum-
bling α, separation γ, turning β and clearance ε (Figure 1). The rise of each of these angles makes 
the effects of soil crumbling, spreading and overturning more pronounced.

Figure 2. Three face-wedge model for representing of soil-tool interaction

For a better understanding of the phenomena occurring during soil-tool interaction, it’s more 
convenient to use the two-face wedge for each angle (Figure 2, for crumbling angle α). 

According to Goriachkin (1968), the functioning of wedge having the crumbling angle α, is 
based on the compression of soil aggregates in the contact area, which causes an anticipating fissure 
just in front of the tip of the wedge. Figure 3a shows the interaction of the two-face wedge with the 
homogeneous continuous medium of deformable soil (Figure 3, a),. We will make hypothesis that 
the travel speed and traction force P are constant. 
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a)          b)         

c)  
       

Figure 3. Two face-wedge model for representing soil-tool interaction: (a) Hypothetical pressure 
repartition during two-face wedge functioning; (b) Simplified diagram of the soil-tool interaction: forc-
es acting on the two-face wedge; (c) triangle of balanced forces. Where: P is the traction force, N and R 

are normal and vertical soil reactions respectively.

On real tillage bodies, the cutting wedge (e.g. point of tine, ploughshare or subsoiling share) 
executes the soil cutting function only by some boundary area around the frontal tip (Figure 4) and 
not by the total surface. The remainder part of the wedge rather execute transporting function as 
shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Soil-tool interaction: Hypothetical representation of real functioning repartition of sur-
face of two-face wedge: cutting and transporting area.
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The compression of the soil will take all contact area between the soil and wedge. This interac-
tion could be translated by a distributed load (Figure 3a). For best clearness, these loads are replaced 
by the resultants: normal force N’ and the vertical force R’ (Figure 3b). Since this is the uniform 
motion, it would be sensible to replace the normal and vertical force with these reactions N and R 
respectively, and to study the equilibrium of the system using force triangle (Figure 3c). The soil 
reactions will be found as:

The traction force applied to the wedge, could be also expressed by from the relation between 
the provided power W, travel speed va and tractor performance index η, as: 

The faces of wedge, interacting with the soil with the forces, which are linked with the wedge 
geometry and operating regime as following:  

As the soil-wedge interaction is made on some cutting area S, the contact compression stress (σ) 
(Figure 6) will be:

   
The system (1.4) shows the relation between wedge geometry, operating regime and stress on 

the soil. These relations will be similar for other angles. Both pressures provoked by normal N and 
vertical R loads cause soil compaction. The normal load N leads to the formation of frontal com-
pacted core (Figure 5). The vertical load R provoke a plough-pan.
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Figure 5. Compacted core on the tillage tool (adapted from Vetohin, 2010)

The maximum allowed contact compression stress (σ) must be less then precompression stress 
(σp). Precompression stress is defined as the vertical stress, which the overcoming leads to volumet-
ric deformations in plastic (i.e. irreversible) range. Using the precompression stress in the relation 
develop in system (1.4) could be the way for an agro-ecological improvement of tillage tools. 

For this, the establishment of the limit stress for different kinds of soil conditions will be neces-
sary. These data will allow to optimize the ratio of provided power and a travel speed for the ecolog-
ical tillage, limiting compaction, over-crumbling and general soil structure degradation. 

Figure 6. Stress as the function of deformation for the different states of material (Adapted from: 
Goriachkin, 1968).

1.2 Theoretical aspects and applying

Ecological tillage must be reached by the tillage methods, with the maximum benefit from natu-
ral (biological, chemical and mechanical) soil proprieties, with the accumulation of fertility and or-
ganic matter in the soil (Vetohin, 2010). The monolithic soil consist on soil aggregates. The strength 
of the soil is the result of the internal coherence between them. 

For most types of agricultural soils, the strength of constraints between the aggregates is gen-
erally less than the strength of the aggregates. Therefore, soils fracture are mainly characterized by 
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the destruction of the constraints between the aggregates. Mechanical fracture of soils should be 
considered as the overcoming of constraints. By increasing aggregate dispersion, their specific sur-
face rises. This leads to rising of intermolecular cohesive surface forces. The soil strength depends 
of humidity: the water film coating elementary aggregates, reduce considerably the constraints be-
tween the aggregates. 

All stress applied on the agricultural soil during the human activity could be divided in three 
main types (plus a fourth case that could be expressed by the combination of three basic stresses): 

1. Compression, when the space between the soil aggregates reduces
2. Tension, when the space between the soil aggregates increasing 
3. Shear, when the soil layers ripped apart in opposite directions. 

The soil-tool interaction causes the volumetric strain and shear deformations. The topsoil has a 
higher porosity, so topsoil is more sensitive to different kinds of deformations. The deformation of 
the agricultural soil can be studied as the rupture of the connections between soil aggregates. The 
nature of these links is similar, regardless of the type of soil. These links have molecular, colloidal, 
cementation, hydric and mechanical nature. Fissures occur in areas with the weakest links.

The mechanical action on the soil is the results of two interactions: the movement of the topsoil 
and the movement of own aggregates relative to each other. The determination of the direction of 
the main stresses, trajectories of the fissures in space and in time will define the energy expenditure 
and structure of already worked soil. To obtain the soil conditions close to the natural state, it is 
necessary to minimize the volumetric deformations and improve the structural state with the crea-
tion of fissuring without deformations. Otherwise, from an energy saving point of view, the tension 
stress is more interesting. Most of the energy expenditure is spent on compression stress. Other 
deformations, such as tension and shearing, represent between 2 and 20% of provided energy due 
to the compression stress.

Hence, as showed above, the crumbling is the function of tool geometry and operating condi-
tions. The drag force increase quadratically with the travel speed (Molari et al. 2015, Sineokov et 
Panov, 1977). At the same time, the pressure operated on the soil by the tillage tools increases with 
the travel speed rising (Matetti et al., 2017). The authors identified a critical speed beyond which the 
pressure on soil achieves its maximum. It means that knowledge on stress mechanics, as the result of 
tillage tools action relating to the tool geometry and operating regime, will allow to choose the opti-
mal ratio geometry/operating regime giving a stress-strain state, assuring the minimum compression 
effect and minimum energy consumption.  

All tillage operations are meant to increase or to reduce the space between soil aggregates. 
Hence, these operation pursue the modification of an initial soil state by mechanical deformation. In 
accordance to the conditions of elasticity, viscosity and plasticity, all materials could be deformed 
in three domains: brittle fracture, viscous and ductile (Goryachkin, 1968, Citovich, 1963). The frac-
ture of an agricultural soil in the brittle domain could be interesting from the agro-ecological point 
of view. The fracture of the comparted of no-worked sampled of soil could be fractured without 
changing the initial structure. This issue could facilitate the roots penetration and increase crop 
development.  
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Conclusions
This paper described some perspectives for tillage tools development. The authors highlighted 

the problem of physical degradation of the soil due to the interventions of tillage tools. These ef-
fects were characterized by considering compaction and over-crumbling effects, which leads to 
disturbance of soil structure and malfunction of soil agroecosystem. Using the synergy of physi-
co-mechanical and rheological modeling, multiphysics simulation methods and field tests will pre-
dict the volumetric deformations of the soil, as well as improving their understanding. In perspective 
the proposed approach will allow to reduce the risk of mechanical soil degradation by identifying 
improvement ways of tillage tools geometries and optimizing the operating regimes. These ways 
include reducing the share of compression-deformed soil, increasing the share of tension-deformed 
soil and favoring the soil fissuring in the fragile rang.
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Optimized ploughing thanks to automatic GPS assisted body raising: 
« Smart Ploughing »

Jean-Marc Debien, Gérald Boutin, Thierry Ledig – KUHN HUARD
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agement, comfort, profitability

Abstract:

Headland management is one of the main difficulties when ploughing. Automatic GPS 
controlled body raising can greatly increase the quality of ploughing operations. Each plough body 
is raised individually when reaching the headland. The boundary between furrows and headland is 
therefore perfectly straight. This system is simple to set up and keeps headland overlap to a strict 
minimum, making ploughing operations simpler and more effective while boosting the productive-
ness of the tractor driver.

Introduction:

Ploughing is a well-known practices allowing an efficient soil preparation of the seedbed. 
But it is, and always has been, a delicate operation. Getting it right requires skill and experience. 
The most critical stage in the ploughing process is the headlands, which can be a costly and tricky 
task in fields which are not uniformly-shaped.

The headland quality is crucial, and modern farmers are increasingly demanding in this respect. 
With the spreading of cover crops and the technological advances made in agricultural machinery, 
today’s farmers are increasingly attentive to an efficient incorporation of surface residue as well 
as the quality of their working conditions. Satisfying these requirements with a plough requires 
experienced tractor drivers, with constant focus and precise control over numerous parameters di-
rectly from the tractor cab (hydraulic depth control wheel, vertical setting, variable width, hydraulic 
offset). All too often, in spite of these features, lowering and raising the plough creates Z-shaped 
lines at the headland, making overlaps on bumpy ground (Fig. 1). The ideal headland would have 
perfectly straight furrow ends, all exactly at the same distance from the edge of the field (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 : End field in « Z » shape from conventional plough - Fig. 2 : Ideal end field with low overlaps 
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Materials and methods:

Description:

 « Smart ploughing » allows to automatically and individually raise each body thanks to a 
system which is fully integrated into the body holder. For greater comfort and precision, the lifting 
is triggered by GPS data. Geolocating the plough allows to automate the furrow start and end points, 
thus obtaining uniform and reproducible results whatever the working conditions and whatever the 
shape of the field. 

Fig. 3 : General view

Based on patent EP 2 425 696 (published the 07/03/2012), innovation is located in the Hy-
draulic Non-Stop safety system (NSH) of the plough. The goal is to make it possible to raise bodies 
one by one either for left way or right way ploughing while keeping the NSH system on (Fig.4 and 
5: NSH system as it is on current series machines).  

Fig. 4 : NSH safety concept – Working phase

As the body receives an effort (stones, hard soil…) higher than the pressure setting on the 
small cylinder chamber, oil is released to an accumulator.
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Fig. 5 : NSH safety concept – Obstacle management

As the effort reduces (obstacle passed), the accumulator counter pressure (Nitrogen) makes the oil 
return to the small cylinder chamber. The entire body return to its working positon.

The « Smart Ploughing » system works automatically thanks to an electrohydraulic man-
agement system controlled by GPS data. From a mechanical stand point, the NSH components had 
to be slightly modified. A double acting cylinder is now used with its piston rod connected to a new 
tie rod. Its small chamber is still under adjusted pressure and connected to an accumulator therefore 
providing the same NSH function as today. The big chamber is connected to another circuit called 
“forced body raising” that is activated when needed by a solenoid valve block. The tractor hydraulic 
pressure is injected into this big chamber which then raises the body. The deactivation triggers the 
oil to return to the tractor tank, which lowers the body back to its working positon. 

The body holder bracket has also received some evolutions in order to be adapted to the 
new functions. A new selecting locking system has also been designed using hooks which main-
tain upper pivot point in position (and allow the bottom one to move) making the NSH raising 
action possible. During the roll-over sequence of the plough, these hooks are self-managed thanks 
to gravity. The upper hook releases the upper pivot point as it is going done. These new parts and 
the solenoid valves are totally integrated in the NSH assembly which greatly lowers the risks of 
accumulation of soil and residues when ploughing.

Fig. 6 : New concept “Smart Ploughing” – Working phase
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Fig. 7 : New concept “Smart Ploughing” – Raising or lowering phase

 
Electrohydraulic command:

The plough software controlling the plough allows the user to define the working area of 
the machine on a map view (fig. 8). It creates the necessary data in order to complete the ploughing 
action. 

The electronic command system monitors the real time position of each body and controls 
each body independently using GPS position. Doing so, it is connected on one hand to GPS-RTK 
transmitter and on the other hand to the solenoid valves on each body of the plough. This control box 
located in the tractor cab (fig. 9) is also able to activate each body manually. 

  
Fig. 8 : Ploughing field map               

Fig. 9 : Prototype tractor control box
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Results and discussion:

Prototype and field tests: 

Prototype field tests have validated the concept (fig. 10, 11 & 12).

“Smart Ploughing” advantages: 

- Improved quality of ploughing (regularity, efficiency, soil protection)
o Consistent ploughing across the whole field, with fast and accurate lifting of each 

individual plough body (consistent depth and impact across the whole surface, 
and particularly at the headland);

o Better incorporation of soil residues thanks to less overlaps at the headlands thus 
limiting the regrowth of weeds reducing the risk of contamination;

o Reduced headland compaction by optimizing the width, thanks to the GPS-de-
fined boundaries and reduced overlap zones.

- Easier and user friendly operation:
o Automated raising together with the help of GPS technology, makes ploughing 

easier and allows drivers to concentrate fully on driving the tractor when they 
reach the end of the field, without having to worry about the plough;

o Reduced jolts and bounces when turning at the headlands by creating a clearly-de-
fined line between worked area and non-worked headlands. The benefits can be 
felt later on in the entire cultivation cycle (seeding, spraying, fertilizing, harvest-
ing), thanks to the uniform work across the whole field.
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- Significant time and labor savings and increased farm management flexibility:
o Ease of use allows to hire less-experienced tractor drivers for the same quality of 

ploughing;
o Reduced number of passes at the headlands throughout the whole crop cycle. The 

improved ploughing consistency from the beginning, especially at the headlands, 
eliminates the need for additional passes or for lower working speeds in order to 
achieve a good work quality. This increases the work rate and profitability of the 
tractor drivers;

o The system also allows drivers to manually control the plough bodies, to lower 
or increase the number of bodies at work directly from the cab. This allows the 
driver to rapidly adjust the number of bodies according to the soil resistance and 
the field geometry, ensuring that the power consumption of the operating bodies 
matches what the tractor is able to provide while maintaining a consistent plough-
ing width. 

Conclusion:

Servals shows in 2017 where the « Smart Ploughing » system on display indicated a huge 
interest from our customers. Several awards and medals were granted to Kuhn for the invention.  We 
know that farmers are more and more skilled and knowledgeable about farming technologies and 
closer and closer to Precision Farming as well as all Internet Of Things activities as this new tools 
are able to provide increased comfort and profitability. We are more than convinced that, with this 
new concept on their ploughs, famers will improve their efficiency while maintaining the profitabil-
ity of their operations.   
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Abstract

The tire and the tire/soil interaction play a major role in the efficiency of the transmission chain of 
a tractor as, in field usage, it is frequent that, due to rolling resistance of the tire, slippage and sink-
age of the tire in the soil, more than 30% of the power available at the axle is not transmitted to the 
ground. In recent years, 2 key technologies have been developed to optimize this situation: Central 
Tire Inflation Systems and low pressure tires (IF and VF)

The new Michelin EvoBib technology allows a breakthrough compared to the current art. It consists 
of a tire that, under the action of a Central Tire Inflation System, drastically changes its shape to 
adapt its performances from road to field.

For field usage, this tire increases its effective tread width by a ‘hinge’ effect in the sidewall. The 
contact patch surface is increased by more than 20% compared to a similar tire at the same pressure. 
Depending on the soil conditions, it brings a potential increase of 20 to 50% of traction force at a 
given slip ratio.

For road usage, the tire presents a narrower tread and its design is completely different from the 
‘V-lug shape’ of the classical agricultural tires. In this case, the rolling resistance of the tire is re-
duced by some 15% compared to classical tire at the same pressure; the comfort and wear perfor-
mances are also optimized. 

Furthermore, this tire needs less ballast to transmit tractive effort, and could therefore lead to a new 
design of ‘lighter’ high power vehicles allowing better soil preservation and less fuel consump-
tion 

Keywords: Traction, Tire, soil compaction, central tire inflation system

1. Introduction

On agricultural tractors, the tire is a key component in the transmission chain between the engine 
and the soil. The main parameters to optimize its Tractive Efficiency (defined as the ration Output 
Power/Input Power) are

- Pressure optimization: it is a compromise as lowering the pressure brings a longer footprint 
and a smaller sinkage of the tire in the soil but increase the energy dissipated in the deflection of 
the tire (Rolling Resistance)

- Ballasting: the weight applied on the tire is a key parameter for the optimization of tractive 
efficiency as  it has been established by previous studies that, with classical tires,  the maximal 
Tractive Efficiency  is obtained at a level of Net traction Ratio (traction effort divided by the load 
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applied on the tire) around 40% (1)

- Tire design: for example, the radial technology, with the functional differentiation between 
the sidewall and the belt has allowed an homogeneous repartition of stresses in the contact patch 
and thus more efficient transmission

However, many studies have showed that the level of Tractive Efficiency of a tractor  tire (part 
of the power brought at the wheel that is transmitted to the ground) is lower than 70% on most kind 
of soils (1)

An ENTAM workgroup has defined a method to measure the Tire Efficiency in soft soil. This 
efficiency in defined in a ‘PullLoss Index (PLI) characteristic (2).

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. EvoBib Technology

The technology developed differentiates from previous art by the fact that the tire presents 2 com-
pletely different shapes depending of its usage. The activation of the change of shape is obtained by 
change of pressure through, for example, the usage of a Central Tire Inflation System.

The first shape is designed to optimize the tire for road or hard soil usage. Compared to the ‘classical 
V lug’ agricultural tire, the width of the tread in contact with the ground is narrower and present a 
higher ‘rubber vs. void’ ratio, with a ‘quasi-continuous’ tread profile at the centre. It is reached when 
high pressure level (over 2/3 of the nominal tire pressure) is activated through CTIS

Fig. 1: Tire shape and contact patch in ’Road’ configuration

The second shape is designed to optimize the tyre for field, or soft soil usage. In this case, the contact 
patch is much wider than in a classical tyre. The ‘shoulder’ part of the tread, is specifically designed 
with a low ‘rubber vs. void’ ratio. This shape is obtained when low pressure level is activated.
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Fig. 2: Tire shape and contact patch in ’Field’ configuration

2.2. Structural design

The key challenge was to keep, in both shapes, a homogeneous repartition of stress in the contact 
patch. It is well known that the key benefit of the radial technology is to allow, through a functional 
separation of the ‘tread’ and ‘sidewall’ zones of the tyre, a robust and homogeneous contact patch. 
As described in fig. 3, the radial structure allows a stability of the contact patch width even on high 
level of lateral solicitation, however, this implies that the global width of the contact patch is usually 
‘fixed’ independently from the load and pressure applied.

Fig. 3: structure and contact patch of radial tires

The EvoBib technology suppress this limit by the combination of an innovative tread profile and of 
a carcass and belt structure in which the rigidities are scaled in such a way that the ‘shoulder’  (zone 
‘A’ in figure 4) behaves like a sidewall at high pressure and like a tread at low pressure.
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With those technologies and the help of high level 3D Finite Element analysis, we could obtain an 
homogeneity of stresses in the contact patches in both conditions. 

Fig. 4: ‘Shoulder’ zone and map of stresses in contact patch in road and field configuration

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Performances obtained

Through this technology, significant gains are obtained in various performances of the tire

•	 Soil Compaction: in field configuration, the surface of the contact patch obtained is 20% 
bigger than with classical tire for the same level of load and pressure. This, of course limits 
the impact of the tire on soil compaction

•	 Traction: the increased width in soft soil, associated with a lower sinkage of the tire in the 
soil due to the bigger footprint brings a higher capacity of the tire to transmit high tractive 
efforts. 

This performance can be measured in a test were 2 tractors are linked by a drawbar in 
which the stress is measured. The front tractor tries to accelerate while the second maintain 
the speed constant. Simultaneously, the stress in the drawbar and the slip ratio of the tires 
of the front tractor are measured. After analyse, we build ‘slip/traction curves’ showing the 
ability of a set of tire to generate a traction effort at a given slip ratio

Fig5 show the results of such a test. With the EvoBib, we observed, for the same load and 
pressure, gains of tractive effort in a range of +20 to +50% for slip ratio around 10% which 
is the range of slip ratio usually considered as optimal for tractive efficiency
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Fig. 5: traction efforts obtained at various slip level: comparison between EvoBib technology and the 

best tires of the previous art (AxioBib)

•	 Rolling Resistance: 

o this characteristic can be expressed as a trailing force proportional to the load 
applied on the tire when rolling on a hard surface. On tires dedicated to agricul-
tural usage, it is often in the range of 20 kg./ton. (it is to be noted that this level is 
much higher than in passenger cars and truck tires as, on agricultural usages, an 
important focus is given to the flexibility of the tire) 

o The limitation of the tread width in contact with the ground in road usage leads 
to a reduction of Rolling resistance of the tire over 15% for a given load and 
pressure.. 

	 On a 710/70R42 tire at 2,4 b, we measured, after  thermic stabilization a 
gain of  2,5 kg./ton . If we assume a vehicle speed of 40 kph  and a global 
rolling weight of 14 tons, this gain iduce a power gain on the vehicle of 
14x11,1x9,81x2,5 = 3,8 kW that is to say over 5 HP

•	 driving comfort : 
o The specific design of the tread in road configuration, with the suppression of the 

‘lug ends’ in the central zone leads to a limitation of the vibrations transmitted and 
an higher steering rigidity

3.2. Impact on vehicle design

In the state of the art, many studies have confirmed an optimal Pull Loss Index of the tyre at a 
NTR (Net traction Ratio = Net traction divided by the dynamic load applied on the tire) of around 
40%(2)(5) . With the EvoBib technology, we observed that this optimum value is highly increased, at 
value significantly over 50%. We also observed significant improvement in the maximal tractive 
efficiency. This means an opening to significant changes in the tractor design

3 directions might be followed
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•	 Use a given vehicle for a more intensive work
o For example, the usage of VF710/70 R42 and VF600/70R30 EvoBib tyres, brings 

an additional available power at the drawbar of over 20 HP on a 300 HP tractor 
•	 Use a smaller engine on a given vehicle for the same work

o The same work at the drawbar may be performed on the same tractor with a need-
ed power at the engine reduced by some 15%

•	 Use a lighter vehicle to transmit the same power
o With the increase of optimal NTR from 40 to over 50%, it allows to have a lighter 

tractor to perform the same traction performance. For a given engine power, it has 
been estimated a possibility of 10% vehicle weight reduction (from change of bal-
last or vehicle design) with an increased effective traction. This allows additional 
gains on soil compaction and fuel economy.

4. Conclusions

•	 EvoBib technology increase both road and field performances
o Increased footprind in the field  less compaction and more traction
o Higher energy efficiency from axle to drawbar
o Increased road comfort
o Lower rolling resistance

•	 This technology offer possibilities to change vehicle design
o Lighter vehicle or smaller engine for for same operation
o Higher operation possibilities for same engine power 
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Abstract

The SMOCA project (Smart Management Conservation of Organic Agriculture) aimed to integrate 
organic cropping systems and conservation agriculture techniques in three different scenarios (ara-
ble open field, open field vegetables and orchards) thanks to development of machines and technical 
itineraries that allow to apply the reduced tillage techniques even in the absence of pesticides.

 Within this project, prototypes of machines were realized in order to implement conservation crop-
ping systems with high energy efficiency. For each scenario, three technical itineraries were com-
pared: 

 - control (INT): based on integrated agriculture without use of conservation agriculture techniques. 
The use of agrochemicals is allowed in accordance with the disciplinary for integrated production;

 - organic system (ORG): based on the organic agriculture, involves the use of cover crops (managed 
as green manure) and soil tillage. The non chemical management of weed flora is achieved with 
preventive methods and direct methods (mechanical and thermal weed control); 

 - organic and conservation system (ORG +): based on the deep integration between the principles 
of conservation agriculture and organic farming. The system aims to achieve an almost continuous 
coverage of the soil through the use of no-tillage techniques and cover crops managed as living or 
dead mulches. 

 The study of the overall sustainability of the different systems in comparison was conducted by 
means of a detailed analysis of the following aspects:
 - agronomic;
 - energy and environmental;
 - economic.

In this work were shortly described the prototypes of machines developed for conservation vegeta-
ble cropping system.

Keywords: Organic agriculture, conservation agriculture, cover crop management, physical weed 
control, no-tillage.

1. Introduction

Organic farming systems are considered not compatible with conservation tillage mainly be-
cause of the reliance of conservative systems on herbicides, to control increasing weed pressure 
in absence of inversion tillage, and mineral fertilizers, in order to obtain satisfactory yields with 
a reduced mineralization rate (Peigné et al., 2007). Consequently, the integration of organic/inte-
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grated and conservative systems can be achieved only if two major issues are addressed simulta-
neously: the availability of specific versatile and efficient machines for non-chemical cover-crop 
management, weed control and sod-seeding/planting (Sartori e Rota, 2007); and the optimization of 
cropping systems in function of improved nutrient cycling and preventive weed control. Nitrogen 
management in low input and organic farming systems relies indeed to a great extent on preventive 
measures such as the introduction of legumes and cover corps in the crop rotation, and the adoption 
of conservative soil tillage techniques (Thorup-Kristensen et al., 2003).

GHG fluxes monitoring from the soil is an important issue to be evaluated within sustainable 
farming systems, as the climate change mitigation potential of agro-forestry mostly relies on the 
capacity of agricultural soils to sequestrate carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and to store it in 
organic matter (Powlson et al. 2011). 

Technological innovations which allow to monitor in the field the main parameters of crop 
growth can be utilized to set up specific farming systems which guarantee the high quality of the 
production and optimal use of technical means (Zhang et al., 2002). 

The SMOCA project (Smart Management Organic and Conservation Agriculture), started in 
2014 and ended in 2017, aimed to integrate conservation agriculture in organic farming systems in 
different scenarios and to maximize the advantages of organic farming systems through the “intensi-
fication” of their “ecological efficiency”, realized through advanced techniques aimed at soil quality 
preservation, the use of reduced tillage, no-tillage and cover crops.

2. Materials and Methods 

The research activities were carried out within three most representative scenarios in Italy: ara-
ble field crops; field vegetables; tree fruit orchards.

In each scenarios three technical itineraries characterized by different level of “ecological effi-
ciency” were compared:

- integrated farming system (herbicides and agrochemicals allowed, ordinary soil tillage, no 
cover crop use);

- Organic farming system: organic farming system which includes reduced soil tillage, the use 
of cover crops, preventive and direct non-chemical weed control methods;

- Advanced organic system: deep integration between organic farming and conservative tech-
niques. It includes a permanent green cover of the soil, no-tillage, physical weed control, the use of 
cover crops either as living or dead mulches.

The study of the overall sustainability of the three systems included the following aspects:

- Agronomical (i.e. yield, NP uptake, weed development);

- Environmental and energetic;

- Economics.

The environmental effect of the compared systems will be mainly assessed through the study 
of the following aspects: greenhouse gas emissions, nutrient balance, preservation of soil quality, 
biological nitrogen fixation, conservation of water resources in the soil and the life cycle assessment 
(LCA). The efficiency and the impact of different management techniques are also continuously 
monitored on the orchard and vegetable crops through the study of the fruits of growth dynamics, 
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thanks to an innovative methodology that uses a network of growth sensors spatially distributed in 
the field. 

The final product quality is also evaluated through the analysis of their levels of nutraceutical 
compounds.

In order to achieve the integration of organic farming and conservation agriculture several oper-
ative machines were modified, adjusted and tested during the research activities conducted in each 
scenario. Following is reported a brief description of these equipment.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Operative machines for cover crop devitalization

The Ecoroll (figure 1) is produced by Clemens GMBH & CO. This machine was designed in or-
der to flatten and devitalize the cover crops crimping the stems of the plants, in this way it’s possible 
to obtain a dead mulch that prevent the emergence of the weed plants. The machine is composed by 
a main frame that supports two rolls provided with spades. The main frame is equipped with a hy-
draulic system that allows to vary the width of the machine up to a maximum of about 2 m. The mass 
of the machine is 600 kg, during the research activities, in order to increase the pressure and the 
crimps on the cover crop biomass, a ballast of 300 kg was added (tank of 300 dm3 filled with water).  

Figure 1. The Ecoroll performing mechanical termination of the cover crop, in order to create a dead 
mulch that should prevent the emergence of weeds.
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3.2. Equipment for thermal weed control

The equipment for thermal weed control developed is shown in figure 2. The flame weeding ma-
chine is produced by Maito Srl. and it’s provided with four 50 cm wide prismatic burners, enabling 
a total working width of 2 m. Each burner was mounted on an articulated parallelogram enabling 
to maintain the proper distance from the soil surface. During the project the Liquefied Petroleum 
Gas (LPG) feeding system of the machines was modified in order to obtain a partialization of the 
working width. In this way, adding lateral shield on each burner, was possible to manage living 
mulch or weeds in the inter-row space, without damaging the crop and without tilling the soil. This 
flame weeding machines is also equipped with an heat exchanger (device that provides heat to the 
LPG cylinders avoiding their cooling), that uses the exhausted gases of the endothermic engine of 
the tractor.

Figure 2. Operative machine for flame weeding performing broadcast treatment (left) and inter-row 
weed control (right).

3.3. No-till transplanter machine

The no-till transplanter is shown in figures 3. The transplanter is produced by Fedele Mario 
costruzioni meccaniche and was modified in order to properly work in untilled soil covered by dead 
or living mulch.

Figure 3. No-till transplanter developed during the S.M.O.C.A project.

 The changes from the original version consisted in: reinforcing the main frame that supports the 
transplanter units, adding a frontal disc coulter in order to cut the mulch (figure 3), adding a shank 
before the furrower. In order to obtain a versatile machine, able to work in different soil conditions 
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two types of shanks (straight and curved) were designed, that can be equipped with different types 
of points (narrow or winged) (figure 4).

Figure 3. Different kind of shanks and points that can be mounted before the furrower of 
the no-till transplanter.

4. Conclusions

The operative machines developed tested and modified allowed to reach promising results. High 
levels of cover crop devitalization were obtained using the Ecoroll in combination with flaming. 
The efficiency of the no-till transplanter machine was high both in terms of accuracy and in survival 
rate of the vegetable seedlings. But there is a clear need to continue the research activities, in order 
to optimize the fertilization in conservative horticulture. On this regards, future works should be fo-
cused on the implementation of localized fertilizer distributor on the no-till transplanting machine. 
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Changes of the agricultural world: toward Precision Ag and a 
connected sector

John Deere France, Noëlie Aussel  
ausselnoelie@johndeere.com

Abstract

The changes occurred in agriculture during the last few years impacted the whole agri-
cultural sector and especially farmers and contractors who have more and more interest regarding 
Precision Ag solutions and new production ways. Manufacturers, such as John Deere, developed 
systems allowing to improve the optimization of the input application and of the machine use. Then 
due to the new technologies enhancement and the needs coming from the market some new con-
nected solution appears in portfolio. 
At the beginning of 2000s manufacturers extended their Precision Ag portfolio with first of all guid-
ance and automatic guidance. This technology was promoted for the economic savings associated 
to its use such implement width optimization and also for the agronomic interest if coupled with 
accurate correction signals. Quickly precision Ag solution were installed on equipment to answer 
the new cultural technics. Even more manufacturers improve their equipment with sensors, section 
controls and variable rate solutions. Thus, depending on the level of equipment it is possible now to 
control the input, to document the operation with as applied map or yield map. In other words new 
technologies changed the level of precision from the field overview to the in-field scale allowing 
farmers to adapt their practices to the soil heterogeneous potential and to generate accurate data 
for advanced agronomic analyses. The data gathered can be stocked and visualized through web 
interface, such as MyJohnDeere.com, enabling the users to compare maps, to edit reports or to share 
specific data with their favorite partner 

Precision Ag doesn’t only concern input management because this notion is now extended 
to the optimization of the performance of the machines and of the logistic. That is why John Deere 
offers since several years the possibility to equip tractors and self-propelled machines of telematics 
solutions. By launching controllers enabling data transfer between machines and web interface, 
such as MyJohnDeere.com, manufacturers wanted to improve and develop the proactivity of the 
workshop and the optimization searched by end users. To control the logistic is become a key point 
for some farm that due to changes want to broad the optimization to the farm management. Mobile 
applications were developed to help the manager to define with precision the operation such as op-
erators, machines, equipment and how to process. Thanks to smart navigation system the driver is 
now able to travel safely depending on the vehicle size. 

Thanks to data digitization and connected machines it is now possible to talk about « con-
nected field », « connected equipment » or « connected operator/job » and to involve the farming 
optimization. The data, property of the farmer, takes sense if we can add value. Exchanges between 
growers and all the players of the agricultural sector are always closer and can generate partnerships. 
A dealer can help his customer to proactively optimize and manage the machine pool, the agronomic 
specialist has the possibility to give a neutral overview to the data collected by the growers. Sharing 
data is the best way to optimize the development of new practices. Indeed interactions give the op-
portunity to extend the range of possibilities. 

Keywords: Precision AG ; New technologies ; Connected Farm ; Bid Data ; Telemetry; Interoper-
ability
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Kuhn motivation to be part of the Agrirouter platform initiative
Multi-manufacturer open platform dedicated to data exchange

Christian ADLER a,*

a Kuhn Electronic Department, Kuhn Group, Saverne, 67700, France 
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Abstract
The Agrirouter platform (http://www.dke-data.com/) is a universal data exchange platform for 
farmers and contractors. It will provide interoperable and non-discriminatory (manufacturer inde-
pendent) access to various actors working for agricultural production (machines, advisors, farm 
inputs provider, food industry…)

The objective of the Agrirouter platform is to transport data from one actor of an agricultural system 
to others, whereby the recipients are defined and managed by the user. Also, the target is to avoid 
multiplication of connectivity hardware and proprietary protocols on the machine.

The Agrirouter platform will transport data, not store it, and will enable the user to have control on 
data access.

Any agricultural machine manufacturer will have the possibility to join the consortium, in order to 
ensure a large access to agricultural digitalization (customers, but also small and big actors of agri-
cultural machinery) in an international context.

The 10 founding members of the consortium are: AGCO, Amazone, Grimme, Horsch, Krone, Kuhn, 
Lemken, Pöttinger, Rauch, Same Deutz Fahr.

Access to the Agrirouter platform is open to all actors connected to the agricultural business: soft-
ware provider, service provider, etc. Openness is essential to enable the full potential of data collec-
tion and processing to be reached.

In the continuity of Agrirouter platform, we will also present the solution selected to offer a modular 
and evolutive software solution to host digital services in relation with our machines.

 
Source: DKE data

Keywords: Digitalization Data management, Farming 4.0, Isobus, Interoperability, Open platform, 
Agrirouter platform.
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1. Introduction

 
Source: European commission; Foresight Services to support strategic programming within Horizon 

2020, Foresight report (D3) – October 2014

We are at a point of convergence of major technological evolutions (digitalization, robotics, ar-
tificial intelligence, connectivity, sensors, etc.) and important environmental and societal questions 
(climate change, population growth, food safety, etc.).

As described in above figure, some barriers are still present, and one of them we wanted to ad-
dress with the Agrirouter platform, was the question of interoperability; with Isobus, this important 
question is already addressed between tractors and implements, but when looking after solutions to 
digitalize our machines, we were faced to the fact that concerning data transfer, we would need to 
develop specific solutions.

2. Problem description

Digitalization of agriculture enables a global approach of production. Beyond data collection, 
data analysis raises new opportunities:

•	 There is a variety of relevant data, and the sources are multiple.
•	 Data producers and consumers also.

From an agricultural machine manufacturer perspective, this means:
•	 Equip machines with data production and transmission systems.

o Sensors, connected control units etc.
•	 Provide tooling to the customer to support access to data and data storage, and in a 

second step, to generate information and make it valuable.
o Connectivity platforms, farm management software, etc.

•	 Develop solutions to improve machine performance, based on digital features.
o Combine mechatronics, information technology and data to innovate.
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Subsequently, we decided to discuss with customers, partners, professionals and clarified the 
use-cases we were all faced to, with the objective to find a solution which would promote seamless 
data circulation:

Source: DKE data

Numerous workshops organized with several of actors of agriculture machinery, lead us to the 
conclusion that we need a common platform, within following scope:

•	 Enable data exchange, no storage.
•	 The solution shall not enable to implement services, in order to enable openness and 

accessibility to a maximum of actors.

What would be an interoperability platform in this context?

Source: DKE data
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•	 API: such a platform shall provide an attractive software offer; this shall not be limited 
to manufacturers but open to new actors. Effectiveness of digitalization is strongly 
related to the number of actors, and subsequently to the number of potential edges in 
the network graph.

•	 Cloud connectivity, telematics: capability to integrate existing solutions for full interop-
erability. Improve modularity, co-existence and cooperation of competing eco-systems.

•	 Users, FMIS…:  customers shall have the capability to seamlessly integrate their vari-
ous software solutions and partners.

What are finally our top level requirements?
•	 Variety of customers and local/regional characteristics.
•	 Do not enclose the customer in one or more solutions; software quality, requirement 

fulfillment shall be customer decision drivers and not technological barriers.
•	 Create a system which promotes seamless solutions to cover the whole production 

chain (no disruption from crop production to feeding for instance).
•	 Enable an important deployment: open approach.
•	 Internationalization capability.
•	 No development of a Farm Management Information System.

3. Potential solutions

3.1. What can we find on the market? Platform types

•	 Data integration platforms providing their “transformed data” as information via 
APIs. 
They deliver raw material (data and information) to service providers, which can 
make even more out of it.

o applifarm:
	 https://www.applifarm.io, Livestock data marketplace.

o API-AGRO:
	 https://plateforme.api-agro.fr, API, web services (access and diffu-

sion); designed to facilitate data sharing and combining.
	 64 data sets end of January 2018 (https://plateforme.api-agro.fr/api/

v2/catalog/exports/rss?sort=-modified).
o Public open data:

	 http://www.data.gouv.fr/fr/, open platform of French public data.
	 33.700 data sets end of January 2018; 291 related to Agriculture and 

Food (http://www.data.gouv.fr/fr/dashboard/, http://www.data.gouv.
fr/fr/topics/agriculture-et-alimentation/datasets).

o European Data Portal:
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	 https://www.europeandataportal.eu/.
	 825.499 data sets end of January 2018; 43.420 related to France and 

14.352 to Agriculture and Food (https://www.europeandataportal.
eu/data/en/dataset).

/…/
	 Web service platforms.

o http://travaux-agri.fr/, farmers/contractors collaboration platform.
o https://www.agricircle.com, field management, decision making tool based 

on agronomic advices.
/…/

	 Manufacturer and equipment supplier platforms:
o https://myjohndeere.deere.com/, agricultural portal: documentation, plan-

ning, data visualization, machine management via telematics.
o https://agriculture.trimble.com/software/, portal for farmers, advisors, dealers 

and food industry.
/…/

	 FMIS platforms:
o http://www.mesparcelles.fr/, https://www.365farmnet.fr, https://www.next-

farming.fr/, https://www.myeasyfarm.com/, http://www.smag-group.com/fr
 Farm management software, cross compliance documentation; 
fertilization advises, chemicals input optimization.

/…/
	 Programming tools:

o https://adaptframework.org/, AgGateway, ADAPT: data models, API and 
conversion plugins.
/…/

/…/
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3.2. What can we find on the market? Company overview

Source: https://twitter.com/BourGermain/status/919058038207795200 

This mapping provides an overview of the amount of actors; it is evolving very fast and is even more 
sophisticated than visible on above picture in a first instance. All this startups provide innovations 
which are more or less dependent on data and connectivity.
Some initiatives are composite: considering for instance the social networks and co-farming (high-
lighted above):

Source: https://twitter.com/_AGRIfind/status/942767590732070912 
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The offer of co-farming is broad and addressed from different perspectives by the operators: 
sharing expertise, machines, data, resources etc.

At the end of the day, all these solutions are very interesting, all bring value to the customer!
Nevertheless:

	 They do not provide the capability to connect without dedicated discussion and agree-
ment with the operator about interfacing.

	 Dedicated interfacing becomes even more difficult to address when talking about in-
ternationalization.

3.3. Summary

Following these observations, we co-launched in 2014 a multi-manufacturer initiative, and in 
2016 the company DKE Data was built to develop and operate our proposition:

It is essential to keep in mind that the Agrirouter platform does not replace or compete with 
above solutions. The Agrirouter platform is a complementary offer to support data exchange, which 
will hopefully even reinforce them.

The Agrirouter platform and the founding members will be introduced in more details in the 
next section.

4. The Agrirouter platform

4.1. The platform
Our view in the early project phases Agrirouter platform proposition

Source: DKE data Source: DKE data
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Important principles of the Agrirouter platform:
•	 The farmer defines his machines and applications.
•	 Then he decides about the date transfer and filtering rules.

 

Source: DKE data

•	 Every farmer has “his own” virtual Agrirouter platform.
•	 And finally decides what can be transferred to a contractor.

 

Source: DKE data

Above operations will be implemented in an appropriate and customer reviewed user interface:

Source: DKE data Source: DKE data

The interface enables to select a communication end point, like a CCI 1200 terminal for in-
stance, and then add a relation to the FMIS MyEasyFarm.
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4.2. The consortium

Ten tractor and agricultural machine manufacturer are developing a data hub, with following 
characteristics:

•	 Ensure data transport only, no data storage.
•	 Data transport rules are defined and managed by the farmer.
•	 Open to all for connectivity to provide services.
•	 Any tractor/machine manufacturer is welcome to join the consortium. 
•	 International deployment is on the roadmap.
•	 API is available to connect equipment’s and applications.
•	 Funding:

o Development: DKE data consortium members.
o Operation: service providers using the data hub. They incorporate transport 

costs in their service business model (simple for the end customer).
•	 The Agrirouter platform enables partners to focus on a single interface development, 

while being able to offer their customers full integration in their digital journey.

Beyond the Agrirouter platform, we have to think about services to the customer:
•	 Digitalization offers a global approach to process optimization.
•	 To insert our machines in this process and implement digital function, there is a need 

for an adapted framework: a machine management information system.
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FarmFacts (software editor specialized in agriculture) is developing a modular Farm Manage-
ment Information System called Next Farming.

This software will provide a module called Next Machine Management to establish connectiv-
ity with the Agrirouter platform. (An initiative with AGCO, Krone, Kuhn, Lemken, Pöttinger and 
Rauch).

Based on the combination of Agrirouter platform and Next Machine Management, a solution is 
available for:

•	 Interoperable and open data exchange.
•	 Having access to a framework to implement digital services, whereby the customer is 

still in the position to select an alternative farming software.

5. Conclusion

Finally, with the Agrirouter platform we will have access to a tool fulfilling the requirements we 
defined:

•	 Provide an answer to the variety of customer needs.
•	 Fit our machines in customer’s digital work environment.
•	 Focus on machines and digital innovations and avoid multiplication of development 

and maintenance of too many proprietary interfaces.

The quality of the digital services we will be able to offer is essential. However, the real success 
and benefit of digitalization will come from the amount of applications and actors with seamless 
data transfer.

The Agrirouter platform is a tool to establish our presence and efficiency in data management: 
our manufacturer job is now to imagine services, with a global approach and well integrated in our 
customer processes.
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Abstract

Globalization is the cause of many disturbances in industrial companies, but also in the society. 
Difficulties in the sector of agriculture and agribusiness could be pointed out. Indeed, for being 
competitive, French companies need to reorganize themselves according to new technologies and 
societal evolution. For instance, procurement production and dispatching have to be improved and 
adapted to the new world context. During the last 50 years, this activity has been subjected to eco-
nomic, demographic and social transformations.  

In this paper, concepts on complex systems modeling will be presented. Concept an methodolo-
gies elaborated for improving enterprise performance (cost, lead time and quality) will be explained. 
Their adaptation to agricultural activity and agribusiness area will be shown. The impact of new 
technologies and how they could be used for improving enterprise performance will be detailed. The 
idea is to show how integrate company transformation in industry or supply chain 4.0. The refer-
ence model elaborated to this sector will be presented. This model will used Case Based Reasoning 
(CBR) and multi-agent systems.  
Two illustration examples will be described. The first one concerns the creation of a topological 
optimization routine for multi-physical dimensioning.  This routine is based on a thermal heat ex-
changer and allows to measure economic, qualitative and scientific gains for industrials. a metamod-
el will be defined for finding the right response by using main parameters. the objective is to use this 
parameter for energy optimising in the agricultural sector. 

The second example presents the results of previous concepts on the supply chain of an agribusi-
ness company. the objective was reorganization of each part of this supply chain and optimization 
by integrating concept elaborated. the goal is to use in this vision new technologies implying indus-
try and supply chain 4.0 evolutions. 

Keywords: Industry and supply chan 4.0 ; performance Optimization ; reference model ; enterprise 
modelling ; Simulation ; Design of experiments ; sustainable agriculture ; Algorithms ; tools.

1. Introduction

The consequence of globalization on European industrial companies is mainly about economic 
performance. Indeed, product quality or lead time could be respected by these enterprises, But 
product cost is more expensive than in emerging countries. European companies have to reorganize 
themselves for being competitive. All the processes of product elaboration have to be optimized for 
decreasing product cost but maintaining quality and lead time. Social, societal and environmental 
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aspects have also to be integrated in this optimization according to European people expectations. 

One solution for achieving this objective is to introduce new technologies. Then Industry and 
supply chain 4.0 are good opportunities for increasing company performance.  Indeed, robots, co-
bots, RFID, internet of things, process mechanization, are as much possibilities for improving com-
pany performance. But how could they be adapted and integrated in the specific sector of agriculture 
and agribusiness. 

GRAI methodology is one of the three main methodologies (with PERA and CIMOSA) for 
improving enterprise performance. this methodology is based on theory of systems and complex 
system modelling. in this case, company could be considered as a complex system. Then, this paper 
presents concepts and methods for improving enterprise performance in the sector of agriculture and 
agribusiness. It shows how to integrate new technologies for these improvements and how to take 
into account the necessary balance between automation, mechanization and human and environ-
mental aspects. A reference model of this activity sector will be presented. 

Then two illustration applications will be detailed for explaining the impact of industry and sup-
ply chain 4.0 on this sector. The concepts presented could be used in the future on many companies 
for adjusting the reference model. the proximity of Icam site of Paris Sénart with enterprises will 
give possibility to analyze and improve more companies of this sector. 

2. Concepts and Methods 

Industry and supply chain 4.0 are basically oriented to mechanization and automation with the 
use of Internet of things, software aided tools. No more place for human and environmental aspects. 
Concepts developed in this paper introduce new technologies but also take into account these pa-
rameters for defining how a company could reorganize and improve itself in the frame of Industry 
and supply chain 4.0. concepts elaborated are based on GRAI methodology. GRAI methodology is 
one of the three main methodologies (with PERA and CIMOSA) for modelling enterprises. The idea 
is to define in detail the process for improving company performance in terms of QCD (Quality, 
Cost, Lead time) and social, societal and environmental parameters. Indeed, these concepts will be 
used for elaborating a reference model according to each activity sector. Then the reference model 
of agriculture and agribusiness will be presented. 

2.1. Concepts and methods for Enterprise improvement

GRAI approach consists in :
- Enterprise data acquisition
- Existing system (company) modelling
- Models analysis for finding inconsistencies
- Design of the new organization (future models) by improving the existing system
-  And implementation of new solutions taking into account the objective of industry and 

supply chain 4.0. 

Concepts elaborated in this paper are based on complex system modelling. A company could 
be considered as a system, an artefact and each sub-system could be changed. The improvement of 
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this artefact corresponds to transformation and refinement of all processes. Concepts used here are 
based on general theory of design (Yoshikawa, Tomiyama,Takeda), allowing to describe the design 
of the new artefact (system) as a process of transformation and refinement. A design corresponds to 
transformation of functional requirements into Design parameters (for instance see fig 1).

Figure 1: from requirement to design parameters

Then a new artefact is obtained by using knowledge of the system but also steps of the transfor-
mation process.

Figure 2: design process

Indeed, for the system “enterprise”:
- the existing system has to be measured and well known,
- the process of transformation for obtaining “The industry and supply chain 4.0 model” has 

to be define,
- and the knowledge required for designing the new system has to be capitalize.  
The artefact is the kernel of the design (Dossou, 2003, Hubka, Charpulat). An artefact could be 

specified by sets of property descriptions P={p1,p2,…..pn} and structures S={s1,s2,…sn}. a property 
is a proper quality, intrinseque characteristic (behavior, functional, structural or organic depending 
of time or not) that has to be possessed by an entity (system, model, phenomenon). A structure is 
defined when the set of entities and their relations are known. The attributes descriptions could be 
different according to the artefact nature (textual, mathematical, …) used for realizing physically 
the artefact. 

The knowledge could be represented by concept classifications on a set of artefacts. The knowl-
edge could be expressed differently. The engineering process is iterative. It transforms an initial 
state of artefact Q0 into a final state Qn. 
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Figure 3: knowledge transformation

The concepts presented above are adapted to company improvements for integrated new tech-
nologies and taking into account human and environmental aspects. For describing in detail, the 
system (company existing system or future system), GRAI methodology suggests to use five mod-
els (functional, physical, process, informational and decisional) and four formalisms (Actigramme, 
Extended actigramme, UML, and GRAI Grid and GRAI nets). The process used is the general ap-
proach of the methodology. Then the knowledge could be expressed as explicit or tacit knowledge:

- rules for analyzing models and systems
- cases corresponding to old enterprise studies
- and reference model for each activity sector. 
A company classification has been made by respecting criteria like sector, size, etc. For each 

sub-domain defined, a reference model was elaborated for helping designers during the elaboration 
of the company future system. 

Thus, the target of a company for becoming “industry and supply chain 4.0” could be easily de-
fined and the way and steps (process) for achieving transformation elaborated by taking into account 
capacity of investments (Cost), quality required (quality of processes and products), respect of lead 
time well-planed (new technologies aspects). Indeed, the definition of the company solution highly 
depends on environmental and human dimensions. 

Each part of the company could be adapted by using criteria cited above and improving the sys-
tem implies optimization of each part and of the relations between them. 

Figure 4: company performance improvement 

For instance, a supply chain could be considered as a system as explained in Dossou (2010). 
Then, decomposition reasoning could be used for dividing this system into sub-systems. Each 
sub-system could be considered as a metamodel and a progressive refinement could be applied on it 
in order to obtain the optimum. Performance criteria (QCD (cost, quality, lead time), social, societal 
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and environmental aspects) are defined as detailed in Dossou (2015) for making this refinement 
(see Figure 4). Each criterion is in reality a combination of sub-criteria. For instance, for quality 
criterion, sub-criteria are quality of suppliers, quality of product, quality of process, and quality of 
the system. 

2.2. Application to industry and supply chain 4.0

According to Industry and supply chain 4.0, an ideal has to be defined for each company by 
integrating new technologies (automation, mechanization, robot, cobots, internet of things, trace-
ability…). 

This ideal is developed in respecting concepts and formalisms presented above but also ex-
pectations of industry and supply chain 4.0. This reference model is elaborated by integrating new 
technologies, social and environmental aspects. Industry and supply chain 4.0 are elaborated around 
smart factory concept. The implementation of the reference model has to be:

- Agile, all the system has to be designed and structured. Then, theory of design and its con-
cepts could be exploited here, by defining sub systems that will be implemented step by step. 

- Intelligent, automation, internet of things, and all technologies and software tools required 
for helping the company performance improvements have to be used. 

- And flexible, a combination could be the ideal today and not for tomorrow. For instance, 
products life cycles are short because of new technologies impacts. Then the system has to be able 
to adapt itself to all changes. 

In the frame of Industry and supply chain 4.0, the reference model has to be :
- Connected: sensors, traceability, big data, internet of things, 
- Guided: automation, robotic, real time systems, 
- And supervised: decision aided tools, software tools, ERPs, WMS, ….  
The structure proposed in this paper for developing this reference model according to expecta-

tions on Industry and supply chain 4.0 is based on three axes: 
- Technical aspect: new materials, machines, new sensors, etc. The high level of new product 

quality 
- Organizational aspect: new processes (production, transport, logistics processes)
- Computational aspect: cloud computing, internet of things, 
The particularity of this reference model is the place given to human and environment in the 

system. These aspects are considered as important as new technologies. GRAI methodology and 
concept presented above are used for defining exactly witch kind of combination could be imple-
mented between new technologies and these aspects for optimizing the system (Company). The 
result of this combination and application to agriculture and agribusiness sector is presented the in 
the following chapter. 

2.3. Impacts on agriculture and agribusiness sector

Agriculture and Agribusiness sector is important for country economy. Then it is indispensable 
to reorganize this domain for making it more profitable for each actor of the chain and not only for 
big companies. A reference model is being defined for aiding during a company improvement in this 
domain. But a reference model also has to be defined for helping farmers. French government and 
actors of the sector are already working on ways to satisfy each actor expectations, but it is clear that 
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in the frame of industry and supply chain 4.0, all the sector has to be structured and improved for 
being more competitive. Then these reference models destined to companies (or farmers and small 
companies), correspond to how they should organize themselves for improving their performance 
and pass from their existing organization to another one according to industry and supply chain 4.0 
concepts. Then these reference models concern mainly sub-contractors. Then, an Agriculture and 
Agribusiness company could be considered as a system and the approach defined above could be 
applied. According to GRAI methodology, five points of view could be studied for modeling entire-
ly the company:’

- Functional view for checking structuration and links between functions of this sub-system
- Physical model for defining technically and concretely components of the sub-system and 

their links
- Information model for describing the computing organization and nets in the subsystem
- Process view for presenting processes of the sub-system
- And decisional model for structuring hierarchical decisions, managing and organizing the 

system.

Figure 5: Decisional GRAIGrid for Agribusiness Companies 

For instance, the following figure presents the decisional model of an Agribusiness company. 
Indeed, the reference model is a combination of all models presented above and definition of speci-
fic industry and supply chain 4.0 requirement. If Ragb is the Agribusiness reference model, Rfagb, 
Rpagb, Riagb, Rpagb and Rdagb respectively ideal models of the previous views and ReqISC4.0, 
then:
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Indeed, two dimensions are concerned for improving a company:
- Internal Agribusiness flows (economic, physical…)
- External Agribusiness flows (customer relationship, economic, environmental impact…)
If Tg, Ti and Te are sets respectively associated to the system “Agribusiness company”, to “in-

ternal flows” and to “external flows”, then:

3. Results and applications

Icam institute is available for modelling all the companies of the Agriculture and Agribusiness 
sector. Each company modeled will improve reference models defined. The idea is to use CBR 
specificity. Then, the generalization model could be improved by adding in the software tool being 
developed for this sector more knowledge after the study of one company. The objective is to exploit 
the frame of AXEMA, for defining collaboration with companies of this sector and helping them to 
define their industry and supply chain 4.0 strategy. Two applications are presented in this chapter for 
showing how a company could be improved.

3.1. The example of Nexson Group

Simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system over time. Simu-
lation is an indispensable problem-solving methodology for the solution of many real-world prob-
lems. The use of simulation in many businesses and processes has exploded in the last decade, 
and the point of view of the 4.0 industry only accentuate this phenomenon. But unfortunately, the 
increasing use of simulation software by unskilled or inadequately trained staff is starting to be a 
source of very serious concern, given the underlying security issues. In general, using any software 
to solve an engineering problem without understanding how it works is very dangerous. The exam-
ple of Nexson Group show us how the simulation can be used to capitalize the knowledge of phys-
ical phenomena, real added value of innovative companies, using a topological optimization work-
flow for multi-physics scaling. The case of Nexson is not an isolated case because many companies, 
especially in the agriculture and agribusiness sector, are in the same situation. This is particularly 
due to the fact that companies in this sector often have difficulty recruiting new talent because they 
suffer from a poor image among young engineers and technicians. Secondly, the agricultural sector 
is in the midst of technical revolution and the technology used in new products range are becoming 
more and more complex with automation, robots, IoT, AI, big data analysis ...

Nexson Group is a SME specialized in the design, manufacture and installation of heat exchang-
ers. With twenty years of experience, it offers a wide range of products and services to its industrial 
customers. Its main product is the spiral heat exchanger, whose design and manufacture are unique. 
Nexson Group has a permanent innovation policy which characterizes it. It is important for the 
company to be accompanied by schools and universities to be able to benefit from a watch and an 
up-to-date expertise in relation to the evolution of the energy domain. Icam has skills and resources 
in research and development that lead it to play a role of consulting, study and transfer of technology 
to regional, national or international companies as a scientific, technical operator or methodological, 
in the spirit of bringing engineering school or research centers and business closer together. Icam 
Paris-Sénart site has provided Nexson Group with its scientific, technological and organizational 
skills to help the company achieve its improvement objectives.
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3.1.1. Context of the study 

Nexson Group is a small company and the design office occupy only a small part of its employ-
ees. However, the products made by the company are faced with technical problems that require 
very advanced knowledge in thermal and energetic field. The context of this study is to be able to, 
not only outsource calculations and simulation from Nexson, but more importantly, find ways and 
tools for the company to capitalize on the knowledge generated by this study. 

When solving a problem by simulation process, the engineer in charge of the calculation must 
respect several steps that can generally be described as a logical sequence of milestones. (see Fig.7). 
In a typical case, the imported data is implemented in the model. This is a crucial step where the 
real phenomenon is apparent to an equivalent model using a series of assumptions and physical 
laws. This step requires a great deal of experience on the part of the person constructing the model 
because unverified or unintelligible assumptions could lead the model to react very differently from 
the physical phenomenon.

Fig.7 Basic simulation workflow from MathWorks®

This step is often the most common source of error and this is what defines the reliability of all 
the results that will be determined from this model. Once the model has been implemented and the 
boundary conditions checked, the simulation can be launch and results evaluated. Then the data 
analysis is once again a decisive step in the simulation workflow because it is the study of the results 
by the engineer in charge of the study that will make it possible to say whether the results are in 
line with expectations of the model or not. This step therefore requires once again a very thorough 
knowledge of the physical phenomena involved in the model and this occur often in very specific 
conditions especially in energy (with turbulent flow, vortex, vortex shedding, cavitation …)

In our case, the company Nexson, with its twenty years of experience in the field of energy, 
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has a very empirical approach to phenomena but it does not know the scientific links that can exist 
between the phenomena and it may even have mistaken views of reality. That is why we decided to 
develop, in collaboration with Nexson, an optimization workflow that not only allows us to perform 
the usual thermal calculations, but also to identify, explain and popularize the singular phenomena 
that can take place.

3.1.2. Results of the study 

The results of the study can be evaluated on three levels. The first, highlights the fact that at 
the end of the workflow, a source of knowledge is provided to the company, which allows it to 
increase skills on its job and therefore on its added value. The second highlights the fact that the 
workflow developed was initially developed on a problem of structural strength in mechanics, but 
it is extendable to multi-physics issues (and it is actually tested on a energy issue). And the third 
highlights some examples of results on the parameter influence analysis. We can see the impact of 
vertical length on the heat exchange and the pressure drop of a spiral heat exchanger or the evolution 
between the forces and the equivalent Von Mises Stress parameters on a bracket. 

Fig 8. Simulation workflow developed by Icam for Nexson Group
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Fig.9. FEM simulation results on Nexson Group bracket

The workflow was developed originally on a problem of mechanical dimensioning by finite 
elements. This approach has made it possible in the short term to create an ultra-fast pre-dimension-
ing tool on a parametrical model with more than 20 inputs, with parameters that can take several 
thousand different values. If a traditional iterative simulation approach was conducted on this study, 
it would be several billion simulations that should have been conducted and analyzed (ie several 
years of calculations). The result, thus found and simplified thanks to the experimental design, was 
able to find a reliable model with more than 99%. And the tool thus designed makes it possible to 
find stress and displacement results instantly (without having to know the bases of simulations and 
finite elements). The main advantage for the company is invaluable because it allows to Nexson to 
improve its knowledge on the relations between the parameters. This also allows them to have an 
ultra-fast pre-dimensioning tool and this finally allows it to free itself from a heavy investment in 
software and training.

Fig10. Example of Input/Output data tool analysis from DOE

The knowledge step (see Fig.9), resulting from the regression can take several forms and may be 
simply described to the company. In a concern to capitalize on knowledge, we have used a simple 
EXCEL® tool that allows the user to use the generated response surface and evaluate the results for 
given inputs instantly. (Fig.10) The tool has two main functions, the first is to give a result quickly 
in a goal to do pre-sizing. The second function allows the user to see the links that can be between 
the parameters using 2D and 3D curves or by showing equations.
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Fig11.Example of highlight of singularity between two parameters thanks to the tool
The tool can also be used to allow the user to see the operating ranges and changes between the 

parameters, especially when the evolution is difficult to appreciate even by expert. As can be seen 
in Fig. 12, the evolution of the stress is linear in function of the force only in a range of values. This 
singularity, already known empirically by Nexson, made it possible to find a mathematical relation 
between the parameters and thus to better understand the behavior of its products.

Fig12. Example of CFD simulation results on Spiral Heat Exchanger

This workflow seems very promising and we continue to experiment with the same company 
but in another particular area that is energy. Indeed, even today, a lot of research in this sector is not 
completed and still a large part of mathematical formulas are made from empirical abacus. In addi-
tion, many parameters are often linked and kinetic phenomena such as the type of flow (Reynolds 
number) often complicate the interpretation of the results. Nevertheless, the use of this procedure 
makes it possible to identify some singular phenomena and makes it possible to put in light the 
behaviors of the fluid in the exchanger which are often counter-intuitive for the industrialists. For 
instance, to be able to have a gain in term of losses of charges and heat transfer is rarely possible. 
Indeed, these two parameters that characterize the efficiency of an exchanger are very often antag-
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onistic. In fact, when one of these parameters is improved, it is often to the detriment of the other. 
Here, the understanding of these behaviors allowed us to modify a parameter and to have a gain of 
-6% of loss of load and + 13% of heat exchange in same time for the spiral exchanger.

The use of this promising workflow has allowed Nexson to significantly improve the operating 
points of its exchangers and makes it possible to apprehend increasingly complex exchangers.

The example of a purchasing and logistics company

The French company UGAP is specialized in product purchasing for schools, administrations, 
local authorities and collectivities. This company is located in the southeast of Paris region and 
needs to develop a new activity for increasing its performance and being competitive on the market. 
The idea was to prepare this enterprise for switching to industry and supply chain 4.0 and improve 
its performance. The objective of the study was to model the actual platform, find inconsistencies 
and points to improve and propose a new organization, but also to define the master transport sche-
dule of the company by optimizing transport according to performance criteria as presented above. 
The enterprise goal is also to be adapted to supply chain 4.0 concepts by integrating new techno-
logies and computing everywhere when it will be necessary. GRAI Methodology and GRAIMOD 
were used for realizing the study. Transport Reference model was used for realizing improvements. 
The project was organized by steps including, platform modeling, design of the future platform, 
automation integration, carbon management, societal responsibility of companies, etc. and reorga-
nization of transport.  The process respected during this study was:

- Existing system Modelling 
- Performance measure
- Future system design
- Performance measure 
- Impact of the new system. 

Modeling the existing system consists in describing its structure and functioning. The idea was 
to elaborate a representation of the existing system and to analyze this representation for finding 
inconsistencies and points to improve, then to propose improvements adapted to expectations. In the 
example, both modeling (GRAI methodology) and simulation were used for realizing the represen-
tative system. 98% of purchasing flows were from suppliers to the platform and then products could 
be dispatched to customers. Two types of products were purchased:

- Strong seasonality products: products are needed from July to September
- Products with “short lead time”: the rotation is important (computers, new technologies, 

consumables, etc) 

The company objective was clear: “the good product, with good quantity, good quality, deliver 
in the good place at the good moment and with the god cost”. Here a zoom is made on internal and 
external flows:

- Internal: which kind of transport is realized without non added value 
- External: how the products are sent to customers and how products purchasing is managed.

The existing system dispatching platforms are represented on the following figure. There were 
no real master transport schedule and products were sent from the principal platform located in the 
south –east of Paris region to dispatching platforms by trucks when it is possible. Then, a delay was 
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noticed in the dispatching process for customers. In this process, two steps were used :
- Pulling: products were transported from Paris southeast region platform to dispatching 

Platform
- Delivery: products were sent from dispatching centers to customers 

The use of the reference model allows to define how the company has to be organized and struc-
tured for improving its performance. The fives models were elaborated.

For the analysis phase a KPIs overview were elaborated in harmony with this company. Each 
global criterion (QCD and CSSE) was decomposed into sub-criteria for measuring exactly the state 
of the enterprise. For instance, the criterion cost corresponds to CG (global cost), CPr (procurement 
cost (including purchasing)), CPl cost (platform cost), CPd (Dispatching platform cost), CD (Delivery 
cost) and CP (Pulling cost):

The decomposition between internal and external could also be observed here. In addition, other 
criteria are defined as cost per kilometer, distance, etc. they are necessary for comparison with solu-
tions without road. The sub-criterion of distance was also used for defining CSSE criterion. 

The company used sometimes its trucks and if not sub-contracting with transport companies. 
The calculation of cost in both cases has shown a gap between costs. For instance, according to the 
same distance the cost per kilometer were about 1.72€/km in one case and 0.26€/km in the other. 
An algorithm based on operational research was developed for optimizing global cost. The criterion 
CSSE has introduced the problem of harmony with the territory, alternative solutions, use of socie-
tal responsibility of enterprise implementation, digitalization, unemployment, carbon management, 
etc. For instance, the following table presents a part of the existing system results in CO2.

Sub-criteria Measure (in CO2)
Number of transport in 2015 1282
Transported weight in 2015 1922242kg
Weight average per transport 1499kg
Transport type Trucks of 26 tons 
Distances in 2015 564477km

Beyond technical, economic, social and environmental aspects of the company organization, the 
problem of integration in the city could also be added. The platform is in the area of Paris region 
and it now know that the mayor of Paris would forbidden trucks with gasoil in Paris in 2020. In ad-
dition, the problem of congestion around this platform makes people angry about logistics. Because 
of development of new technologies, people were also afraid to see their job disappearing. Then the 
use of digitalization required more information and pedagogy. 

The improvement of the enterprise according to each point of view defined above allows to 
establish future models of the company. A simulation of the internal organization of the platform 
(existing system) was realized. Then future scenarios were proposed to the enterprise. Indeed, sce-
narios were studied and a comparison were done with existing system for measuring the impact of 
new organizations. 

For instance, integration of conveyors was proposed for transporting products directly from 
trucks to the quality control zone. One tri-dimensional forklift was proposed for each rack pathway. 
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The idea was to use employees for other tasks like control, order preparation, and so on. AGVs were 
also proposed for bringing out products from racks to trucks (for expedition). RFID technology 
combined with Internet of things was also proposed for managing traceability. The organization 
allowed to obtain in the racks place for starting the new activity which was to propose collectivities 
to stock for them products they use one time per year (for instance during Christmas).

For transport technical optimization, a solution was proposed for optimizing transport cost by 
reducing the number of kilometers per truck (algorithm). A solution was also to implement ERP 
(Enterprise Resource Planning) with a WMS (Warehouse Management System) tools for managing 
simultaneously procurement and dispatching processes and sent more quickly (for 57% directly) to 
customers. This mode of organization reduced naturally the number of kilometers, the quantity of 
carbon, customer’s non-satisfaction, etc. 

According to the numbers of kilometers, by changing only the data of the existing system 
(564477km), per the new one 527867km, it decreased of 36610km. The new CO2 impact could be 
measured per carburant type.

The company is in interaction with its environment. Then performance improvement has to be 
adapted to environment: impact on population, sustainable urban logistics, carbon reduction, etc. 
For instance, the company has to deliver products to schools, to local authorities and to enterprises. 
One scenario proposed was to implement dispatching platforms at the entrance of cities. Then it 
as decided to elaborate a standard urban logistics warehouse to be deployed in towns according to 
transport optimization algorithms.

4. Conclusions

As shown in this paper, a company could be considered as a system (or an artefact). Then, an ap-
proach could be defined for transforming enterprises according to industry and supply chain 4.0 
concepts, Indeed, social and environmental aspects have to be integrated in the elaboration of a new 
model. An artefact, a process and knowledge are used for realizing the new design and defined for 
insuring the transformation step by step of the company. 
Industry and supply chain 4.0 implementation could be considered as a refinement and a transfor-
mation of company processes by managing new technologies introduction and human and environ-
mental dimensions. 
 A reference model of agriculture and agribusiness sector is detailed, and its use shown. The idea is 
to define the ideal of this sector and then, together with companies of the sector to adapt this ideal 
for corresponding to the company requirements and capacities.
Thus, two illustrations were presented for validating concepts presented and giving to company 
of the sector examples of how they could improve themselves in the frame of industry and supply 
chain 4.0. 
Icam group, and manly the site of Paris Senart are strongly interested by opportunity to collaborated 
with agriculture and agribusiness companies for helping them to be more competitive on globaliza-
tion market and adapted to future new technologies impacts. 
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Abstract

Digital hydraulics has been identified as a promising technology in terms of energy perfor-
mance, robustness and tolerance to the defects of hydraulic systems. The principle is as follows: the 
pressure or the flow rate in a hydraulic system is changed continuously by means of a series of ON/
OFF valves. The work performed by Cetim made it possible to determine to which extent valves can 
be controlled digitally on different hydraulic systems which feature functions with more or less sen-
sitive parameters such as response time, monitoring accuracy, stability, etc. This work also showed 
the gains which can be achieved with this technology and identified the problems and drawbacks 
related to the architecture of the selected system, the hydraulic components used and the control 
system implemented. The experience feedback thus acquired and shared with industrial partners 
provides decision making elements regarding the implementation of this technology.

Key words: digital hydraulics, energy performance

1. Introduction

The two fundamental branches of Digital Hydraulics are the systems based on components con-
nected in parallel and the systems based on switching technologies. Both types can be applied in 
several different ways.

- PCM (Pulse Code Modulation): System of components connected in parallel (“Digital Flow 
Control Unit” DFCU module) with an output which is controlled by changing the combina-
tion of the state of the components. The system features a certain number of discrete output 
values, and no switching is necessary to maintain these values. The coding consists in de-
fining the flow rate / section distribution among all valves. Binary coding is the most widely 
used method, with flow capacities with ratios of 1: 2: 4: 8, etc. Compared to other types of 
coding, this method also provides the best resolution.
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Figure 1: Logic table for the binary coding of a 5-valve DFCU module

- PWM (Pulse Width Modulation): System relying on the fast continuous switching of a 
single component (or a small number of components). The output value is set by the pulse 
width of the control signal. This technique allows a signal to be provided from a binary unit 
(1/0). If this signal is applied during a given period, the average value will be the same as 
that of the analog signal. The discrete signal will only feature logic values (1 or 0) and a 
fixed frequency. The average is modulated by changing the opening cyclic ratio. The aver-
age of the output signal is equal to the opening cyclic ratio.

Digital hydraulics is a technology which concerns the entire hydraulic power transmission sys-
tem, from the pumps (mechanical to hydraulic power conversion) to the linear actuators (hydraulic 
cylinders) or rotating actuators (hydraulic motors) and including the distribution valves. Hydraulic 
accumulators that use this principle also exist.

Figure 2: PWM valve (a), DFCU valve (b), Symbol of a DFCU module (c)

k: combination No.
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Figure 3: Implementation of a 4-way distributor with PWM controlled digital valves (a) or  
DFCU controlled digital valves (b)

Figure 4: Cylinder, valve and pump with digital hydraulic control

The study carried out by Cetim is based on the operation of 2 hydraulic systems, each one having 
different characteristics:

- System No. 1: Hydraulic system for moving linearly a variable speed cylinder, with the cyl-
inder being directly controlled by the operator of the machine. This type of system requires 
a good positioning accuracy and good response times, among other things.

- System No. 2: Hydraulic system for using a cooling fan with variable speed drive. This type 
of system has less stringent requirements in terms of rotational speed accuracy and response 
time than system No. 1.
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The entire approach is based on the modelling of the 2 hydraulic systems so that modifications 
can be easily implemented without the need, for the time being, to resort to potentially expensive 
tests that would require a longer implementation time.

2. Materials and Methods 

System No. 1: Without modification of the hydraulic system architecture

The hydraulic architecture of system No. 1, for moving a variable speed cylinder, is, in its “con-
ventional” hydraulic architecture, comprised of a constant or a variable displacement pump, a pro-
portional control distributor valve and a cylinder. This cylinder is directly controlled by the operator 
of the machine, through a joystick.

For simplification purposes, for this first example, we used a constant displacement pump with 
constant speed drive.

Figure 5: Hydraulic system No. 1 with proportional control distributor

Without changing the hydraulic architecture, this system can be “digitised” by replacing each 
hydraulic way of the proportional control distributor with a PWM controlled ON/OFF 2/2-way 
valve, or with a DFCU module comprised of several ON/OFF 2/2-way valves.
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Figure 6: Digitisation of the proportional control distributor with 4 PWM controlled ON/OFF 2/2-way 
valves

Figure 7: Digitisation of the proportional control distributor with 4 DFCU modules,  
each comprised of 5 ON/OFF 2/2way valves

Monitoring / control part

Same leaks as those in the propor-
tional control distributor

Monitoring / control part
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System No. 2: With modification of the hydraulic system architecture

In its “conventional” part, the hydraulic architecture of system No. 2, for using a cooling fan 
with variable speed drive, is comprised of a constant displacement pump, a pressure control valve 
and a hydraulic motor. The speed of the fan is adjusted in open loop from the maximum pressure 
setting upstream from the hydraulic motor, through the proportional pressure control valve.

 
Figure 8: Hydraulic system No. 2 with proportional pressure control valve

With a modification of the hydraulic architecture of the system, it is possible to “digitise” the 
distribution (as in system No. 1), but it is also possible to “digitise” the pump.

A digital pump is a constant displacement pump whose flow is transferred towards the system or 
towards the reservoir through an ON/OFF valve. When digital pumps are connected in series, this 
gives the equivalent of a variable displacement pump, the higher or lower flow being transferred to 
the system through the ON/OFF valves.

The variation of the flow is discrete and depends on the coding of the displacements of the digital 
pumps.

 
Figure 9: Digitisation of the proportional control distributor with a DFCU module (left-hand drawing), 

and digitisation of the pump (right-hand drawing)
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The method implemented in this study consists, for the 2 studied systems, in checking the per-
formance obtained with the digitised systems, but it also includes:

- an assessment of the energy aspect;
- an observation and analysis of the pressure pulsations related to the fast switching of the 

ON/OFF valves.

3. Results and Discussion

Functional aspects:

The results obtained on system No. 1, either with PWM control or DFCU control, lead to similar 
positioning performance as that obtained with a proportional control distributor. Therefore, even on 
a hydraulic system with high dynamic performance requirements, the “digital hydraulic” technolo-
gy provides a suitable answer.

However, depending on the loading conditions (weight, force), pulsations appear on the speed 
or pressure curves. These pulsations are due to the control device which generates high flow surges 
when the ON/OFF valves are opened or closed.

Figure 10: Examples of pressure or speed pulsations observed on system No. 1, digitised with a PWM 
control

Regarding the comparison between the PWM digitisation and the DFCU digitisation, the PWM 
architecture uses a much smaller number of valves but it requires a wide dynamic range and a short 
response time to apply the control order. Moreover, the valves used in the PWM architecture must 
feature a significant endurance, as they are continuously operating. 

DFCU modules are able to supply a higher flow although they have smaller valves than those 
of the PWM architecture, as ON/OFF valves are connected in parallel. The DFCU distribution ar-
chitecture is more affected by problems of response time scattering between the valves, but it can 
continue to operate even in case of failure of one of its ON/OFF valves.
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Energy aspects:

Regarding the energy efficiency, the digitisation of system No. 1 without modification of the 
hydraulic architecture does not provide significant energy efficiency gains. In fact, without any 
architecture modification, only the losses, if any, related to the hydraulic distribution components 
come into play (pressure losses and leaks) and they do not play a prominent role in this type of sys-
tem where the pump runs at constant flow and pressure.

Nevertheless, the modifications of the hydraulic architecture of system No. 2 allow significant 
energy efficiency gains when compared to the system with proportional pressure control valve. In 
fact, in this case, the modifications of the hydraulic architecture with digital control make it possible 
to only transfer the required flow into the hydraulic system. Therefore, this solution is very similar 
to the use of a variable displacement pump, the latter often requiring a much bigger available space 
and being more expensive.

Figure 11: Efficiency of system No. 2 in relation to the rotational speed of the fan and the hydrau-
lic architecture

4. Conclusions

Thanks to system modelling, the two studied cases allowed us to assess the possibilities and 
problems generated by the use of digital hydraulics.

The main result is that, despite the appearances before this study, the control part remains rather 
simple to implement in order to control this technology.

However, it also became clear that a control system with ON/OFF valves was very likely to 
cause pressure pulsations (sometimes very high) in the hydraulic systems.

Finally, the modifications of the architectures of the hydraulic systems, made possible by the 
digital hydraulics technology, allow significant energy efficiency gains when compared to conven-
tional hydraulic architectures based on the control systems with proportional control hydraulic com-
ponents.
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Simulation for brake valve design
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Abstract

Simulation can be used either to help sizing a component or to understand better a complex 
situation where several parameters evolve at the same time. We faced this situation while design-
ing the offer for new 2015/68 braking regulation, which is part of 167/2013 mother regulation 
for Ag market in Europe. 

For the first valve, we did a real test with existing components but the results were not good 
enough to fulfil the regulation requirement. We set a simulation model to match the preliminary 
results. Once done, the model is fully qualified to help sizing the component and writing a spec-
ification for the product design office.

For the second valve, the situation was slightly different. All data were available but the 
number of parameters to take into account makes the understanding difficult. In that case, the 
simulation helps to figure out the problem and set up the solution. 

1. Introduction

The new regulation 2015/68 is describing several requirements and tests to be performed 
on tractors and towed vehicles for the homologation. New components have to be designed to 
match this request and the simulation tool is saving time either to allow virtual tests or to sort out 
the data in an understanding manner.

2. Model description

We used LMS AMESIM software as simulation tool. 

2.1 The first simulation is a basic pressure drop exercise. The tractor has to evacuate 500cc of oil 
from an accumulator of 2l with 15 bar nitrogen pressure in less than 1s as described in annex 1, 
item 2.2.1.18.7 of 2015/68 braking regulation. An initial testing on a bench is done with exist-
ing components. All dimensions including components characteristics must be well known and 
reproduced in the model. 
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2.2 The second simulation represents a load sensing valve for a towed vehicle using mechanical 
suspension. It must change the pressure to the brake depending on the load. 

The new valve is a combination of two transformations (Patented). The first is a pressure divi-
sion. It is made with a spool balancing between two different sections. The pressure coming in 
is P1. The pressure going out is P2. The middle spool can close the way between P1 and P2. It 
remains open when P1.S1 = P2.S2.

The hydraulic schematic can be done the following way

Thus, if the section ratio between S1 and S2 is 3 for example, the same ratio applies to the pres-
sures. The division ratio is close to the real ratio between an empty and a loaded towed vehicle. 

 The second transformation is made with a valve acting as a brake pedal. The pedal is replaced 
by a lever. It is linked to the top part of the mechanical suspension. The body of the brake pedal 
is linked to the bottom of the mechanical suspension.  As the load is increasing in the towed 
vehicle, the mechanical suspensions shorten and the brake pedal is pressed (force F). The corre-
sponding lever stroke is generating an additional setting on the valve (Setting x). 

We can then do the following schematic for the combination of the two transformations 
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The pressure to the towed vehicle brake is then : 

With :

P1 : pressure coming from the tractor 
P2 : pressure on the output of the load sensing valve directed to the towed vehicle brakes
R : ratio of division of the valve (normally directly linked with the ratio empty/loaded of the 
towed vehicle)
X : extra setting coming from the force F generated at the lever 

The model makes the link between the load of the towed vehicle, the tractor braking pressure 
and the pressure sent to the braking cylinders. 

 
It calculates the corresponding deceleration and shows the result of a pressure ramp generated at 
the tractor on the compatibility curves given in the regulation 2015/68. We can then directly see 
the impact on any change of the new valve on the compatibility curve. 

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Figure 1 is showing the result of the accumulator purge test. The curve in dotted line 
represents the result obtained with the original components. The pressure in the accumulator in-
creases during the inflation phase from 10 bar to 15 bar in 6s. Then starts the real measurement. 
The result of 1.02s is consistent with the test bench measurement. Although the emptying time 
is very close to the regulation requirement, it does not allow us to produce this valve in serial 
production. 

The curve in full line represents the same test done with a modified valve. This time the result 
of 0.74s gives an acceptable margin for the production.
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Figure 1

3.2 For the second exercise, we need to check if the behavior of the towed vehicle is match-
ing the compatibility curves given in the regulation 2015/68. With the simulation, we will gener-
ate a ramp of pressure coming from the tractor, calculate the pressure transformation due to the 
load sensing valve and then find the corresponding towed vehicle deceleration. 

Figure 2 is showing the deceleration rate of an empty towed vehicle depending on the pres-
sure in the control line. The real ratio of load of the towed vehicle between empty and loaded is 
3 and the valve ratio is 2.5 .

The maximum and minimum limits for empty towed vehicle are shown in dotted black lines.

Figure 2
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The same for a loaded towed vehicle is shown on figure 3 with a lever bring extra setting of 
70 bar fully pressed. The maximum and minimum for a loaded vehicle are shown in dotted black 
line. Note that the limits are not the same as for an empty vehicle. 

 

Figure 3

4. Conclusions

Simulation is a part of our development process. Whether the problem is simple or 
complex, it always brings a better understanding of the situation. We are then in a better 
position to decide which direction has to be followed.

In the pressure drop test requirement, the sizing of the valve was not in our standard. 
Although we did one test to characterize the bench, the total number of testing is very lim-
ited. Better than just having a good result, we are also able to evaluate the margin between 
the result and the limit without increasing the cost of the solution.

For the load sensing valve, we know how to design the right component. But looking 
at the difficulty to set up the model, we are foreseeing difficulties for the customer to set up 
the valve. We are now investigating an electronic component to simplify the installation on 
the machine. 
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Abstract

Mobile machines equipped with hydraulic pumps are affected by hydraulic noise problems often 
caused by the pressure pulsations generated by the pumps. Irrespective of the pump technologies 
used, these pulsations are present and propagate within the hydraulic system and possibly to the 
structure of the machine. A solution to damp these pulsations consists in using a quarter wave tube. 
This makes it possible to damp the pressure pulsations around a well determined frequency, and the 
sizing of quarter wave tubes is a rather well known process. However, due to installation problems 
mainly, some mobile machines are equipped with quarter wave hoses. But properly sizing quarter 
wave hoses appears to be difficult, as the sound velocity in the oil inside the hose is not exactly 
known. If the propagation of the pressure waves inside the hoses is not properly determined, then 
the hoses cannot be accurately sized, which leads to the necessity to carry out many tests to adapt the 
hoses to the frequency to be damped. The work performed by Cetim led to a fully innovating sizing 
method based on a simple characterisation and a simple hydroacoustic model of the hoses used. This 
method was validated on industrial cases both on a Cetim test bench and in industrial machines.
Key words: hydraulic hoses, hydraulic noise reduction, quarter wave, hydroacoustic

1. Introduction
All hydraulic systems in mobile machines undergo the pressure pulsations generated by the 

hydraulic pumps. These pulsations are transmitted to the hydraulic fluid which then excites the hy-
draulic lines, thereby leading to noise and vibration.

In order to improve comfort, many mobile machines are now equipped with devices aimed at 
reducing the pressure pulsations and, therefore, the hydraulic noise. Many devices exist, they are 
more or less efficient, but, in all cases, they are restricted by the little room available to integrate 
them into the machines.

However, a well proven solution exists, which consists in using quarter wave tubes. These are 
closed tubes installed at pump outlet on a T Union. The length of these tubes is calculated in such 
a way that the propagation of the pressure waves within the tubes will attenuate the pressure pul-
sations generated by the pump, the frequency of which is directly related to the rotational speed.

Figure 1: Pump outlet with quarter wave tube configuration
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Therefore, in the case of the quarter wave tube, the hydraulic system benefits from the inlet im-
pedance of a closed tube, which has the shape illustrated below:

Figure 2: Inlet impedance of a closed tube

Antiresonance occurs at frequency f0. This antiresonance repeats itself at all odd multiples of f0, 
whereas resonance occurs at all even multiples of f0. Consequently, if the effects related to the fluid 
are not taken into account (inertia, viscosity, damping, etc.), the pressure pulsations are damped at 
all odd multiples of f0 and amplified at all even multiples of f0.

Such a device can be easily sized, but its main drawback is that its integration into a mobile 
machine is difficult, especially due to its length, its stiffness and the necessary attachment points. 
Therefore, the majority of the machines equipped with this type of pressure pulsation damping de-
vice are fitted with closed hoses, also called “quarter wave hoses”, rather than quarter wave tubes.

The use of quarter wave hoses can also give very satisfactory results when it comes to damping 
the pressure pulsations generated by the pump. However, sizing is markedly more complex since, 
unlike a rigid tube, the sound velocity within the oil inside a hose is unknown and depends on the 
nature of the hose. Thus, numerous tests often need to be carried out to adapt the hose to the fre-
quency which is to be attenuated.

To counter this problem, Cetim developed a method for sizing quarter wave hoses, based on 
an initial hydroacoustic characterisation of the hoses used. This method relies on a simple hydro-
acoustic model of hoses and does not require the use of specific software, which therefore makes it 
accessible to a very large number of industrial manufacturers. This method was tested and validated 
on a test bench and on machines.

2. Materials and Methods 

In order to properly size a quarter wave hose so that it provides optimum damping of the pres-
sure pulsations at a very specific frequency, the first step consists in relying on hydroacoustic char-
acterisations of hoses.
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Determining the hydroacoustic characteristics of a hose consists in identifying the terms of its 
admittance matrix. This matrix is a characteristic of the component and, therefore, it is not related 
to the hydraulic system. Nevertheless, it may vary in relation to different parameters such as the 
pressure or the temperature, for instance.

The admittance matrix of a hose is defined as follows:

Where:
q1 and q2 are the pulsating flows at hose inlet and outlet
p1 and p2 are the pulsating pressures at hose inlet and outlet
a11 and a12 are the terms of the admittance matrix of the hose

The admittance matrix of a hose can be determined in accordance with standard NF ISO15086 
“Determination of fluid-borne noise characteristics of components and systems”.

Once the admittance matrix for the hose has been determined, a simple hose model has to be 
readjusted on these measurements. This model is based on 4 parameters:

- dSp: surface expansion related to pressure
- tgphi: damping term
- X: variation of dSp in relation to frequency
- Y: variation of tgphi in relation to frequency. 

 

Figure 3: Measurement of the terms of the admittance matrix of a hose and  identification of the pa-
rameters of the model

Frequency (Hz)
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Using the hydroacoustic parameters identified for the measured hose, it is then possible to de-
termine the length of that quarter wave hose to be installed at pump outlet to damp the pressure 
pulsations at the required frequency:

L
Cf
40 =

Where:
- f0 is the fundamental frequency at which pressure pulsation damping is maximum
- C is the sound velocity in the oil inside the hose, depending on the hydroacoustic param-

eters of the hose
- L is the length of the quarter wave element.

3. Results and Discussion

The developed sizing method was tested and validated on a test bench and then on a hydraulic 
excavator.

The purpose of the bench tests was to determine, based on the sizing method described above, 
the length of a quarter wave hose for a frequency at which the pulsations from the pump need to be 
damped in an optimum way.

Figure 4: Architecture of the test bench used for validating the sizing of a quarter wave hose

Figure 5: Example of pressure pulsation attenuation obtained with a quarter wave hose  
adapted for a frequency of 200 Hz
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The test curves presented above show that, around the frequency of 200 Hz for which the quar-
ter wave hose was sized, the damping of the hydraulic pressure pulsations is greater than 25 dB. 
Therefore, the pressure pulsations are significantly damped around the frequency for which the hose 
was sized using the developed method previously described. This is a first validation element for 
this sizing method.

For different lengths of quarter wave hoses, we calculated the differences between the theoretical 
frequency of maximum attenuation of the pressure pulsations (frequency obtained using the pro-
posed sizing method) and the frequency at which maximum attenuation of the pressure pulsations 
was obtained on the test bench. 

Table 1: Differences between the theoretical frequency stemming from the developed method  
and the measured frequency (hose 4SH DN12)

Length of the 
quarter wave 

hose

(m)

Maximum atten-
uation frequency, 

theoretical

(Hz)

Maximum atten-
uation frequency, 

measured

(Hz)

Difference of 
frequency

(Hz)

0.937 200 207 7
0.406 384 393 9
0.294 476 487 11

In all cases, the errors found between the measured and calculated frequencies giving maximum 
attenuation of the pressure pulsations are low, although they very slightly increase for shorter quar-
ter wave flexible lengths.

Considering the very good results observed during the bench tests, new measurements were 
performed on a hydraulic excavator, this time in order to use a configuration which was as represen-
tative as possible of the real conditions of use of a quarter wave hose.

Figure 6: Installation of quarter wave hoses on a hydraulic excavator
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This time, the objective was to validate the results obtained during the bench tests, but also to 
analyse the impact of the reduction of the pressure pulsations from the pump on the overall noise 
level in the cabin of the machine.

The measurements performed show that, on the fundamental frequency of the pump, the use 
of a quarter wave hose allows a reduction of the pressure pulsations by a factor of three. This also 
has an effect on the noise level in the cabin, where a gain of more than 10 dB(A) is achieved on the 
fundamental frequency of the pump.

4. Conclusions

All the tests carried out on the machines showed that the use of quarter wave hoses allows a sig-
nificant attenuation of the pressure pulsations and the cabin noise around the frequencies for which 
these hoses are sized. The different sizings performed with the above-mentioned developed method 
gave satisfactory results after the hoses were installed on the machine.
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The reduction in the levels of pulsating pressures usually leads to reduced noise levels in the 
cabin. However, the orders of magnitude are not systematically identical, as every aspect of the 
propagation of noise within the machine comes into play (airborne and solid-borne propagation). 

Therefore, it seems perfectly possible to predict the sizing of a quarter wave hose in order to 
adapt it to a selected frequency. This sizing is based on the hydroacoustic characterisation of the 
“flexible” rubber part of the selected hose and on the readjustment of the hydroacoustic parameters, 
with a more accurate readjustment, if necessary, around the wanted frequency. This approach avoids 
a significant number of “trial and error” iterations and makes it possible to obtain, right from the be-
ginning, a quarter wave hose which is almost optimum for the frequency around which the pressure 
pulsations are to be damped.

Therefore, when the pressure pulsations of a pump need to be damped around several very dif-
ferent frequencies (for example in the case of a pump running at speeds which may be very differ-
ent), it seems, at this stage of the study, that it is possible to consider a network of quarter wave hoses 
installed at pump outlet. This aspect currently forms the subject of work within Cetim.
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